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Series Preface

OCTOBER Files addresses individual bodies of work of the postwar 
period that meet two criteria: they have altered our understanding of art 
in significant ways, and they have prompted a critical literature that is 
serious, sophisticated, and sustained. Each book thus traces not only the 
development of an important oeuvre but also the construction of the 
critical discourse inspired by it. This discourse is theoretical by its very 
nature, which is not to say that it imposes theory abstractly or arbitrarily. 
Rather, it draws out the specific ways in which significant art is theo-
retical in its own right, on its own terms and with its own implications. 
To this end we feature essays, many first published in OCTOBER 
magazine, that elaborate different methods of criticism in order to eluci-
date different aspects of the art in question. The essays are often in dia-
logue with one another as they do so, but they are also as sensitive as 
the art to political context and historical change. These “files,” then, are 
intended as primers in signal practices of art and criticism alike, and they 
are offered in resistance to the amnesiac and antitheoretical tendencies 
of our time.

The Editors of OCTOBER
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My own commitment to Kentridge’s work began when I experi-
enced his constant representation of his own medium (drawing) along 
with his own method of producing it (erasure). In his latest décor and 
production for opera—Alban Berg’s Lulu—Kentridge once again finds a 
way to figure forth his own presence within the production. The back-
drop for the opera is a constantly changing set of video-projected, 
brushed black “portraits” of Lulu. One of these projections is shown 
with his own white-sleeved arm, with hand holding his brush, in the act 
of making one of these portraits. Lulu opens with a painter taking Lulu’s 
portrait, then making love to her, the act witnessed by her husband, 
who dies of shock; this legacy sets Lulu on the course of her endless path 
of seduction. In his own depiction of his making a portrait of her, Ken-
tridge figures himself in the midst of the story. This is a trope familiar 
from great works of literature, as in Proust’s Recherche, throughout the 
length of which Marcel speaks of his own difficulty of setting off on the 
writing of the book we now hold in our own hands.

This anthology would not be possible were it not for the generous help 
of William Kentridge and his studio, most particularly Anne McIlleron.

Among our many distinguished and generous authors, several have 
collaborated with Kentridge himself: Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, 
Rosalind Morris, and Joseph Koerner.

Our thanks to all of them.
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Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev in Conversation with William Kentridge

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev and William Kentridge

CAROLYN CHRISTOV-BAKARGIEV: You’ve often said that everything you do is 
drawing, and that you see drawing as a model for knowledge.

WILLIAM KENTRIDGE: What does it mean to say that something is a draw-
ing—as opposed to a fundamentally different form, such as a photo-
graph? First of all, arriving at the image is a process, not a frozen instant. 
Drawing for me is about fluidity. There may be a vague sense of what 
you’re going to draw but things occur during the process that may 
modify, consolidate, or shed doubts on what you know. So drawing is a 
testing of ideas; a slow-motion version of thought. It does not arrive 
instantly like a photograph. The uncertain and imprecise way of con-
structing a drawing is sometimes a model of how to construct meaning. 
What ends in clarity does not begin that way.

CCB: Your charcoal drawings and prints since the late 1970s; the ani-
mated films and videos which began a decade later; as well as your the-
ater and opera productions as actor, set designer, and director, have been 
informed by your growing up in South Africa under apartheid. They 
have dealt with subjugation and emancipation, guilt and confession, 
trauma and healing through memory.

How has belonging to a family of prominent lawyers committed to the 
defense of the abused affected your work?1

WK: There are three separate things: themes or subject matter in my work; 
my South African background; my family background. The themes in my 
work do not really constitute its starting point, which is always the desire 
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to draw. It can become a self-centered reflection of whatever is around 
that interests me rather than great issues that have to be answered objec-
tively. Rather than saying, like Lenin, “What is to be done?” my engage-
ment is politically concerned but distanced. One contradiction in the 
South African situation is the oscillating space between a violent, abnormal 
world outside and a parallel, comfortable world from which it is viewed.

CCB: You have spoken of the modernist houses in the suburbs of Johan-
nesburg which were the basis, in the animated film WEIGHING … and 
WANTING (1998), of your depiction of the house of Soho Eckstein, 
the pinstriped-suited businessman who is one of the principal characters 
in your films. You also told me that this image in the film relates to a 
modernist house in Sergei Eisenstein’s film The General Line (1929). 
Your work seems to convey both nostalgia for Modernism and a sense 
of relief that it is over.

WK: You once described this as a temporal space which becomes a met-
aphor for geographic space. These images don’t suggest my wish to live 
in a different time and place, closer to the center, although there is an 
element of this. The nostalgia in the work is connected with moments 
of childhood that one tries to reclaim as a touchstone for authentic 
experience. When I draw a telephone, the automatic assumption is that 
I’m going to draw an old Bakelite phone from the 1950s, not a 1990s 
cell phone. However, the lines of communication from the phones in 
the recent films like Stereoscope (1998–1999) are contemporary even 
though the instruments are old.

CCB: On one hand your style of drawing is reminiscent of the early 
twentieth-century German Expressionism of Max Beckmann, Otto Dix, 
and others. On the other hand, you freely explore new media and tech-
niques, from video installation to chalk drawing (on the landscape or 
onto walls) to projections onto buildings and drawings made with fire, as 
in your collaboration with Doris Bloom for the first Johannesburg Bien-
nial, Memory and Geography (1995). A similar juxtaposition of traditional 
technique and playful experimentation occurs when you bring a finished 
drawing to an exhibition space and “extend” it directly on the wall, 
“dirtying” and smudging the white cube of the European or North 
American museum. One of the most hilarious examples of this almost 
anarchic attitude is Ubu Procession (1999), a large white chalk drawing on 
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a black background reminiscent of a roll of film scratched to make a 
primitive form of animation, depicting a monstrous figure based on the 
French playwright Alfred Jarry’s character Ubu (Ubu Roi, 1869), that 
you placed irreverently along the horizontal axis of Richard Meier’s 
new—pristine white—Museu d’Art Contemporani, Barcelona, in 1999.

Could your origins on the so-called cultural periphery explain this mix 
of traditional and contemporary, of Eurocentric art history and a differ-
ent, non-linear history?

WK: Much of what was contemporary in Europe and America during 
the 1960s and 1970s seemed distant and incomprehensible to me. Images 
became familiar from exhibitions and publications but the impulses 
behind the work did not make the transcontinental jump to South 
Africa. The art that seemed most immediate and local dated from the 
early twentieth century, when there still seemed to be hope for political 
struggle rather than a world exhausted by war and failure. I remember 
thinking that one had to look backwards—even if quaintness was the 
price one paid.

CCB: Ever since your early films, such as Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City 
after Paris (1989), your work has addressed the nature of human emo-
tion. Your films often evoke pathos through their imagery techniques 
(such as imperfect erasure), and classical or jazz soundtracks. They refer 
to the public sphere as well as to the intimately private. As Okwui 
Enwezor has noted, they could be considered post-Holocaust works.2 
The Frankfurt School theorist Theodor Adorno stated in 1949 that after 
Auschwitz there could be no more lyric poetry. You have stated, “Alas, 
there is lyric poetry,” because of the dulling of memory, which is both a 
failure and a blessing. What is this relationship between forgetting and 
remembering? Is there a connection between this retrieval from memory 
and the retrieval of the possibility for figurative art, after the nonfigura-
tive Conceptual and Minimal art of the 1960s and 1970s?

WK: Adorno’s much-quoted proclamation of the end of lyric poetry was 
directly followed by his assertion that literature must resist this verdict; 
that it was now in art alone that suffering could still find its voice, with-
out immediately being betrayed by it.3 My statement meant something 
slightly different: I referred to time’s dulling of memory and intense pas-
sion. This allows other, less bleak, more lyrical moments to surface.
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William Kentridge, stills from Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City after Paris, 1989. 16 mm animated 
film, transferred to video and laser disc, 8 min., 2 sec.
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William Kentridge, stills from Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City after Paris, 1989. 16 mm animated 
film, transferred to video and laser disc, 8 min., 2 sec.
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William Kentridge, stills from Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City after Paris, 1989. 16 mm animated 
film, transferred to video and laser disc, 8 min., 2 sec.
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CCB: Conceptual art remained aloof to the human suffering related to 
the postcolonial era.

WK: An early nineteenth-century depiction of a foreign war seemed far 
more immediate and local in the South African context than in contem-
porary Conceptual art. Mid-twentieth-century art, such as the work of 
the Abstract Expressionists, which tried to define a new language for a 
post-Holocaust world, seemed to me to be stuck in an abstractionist 
silence. Now I can understand its eloquence, but it first appeared almost 
catatonic to me—an admission that the world is too hard to describe. I 
felt that description or evocation might be flawed, but its attempt was to 
be relished.

CCB: By insisting that the language of the artwork was its content, con-
ceptualist Joseph Kosuth could be said to have focused on the glass of 
the window rather than the view through it—if we were to use the 
classical description of painting as a “window on the world.”

WK: I think the glass itself is interesting, but only for a few minutes. 
What is seen through the window is interesting for much longer. You 
can’t have a fin de siècle introversion, closing out the world in the hope 
that what’s outside the window will go away. There’s a knowledge of 
the “glass” through which you perceive the work, even if it’s the pro-
jection screen. But it doesn’t negate what is represented, nor that repre-
sentation is possible.

CCB: Do you feel there is also a relationship between your South African 
isolation from contemporary European and American art in your forma-
tive years and your adoption of a traditionally “minor” art form, draw-
ing, as your principal medium?

WK: Yes. I started off as a painter and continued for sixteen years, but I 
was in neither of the local art schools that taught traditional techniques 
of oil painting in a way that made you feel comfortable with the mate-
rial. Nor was I in an intellectual space which could provide me with an 
understanding of what was really happening with painting in Europe or 
America.

CCB: The avant-garde art in Europe and America during the 1960s and 
1970s was rarely painting; it was installation, performance, body art.
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WK: That’s true, although I was completely unaware of this. I was famil-
iar with Clement Greenberg’s heroes: Larry Poons, Jules Olitski, Helen 
Frankenthaler; the New York school. Their non-figurative work looked 
so apolitical to me that painting seemed an impossible activity. When 
Robert Motherwell painted the series Elegy to the Spanish Republic 
(1953–1954), I felt this was pure ideology. If you want a statement about 
the Spanish Civil War, look at Picasso’s Guernica (1937). The Concep-
tual artists were even more removed; at the time I thought they were 
nuts. I preferred the theatrical madness of the Dada movement.

CCB: You were reading Adorno’s work and other political and ascetic 
writings of the Frankfurt School which influenced Conceptual art.

WK: At the time I could not begin to connect these writings with con-
temporary art. I was intrigued by Joseph Beuys because my art teacher 
used to go to Documenta every five years and come back with reports 
of what he’d seen, but even Beuys’s work seemed an indulgence from 
the vantage point of South Africa, where the political struggles were so 
serious.

CCB: During the Soweto riots in 1976 over seven hundred people were 
killed. In the aftermath South Africa became progressively isolated from 
the international arena. Sanctions imposed by other states meant that 
artists could not participate in international exhibitions. A vivid art of 
denunciation developed in the country which came to be known as 
“Resistance Art.” The 1980s were violent years; the first State of Emer-
gency was proclaimed in 1985.

What was your attitude toward politically engaged art? Is your love for 
Goya, Hogarth, Beckmann, and Eisenstein an attempt to reinvigorate 
the socially critical tradition in Western art with new possibilities?

WK: During the 1970s and 1980s I made some posters and drawings as 
well as theater pieces, all of which I saw as acts of political opposition. 
More importantly, there were times when my own real anger formed 
the impetus behind particular works—and so became part of the process, 
without any expectation that the work itself would be an act of resis-
tance. Since then the work has become more a reflection on the politi-
cal world, in terms of the way it affects us personally, than an attempt to 
become part of it. A reference to Eisenstein does not convey a nostalgic 
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yearning to be in Russia in 1924, but rather attempts to chart the con-
nection between Eisenstein’s imagery and the failure of this project.

CCB: What kind of theater were you involved with?

WK: It was simple agitprop theater. I was neither an activist nor a politi-
cian. I was working with two theater groups: one that consisted of stu-
dents performing in ordinary theaters, and another that worked with 
trade unions, using plays to raise consciousness.

We would stage a play which showed domestic workers how badly they 
were being treated, implying that they should strike for equal rights. 
This would be presented in a hall with 4000 domestic workers. I 
remember standing at the back of the hall while a play was being per-
formed. I had told the actors that if I couldn’t hear them, I’d wave a 
shirt at the back as a cue for them to speak louder. I remember standing 
at the back waving the shirt frantically, hopelessly, while the play carried 
on regardless. I understood then that this work was about the actors’ 
needs rather than its meaning for the audience. There was a false assump-
tion about the public, in that we “knew” what “the people” needed, so 
I stopped my involvement with these groups. The early twentieth-cen-
tury German Expressionists, such as Otto Dix and Max Beckmann, as 
well as the early Soviet filmmakers and designers of propaganda posters, 
had a way of using their anger, drawing it quite directly; this corre-
sponded to what I was feeling at the time.

In my work the vocabulary and the dramatis personae haven’t changed 
so much, but there is no longer the triumphant ending that you see in 
the cinema of Eisenstein, for example. It’s important that the endings of 
my films are less coherent, less definitive.

CCB: You studied mime and theater at the Ecole Jacques Lecocq in Paris 
from 1981 to 1982. This was followed by several years during which 
you stopped drawing and exhibiting, and became interested in filmmak-
ing. How does this experience inform your later work as a visual artist? 
Your drawings are post-cinematic in a way; you often draw cinematic 
effects—such as close-ups or long-shots. First there was drawing, then 
filmmaking; then you began making drawings as they were part of the 
process of film itself.
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WK: In the late 1970s I made a series of drawings in which the mise-en-
scène was a three-walled pit, like a stage. The space had a single vanish-
ing point. Then I tried to get away from this by having a single horizon 
line in the set of monoprints that followed (Pit, 1979). I understood that 
I was stuck in these two kinds of representation of space. In the early 
1980s, for about four years, I had a block; I felt that I no longer knew 
what I was drawing or even how to draw. During that time I worked in 
the film industry as a kind of props designer. This showed me how it 
was possible to construct space and lighting at will, not trapped by 
Renaissance perspective and natural lighting. You can bring a lamp to 
light any section of the scene; you can pull a wall out, you can make a 
corridor that widens at one end, to get a greater sense of depth.

I’m more competent now at understanding how I can edit, with the 
close-up here or a linking scene there, but I sometimes wish I could 
reconstruct the absence of that knowledge. I suddenly wonder if I’m just 
drawing a film, rather than constructing something out of drawing. 
Recent research claims that the eye sees as if through two simultaneous 
lenses: one part of our vision is like the wide-angle lens of a camera, 
while the center of our field of vision is like a zoom lens. There’s no 
cinematic lens that can do that. In film, you have physically to cut from 
a wide shot to a close-up to approximate how we see naturally.

CCB: There is a strange inversion in your work. You represent landscape 
as a cultural construct and that distances it; you represent the body in a 
way that also shows it as a construct; you represent the story and dis-
tance it by making drawings based on film techniques, so that they 
themselves become objects of representation. What does it mean to use 
a pre-film technique to draw the way in which a film “represents”?

WK: Photography has changed the way we represent the world, in art, 
from Degas onward. There is a similar effect on representation after a 
century of film, and this relates to my interest in a less synchronic, more 
time-based art practice. This also relates to the larger question of whether 
drawing can act as a metaphor for the way we think.

CCB: You collaborated with the Handspring Puppet Company since 
1992, presenting both the puppets and their manipulators on the stage, 
alongside your animations. What led you to juxtapose your drawing and 
film with actors and puppets?
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WK: Both the traces left on the drawings in the animated films and the 
double performance of manipulator and puppet in the theater works 
were born of unsolvable problems. When I began drawing, I tried very 
hard to make perfect erasures. I later understood that the traces left on 
the paper were integral to the drawing’s meaning. In theater, we first 
tried a number of ways of hiding the manipulators, behind screens or in 
shadow; it appeared to us as a failure that we couldn’t hide them. It was 
only halfway through rehearsing the first of these collaborations, 
Woyzeck on the Highveld (1992), that we realized the visible manipulators 
were an asset. Their presence was central to the meaning of the work. 
It’s like another way of drawing a character. Instead of a two-dimen-
sional charcoal drawing working through time in a film, it’s like a three-
dimensional “drawing” working through time in a play. The principle is 
that there is a double performance: you watch the actor and the puppet 
together. The process recalls Brechtian theater: the actors focus on the 
puppets and the audience has a circular trajectory of vision from the 
puppets to the actors and back to itself. It’s about the unwilling suspen-
sion of disbelief. In spite of knowing that the puppet is a piece of wood 
operated by an actor, you find yourself ascribing agency to it.

CCB: Do you think this process has influenced your later method of lay-
ering in the drawings for films?

WK: In Woyzeck on the Highveld or Faustus in Africa! (1995), a different 
kind of drawing became both possible and necessary. There is a moment 
in Faustus in Africa! when everyone in the underworld goes through the 
old files of the dead. On the screen behind, you first see close-ups of 
names and then gradually the camera pulls back and you see an unend-
ing list of names. The only way to achieve this was to make a huge 
drawing consisting only of a list of names. I would never have made that 
drawing without the play, but as a drawing it’s intriguing. Also, in the-
ater, I sometimes drew the thoughts of the characters and presented 
them as imagery on the screen backdrop. In later animated films, a 
whole world of people’s thoughts came in.

CCB: There’s a constant and almost obsessive thematic reference in your 
works to the landscape in relation to the human body. For example, 
from Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City after Paris to Felix in Exile (1994) 
your films deal with events in the urban public sphere, set in a confused 
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and multi-perspectival wasteland of ecological and human disaster. Is 
there a relationship between exploring the landscape through drawing 
and retrieving the history through this process, a history that the land-
scape hides?

WK: First, the drawing doesn’t begin as a moral project; it starts from the 
pleasure of putting charcoal marks on paper. You immediately see two 
things: a sheet of paper with charcoal dust across its surface, and the 
evocation of a landscape with a dark sky. There’s a simple alchemy in 
the transformation of the paper into something else, just as there is in 
filmmaking or any mimetic work.

This brings in its train a series of other connections to the outside world. 
You have a simple, schematic drawing which has three distinct levels of 
comprehension. The first level is the sensual pleasure of the charcoal, the 
blackness of its gleam. The second level is the evocation of a landscape, 
and the third level is the charcoal mark that can be read ambiguously—
for example, a mark that could be read, say, as a monolith in the land-
scape. Built into the very immediacy of the drawing is both an evocation 
and a reflection or comment. Then, at the film stage, these drawings get 
rubbed out and altered. You have a sense of a process occurring on the 
paper.

Very early on in the drawing there is a sense of the passage of time. The 
ethical or moral questions which are already in our heads seems to rise to 
the surface as a consequence of this process. Initially I just wanted to 
draw landscapes, then I realized that the drawings, in themselves, evoked 
these larger questions.

CCB: You once mentioned to me a book of European landscape paint-
ings that your grandfather gave you as a child.

WK: Yes. I felt that the landscape around me was a lie, as if I had been 
cheated. Rather than growing up thinking that these green hills in that 
book were a fiction, I believed they were real. The South African land-
scape wasn’t less real; it was more like a disaster zone. When I started 
drawing I depicted the local landscapes I knew, rather than those uto-
pian, lush landscapes faraway.

CCB: Later, in your Colonial Landscapes (1995–1996), you do use that 
kind of lush, foreign imagery. These drawings of yours referred to early 
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colonial illustrations which cater to European audiences who wanted 
scenic paintings of distant, exotic lands.

WK: Yes, but these were nostalgic visions of how people wished a new 
world could be made; my drawings suggest how this was not possible.

CCB: The red pastel surveyors’ marks on your black charcoal drawings 
indicate how the colonial images were like projections onto the land. By 
observing the landscape itself you discover things you wouldn’t nor-
mally notice: for example that a hill is really an artificial mound left over 
from a mining dump.

WK: Compared with drawing a mountain created over time by move-
ments of the earth’s surface, there’s something more direct about draw-
ing a culvert or ditch that wasn’t there a hundred years ago, the trace of 
some activity that has passed. I had to become aware of the cultural, 
social constructions of European man before I could draw the South 
African landscape.

CCB: Pathos and pathology seemed linked in your work: medical and 
psychoanalytic metaphors abound. There is a relationship between 
studying the body as an object and reconstructing the psychological his-
tory of the patient’s illnesses. The anatomy theaters of the early sixteenth 
century have been seen as an emblem of the birth of modernity. The 
stage set for your opera Il Ritorno d’Ulisse (1998) is based on an anatomy 
theater. How does the observation of the body enter into your 
imaginary?

WK: I am generally more interested in representations of anatomy than 
in anatomy itself. Our greatest knowledge of the body is not through 
the body itself but through its representation. You can understand more 
from an MRI scan of the brain than from looking at the brain itself. 
There’s an irreducibility of our mind’s otherness, and drawings of the 
body allude to this.

CCB: In your recent work intimacy takes precedence over the “exter-
nal” events.

WK: All my work is part of a single project, I don’t see a great shift. In Il 
Ritorno d’Ulisse I was looking at the body as a metaphor for our relation-
ship to memory and the unconscious, acknowledging that there are 
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things happening under the surface which we hope will be well con-
tained by our skin. We hope that our skin will not erupt, that parts of us 
will not collapse inside. The body in this sense is other to us; we shep-
herd it along like an ox, hoping it will come quietly to market and not 
run away. In recent works such as Stereoscope I’m interested in the co-
existence of all those contradictory strands, and what it means to synthe-
size them into one subjectivity.

CCB: There’s a great sense of pain on the individual level: the loss of the 
self as it tries to bring these strands together.

WK: Yes, Stereoscope is about the cost of trying to bring these disparate 
parts of oneself together.

CCB: How does one synthesize many contradictory selves into one sub-
jectivity, in an age when the exploration of borderline situations, uncer-
tainty and fragmentation has become the dominant model, for example 
in post-feminist and post-colonial theory? Stereoscope marks a feeling of 
doubt about the positive value of dispersed, multiple identities. The 
other side of the coin is an increasingly dislocated, diasporic world cul-
ture, with countless uprooted and suffering people.

WK: WEIGHING … and WANTING and Stereoscope ask how to main-
tain a sense of both contradictory and complementary parallel parts of 
oneself. Since James Joyce there has always been in modernist writing the 
notion of a stream of consciousness—floating connections rather than a 
programmed, clear progression. What I’m interested in is a kind of multi-
layered highway of consciousness, where one lane has one thought but 
driving up behind and overtaking it is a completely different thought.

It’s a particularly South African phenomenon of the late 1980s and 1990s 
to have contradictory thoughts running in tandem. You had people 
rebuilding their homes while simultaneously planning to emigrate. 
These contradictions work at an internal level in terms of the different 
views one has of oneself from one moment to the next. I was interested 
in mapping out that process, to see what would arise. In Stereoscope the 
central character, Soho Eckstein, is split into two, like the two images 
you have in nineteenth-century stereoscopic photographs. The two 
Sohos combine to make one stereoscopic image. They seem identical 
but sometimes get out of sync.
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William Kentridge, drawing from Stereoscope, 1998–1999. Charcoal and pastel on paper, 
31 1/2 × 47 1/4 inches.
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While I’m making my work, the larger questions about cultural para-
digms are not in my mind. Mine is a desperate sort of naturalism. I 
question the cost and pain engendered by self-multiplicity. Pieces are 
not just dispersed all over the landscape.

When I draw the character Soho in his two rooms, it’s not to say that 
this is how the world is constructed, and for others to be made wiser by 
this revelation. For me it’s to understand the double vision represented 
by these two rooms. There’s a kind of madness that arises from living in 
two worlds. Life becomes a collection of contradictory elements. Some-
how this state is not so terrible or strange when it’s named, fixed through 
its representation.

CCB: Early in 1996 the Truth and Reconciliation Commission began as 
a series of public hearings broadcast on national television. Agents and 
victims of human rights violations perpetrated under apartheid testified 
before a national forum. Perpetrators of abuse were offered possible 
amnesty in exchange for testimony. The main objective was to create a 
context through which national healing was made possible. The video 
projection Ubu Tells the Truth (1997) and the play Ubu and the Truth 
Commission (1997) layer South African realities with Alfred Jarry’s gro-
tesque portrayal, in his Ubu plays of the 1890s, of the way in which 
arbitrary power engenders madness. The installation seems more open-
ended: less clear who the “bad guys” and “good guys” are.

WK: When I made the series of eight etchings Ubu Tells the Truth (1996–
1997), which initiated the play and installation in the following year. I 
wanted to draw a version of the character Ubu which was different from 
Jarry’s. I first had the idea of a schematic drawing of Ubu, in Jarry’s style, 
with a mustache and a pointed head, wearing a robe with a huge spiral 
on it, but I didn’t want a pastiche. I had the idea of someone in front of 
this figure drawn in a different style. I would draw this other figure as a 
naked man. Then I wondered whether to base this figure on the naked 
figures in Eadweard Muybridge’s Animal Locomotion (1887), who were 
often in ridiculous, bombastic poses. Finally I decided I might as well 
enact those poses myself. I placed the camera, with a self-timer, on one 
side of the studio, and I performed Ubu in front of the blackboard. I was 
not thinking of those images as myself at all; they were the poses that 
Ubu needed.
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When I made the video installation I assumed that people who had seen 
the play would have no interest in the installation because there’s no 
new material. In the play he shows a different kind of anarchy, madness 
and illogicality to the installation, but it needs the hour and a half of the 
play’s duration for that to be extricated. The installation demonstrates 
that anarchy through the very impossibility of connecting the fragments 
of the piece. What is the significance of a cat that suddenly becomes a 
radio? In the play it’s easier to understand: you see it as the drunken 
thoughts of Ubu. Here you almost have to become Ubu yourself to 
understand that this is a world where successive waves of violence or 
craziness follow each other. If you’re watching something that’s eight 
minutes long as you do in the video installation, this kind of extreme 
open-endedness is fine. If you’re watching for an hour and a half, you 
keep on wanting a structure that makes sense.

CCB: How do all the machines of communication depicted in your 
work fit into this?

WK: They often indicate what needs to be heard or seen, outside of 
oneself. I draw megaphones because they’re so beautifully painted in 
Beckmann, or because they appear, for example, in photographs of Ital-
ian Futurist concertos for factory workers. I feel I’m part of earlier heroic 
attempts at connecting the world with art.

CCB: There’s also the image of the camera in your drawings, which 
transforms into a police helicopter or a surveillance eye.

WK: There’s a range of associations around the camera as an instrument 
of control, scrutiny, recording and memory. It’s a rich emblem. But I 
couldn’t tell you if, in the film Ubu Tells the Truth, when Ubu turns into 
a camera, he is photographing himself. Is it some god-like body or con-
science photographing him to judge him? All I can say is that during the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearing of one of the South 
African police, part of the evidence presented was home movies of mur-
ders, which the police had filmed themselves. Were those policemen 
filming this out of a crazed sadism? Were they doing it thinking that, if 
they were charged they could prove that others were also involved? 
Were they perversely acting as documentary photographers? That ambi-
guity is echoed in what the image might be doing in the film. The story 
of how those police came to have those home movies somehow con-
firms the figure of Ubu turning into a camera.
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William Kentridge, etching from Ubu Tells the Truth, 1996–1997. Hardground, softground, 
aquatint, drypoint, and engraving on paper, 9 3/4 × 11 3/4 inches each.
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William Kentridge, etching from Ubu Tells the Truth, 1996–1997. Hardground, softground, 
aquatint, drypoint, and engraving on paper, 9 3/4 × 11 3/4 inches each.
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CCB: Although stemming from the Truth and Reconciliation Commis-
sion, guilt does not seem to enter the Ubu works. On the other hand, 
the character Soho Eckstein in History of the Main Complaint (1996) 
explores his personal responsibility in horrific events. Lying in a coma in 
hospital he relives two incidents: first he is driving and witnesses a man 
being beaten in the middle of the road; next he is driving when a man 
suddenly runs in front of his car and is killed.

Is recognition of one’s indirect guilt enough?

WK: I don’t know; that’s a moral or ethical question. The film asks how 
you map the effects of guilt. For me the film was about trying to be as 
accurate as possible.

CCB: In some ways ethics is the object of your art—or maybe its 
subject.

WK: I hate the idea that my work has a clear, moral high ground from 
which it judges and surveys. To put it blandly, my work is about a pro-
cess of drawing that tries to find a way through the space between what 
we know and what we see.

The drawings attempt to map things which normally one just talks 
about. For example, if you have a notion of two rooms, one room full 
of secrets, the other an empty room of truth—how can you draw these 
two spaces? We have a certain sense of ourselves that derives from our 
surface, our skin. So much of the history of Western art consists of rep-
resentations of the surface, yet there’s this whole other side of us, our 
interior. We hope that the engineering inside us will work, day after 
day, year after year.

CCB: Your work explores the borders between the states: between 
memory and amnesia, drawing and erasure. The process of re-drawing 
and erasure means that each drawing is poised in a state of uncertainty. 
Each stage of the drawing carries with it the visual memory of its recent 
past. This suggests a view of knowledge as constantly negotiated between 
the present and memory, as if forgetting and remembering were not dis-
tinct moments, but overlapping. Does that have a political implication?

WK: I think it has more to do with the personal, psychological structure 
of my way of working in the world. It’s a position I would defend as a 
polemic for a kind of uncertainty.
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CCB: What are the political implications of the cultural and moral rela-
tivism you seem to be describing?

WK: I don’t think it’s relativism. To say that one needs art, or politics, 
that incorporate ambiguity and contradiction is not to say that one then 
stops recognizing and condemning things as evil. However, it might 
stop one being so utterly convinced of the certainty of one’s own solu-
tions. There needs to be a strong understanding of fallibility and how 
the very act of certainty or authoritativeness can bring disasters.

CCB: The international recognition your art received in the mid-1990s 
has run parallel to an emergent consciousness of multiculturalism and 
debate around the issues of “otherness”: local and global; center and 
periphery. The roots of today’s debate are the postwar narratives of 
national liberation that emerged at the close of colonialism as well as 
feminist discourse in the 1970s and 1980s.

Your cultural formation, like that of most white South Africans, was 
centered on the validity of European culture. Yet the process-oriented 
and narrative quality of your work recalls some forms of African story-
telling. Is your work a cultural hybrid? In what sense is it international? 
This meant something specific at the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, as a reaction to nineteenth-century nationalism; then it meant 
something else in the 1960s: a utopian ideal of multidimensional, uni-
versal creativity. What might it mean to you now, as you exhibit on the 
circuit of international group exhibitions and biennials?

WK: Many international shows, such as the Venice Biennale, are really 
about nationalism. I like, however, the fact that someone, say, from 
Romania can see one of our South African–based players at a theater in 
Germany and feel that the play could almost be about Romania. This is 
something I understood most clearly in the work of Goya. The specific-
ity of what he drew gave his work its authority, for example in the 
Disasters of War etchings (c. 1810–1815). In my work, to take an exam-
ple, the idiosyncrasies of the witnesses’ evidence in Ubu and the Truth 
Commission are what make people connect to its narratives. The more 
general it becomes, the less it works.

CCB: Our initial discussion about representation and language, and the 
notion that the language of the art can be both the object and the subject 
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of the work, in a way was founded on the notion that we must be inter-
national, as if there were a kind of Ur-language or way of thinking.

WK: But if you don’t know the local references you don’t get them. In 
the animation for Ubu and the Truth Commission there’s an image of a 
pig’s head wearing a Walkman that suddenly explodes. Many viewers 
don’t know that this is based on South African police photographs of 
experiments testing a Walkman booby-trap on a pig’s head, which were 
used as evidence in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. There’s 
also an image of a body exploding and turning into a constellation. This 
comes from another action by the police that was called “Buddha” for 
some reason. They would take people whom they had killed and blow 
up the corpses. They would collect the pieces and blow them up again, 
and again, until no recognizable fragments remained. You may not 
know these facts, but nevertheless would be able to sense in these images 
the background of horrific violence. If you stick closely enough to spe-
cifics—which are usually stranger than fiction—somehow that authen-
ticity will convince an audience, bring them along with you.

CCB: Nineteenth-century Realist painting was based on similar 
convictions.

WK: My conviction in realism stems from an awareness of the limits of 
my visual imagination.

CCB: So although you said at the beginning of this interview that for 
you drawing can become a self-centered process, drawing does not jus-
tify itself per se.

WK: No, but I believe that in the indeterminacy of drawing, the contin-
gent way that images arrive in the work, lies some kind of model of how 
we live our lives. The activity of drawing as a way of trying to under-
stand who we are or how we operate in the world. It is in the strange-
ness of the activity itself that can be detected judgment, ethics, and 
morality. Trains of thought that seemed to be going somewhere but 
can’t quite be brought to a conclusion. If there were to be a very clear, 
ethical or moral summing-up in my work, it would have a false 
authority.

CCB: Is there anything you like to add?

WK: Before I’m shot? No.
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Fortuna: Neither Program nor Chance in the Making of Images

William Kentridge

Introduction

I am an artist living and working in South Africa. I have mainly worked 
with static, two-dimensional images, but have been working since the 
late 1980s on a series of short films which I term Drawings for Projection. 
Their starting point is the drawings I have been making, and the films 
began simply as a record of these drawings coming into being (and at 
times disappearing). They have since become films in their own right. 
… [Mine (1991)] is the second in the series and, at the time of writing, 
the most recently completed.

Film Mine, Summary

Disclaimer: I am not a theoretician. The observations I have to offer 
about the film and the origin of the images in it are made after the event, 
an attempt to reconstruct processes. The observations are limited—I am 
talking about my specific way of working and make no claim as to the 
general applicability of the processes I describe, although I am, of course, 
interested in the extent to which these processes are common or usual.

Stone Age Film-Making

The technique I employ to make these films is very primitive. Tradi-
tional animation uses thousands of different drawings filmed in succes-
sion to make the film. This generally means that a team of animators 
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have to work on it, and flowing from this, it means that the film has to 
be worked out fully in advance. Key images are drawn by the main ani-
mator and in-between stages are completed by subordinate draftsmen. 
Still other people do inking and coloring.

The technique I use is to have a sheet of paper stuck up on the 
studio wall and, halfway across the room, my camera, usually an old 
Bolex. A drawing is started on the paper, I walk across to the camera, 
shoot one or two frames, walk back to the paper, change the drawing 
(slightly), walk back to the camera, walk back to the paper, to the 
camera, and so on. So that each sequence as opposed to each frame of the 
film is a single drawing. In all there may be twenty drawings to a film 
rather than the thousands one expects. It is more like making a drawing 
than making a film (albeit a gray, battered, and rubbed about drawing). 
Once the film in the camera is processed, the completion of the film—
the editing, the addition of sound, music, and so on—proceeds like any 
other.

What the Technique Allows

As I mentioned, I started filming drawings as a way of recording their 
histories. Often I found—I find—that a drawing that starts well, or with 
something interesting in its first impulse, becomes too cautious, too 
overworked, too tame as the work progresses. (The ways in which a 
drawing can die on you are depressingly numerous.) A film of the draw-
ing holds each moment. And, often, as a drawing proceeds, interest 
shifts from what was originally central to the piece to something that 
initially appeared incidental. Filming enables me to follow this process 
of vision and revision as it happens. This erasing of charcoal—an imper-
fect activity—always leaves a grey smudge on the paper, so filming not 
only records the changes in the drawing but reveals too the history of 
those changes, as each erasure leaves a snail-trail of what has been.

How the Film Came to Be What It Is

The drawings are all made in charcoal, and directly, because that is the 
medium I was using when I started filming the drawings. (Although the 
same process can be followed, of course, with an oil painting.) But the 
ease with which charcoal can be rubbed out with an eraser, with a 
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cloth, even with a breath, makes it particularly suited to this process. 
And of course the rough monochromatic drawings refer back to early 
black-and-white movie-making. I am not blind to the nostalgia inher-
ent in this. The nature of this nostalgia, for a period in which political 
image-making seemed so much less fraught, is meat for another discus-
sion. But I would just note here, as it refers to other points I want to 
make, the way in which different elements, different causes and 
impulses, come together to make a final meaning. The contingent fact 
of using charcoal, the contingent fact of the imperfection of the erasure, 
the shakiness of the camera—all produce a film that has a very specific 
nature and for which I have to take responsibility, but which was not 
consciously, deliberately, or rationally planned.

What I want to talk about now is how the film Mine came to be just 
as it is, and where some of the specific images come from.

When I set out to make this film, I was determined that a) it would 
have a woman protagonist, and b) it would not involve Soho Eckstein, 
the mine owner who is the central character in the other three films 
(Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City After Paris [1989], Monument [1990], and 
Sobriety, Obesity, & Growing Old [1991]). I had an image of Liberty Lead-
ing the People (1830) by Eugène Delacroix, and another of a dancing 
woman clothed in newspapers. I was determined to have a clear story-
board before commencing work on the film.

For two weeks I looked into space and brooded. I drew Liberty 
Leading the People, got nowhere and then conceded: I would allow 
myself to start with Soho, the war-horse from the other films. He would 
make a short entrance before his daughter, Liberty Eckstein, took over. 
In the end she did not get a look-in. I had to relinquish my determina-
tion and find a gentler beginning for the film.

This ended up being the drawing of a cross-section of the earth, a 
geological landscape. This was the first day’s work: the landscape and the 
mine lift ascending the shaft. The lift ascending was done largely to feel 
I had a good first day’s work. I could get several seconds of screen time 
from that lift—which is very easy to do. It is just a black square, rubbed 
out and repeated a few millimeters higher. This I think is important. 
The thought was not, what is the clearest, best way of showing miners 
getting to the surface, but rather, how could I feel that the film (the 
making of it) was under way? (This obsessive project makes one into a 
miser of frames filmed and seconds completed. It takes the assistance of a 
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ruthless editor, who is willing to abandon meters of film to the floor of 
the editing room, to keep this tightfistedness in check.)

There is an impurity in the impulse behind the first image, but one 
that I think neither validates nor invalidates the image. All strategies for 
conjuring images can only be assessed after the event.

(The pure light of inspiration, for me, is always to be treated with 
caution. Things that leap out as “good ideas” are often best left as that: 
mere ideas. It is in the physical act of their coming into being, and in the 
form they finally achieve, that they have to show their worth, and often 
things that start in the alleys and sluices of the mind hold their own in 
the end.)

Crowd 

This is all by way of explanation of the opening scene of the film, with 
the crowd emerging from the lift cage. This crowd merits a word. Its 
origin has a huge amount to do with the particular technique I use. In a 
film using actors one would need a huge budget for the thousands of 
extras, the helicopters, an elephantine crew, and a military presence to 
capture the huge crowds as they appear. With this charcoal technique, 
each person is rendered with a single mark on the paper. As more marks 
are added, so the crowd emerges. The crowds draw themselves. It is far 
easier to draw a crowd of thousands than to show a flicker of doubt 
passing over one person’s face.

What we have here, then, is not a search for easy seconds to add to 
the film reel, but an openness to what the technique makes possible. 
Already something other than a planned story is being followed. These 
crowds have featured in all four films, in the others as more directly 
political crowds. It may be of interest to note (and here I do not know 
how to apportion responsibility) that these images of crowds emerged in 
my work in 1989, the year the political thaw began in South Africa 
when, for the first time in my memory, huge political processions surged 
through the streets.

In Mine the crowds emerge as the next logical step following the 
black square reaching the surface of the drawing.
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Earthquake 

The next thing that happens in Mine is that there is a sort of earthquake, 
and Soho Eckstein, the protagonist, turns over in his bed—the land-
scape becomes his blanket. His entry is a deus-ex-machina to end the 
sequence of the crowd emerging—otherwise, how long would they 
emerge for, and where would they go? But what this formal solution 
did was to set the stage for the film. Here we must distinguish between 
my needs as a maker of the film, and the needs of the viewer of the film, 
who requires riddles with answers for the story to proceed.

We now have a film with the miners on the one hand, and Soho 
Eckstein on the other.

Cigar Smoke 

At about this point—three days into the drawing of the film (and each 
of these films is a three- or four-month project)—I started gathering 
other material for the mine sequence of the film. I still thought there 
would be an opening to the film; Liberty Eckstein was still waiting 
rather forlornly in the wings. I was uncertain as to how to get Soho out 
of his bed into his office (his usual locale in the other films). To fill the 
time, Soho smokes his cigar. First it turns into a bell, which he rings. 
But this was a dead end. I do use it in the film, but it does nothing to 
alter Soho’s movements and did not help me to advance the narrative.

Cafétière 

The next thing I worked on was the cafétière. It is not the next image 
in the film, but it was the next drawing I made. The second half of the 
making of the film consisted of filling out the shapes and structures that 
had emerged. Making linking sequences, working backwards and 
forwards.

The cafétière in the film is a drawing of the one that was in my 
studio that morning. It could as easily have been a teapot. And it was 
only when the plunger was halfway down, through the act of drawing, 
erasing it, repositioning it a few millimeters lower each time, that I saw, 
I knew, I realized (I cannot pin an exact word on it) that it would go 
through the tray, through the bed, and become the mine shaft. The 
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sensation was more of discovery than invention. There was no feeling of 
what a good idea I had had; rather, relief at not having overlooked what 
was in front of me, and a sense of being really stupid not to have realized 
earlier what had to happen.

I am not claiming the moment or image as a particularly potent one, 
but what does fascinate me is to know where that image came from. It 
was not planned. I could not have predicted it at the start of the day. It 
was not an answer to a question I had posed myself—“What is a domes-
tic object that has affinities with a mine lift?” What was going on while I 
was in the kitchen preparing something to drink? Was there some part 
of me saying, “Not the tea; there, you fool, the coffee; not espresso, the 
cafétière, you daft. … Trust me. I know what I’m doing.” If I’d had tea 
that morning, would the impasse of Soho in bed have continued?

(There is a whole question of “found” images and objects—the way 
many artists surround themselves with images and objects that act as tal-
ismans in the “finding” of images—which I can’t begin to talk about but 
which occupies the same field, I think.)

Fortuna 

To summarize, so far I have mentioned three things: the landscape with 
the black block of the mine lift moving through it, which we could 
categorize as an image of inauthentic origin; the crowd emerging—an 
image thrown up by the technique; and the coffee-plunger lift shaft—an 
image thrown up by incidental circumstances. Each of these images and 
materials are central to the film, lying at its very heart. None of them 
came about through a plan, a program, a storyboard; nor, obviously, did 
they come about through sheer chance. “Fortuna” is the general term I 
use for this range of agencies, something other than cold statistical 
chance, and something, too, outside the range of rational control.

Rest of the Film

The rest of the film emerged fairly directly. Once I had the mine shaft 
there were all the images to embed in the rock. The men trapped 
underground, the showers. These images, and the sleepers, were first 
done to accompany the shaft, and only while drawing them did I think 
of using them twice—above ground and then in the rocks. The image 
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of the North Atlantic slave ship was thrown up by the plan of the mine 
shafts. And there is the similarity between these slave diagrams and the 
serried ranks of people carved on West African granary doors, and the 
superficial similarity between a lamp on a miner’s helmet and the crown 
on Ife sculptures of kings suggested the range of things being mined.

The provenance of all the images is not interesting. I think I took 
the first few just to show the sort of processes in use.

It is a rather arcane way of working and, of course, a large amount 
of images that throw themselves up this way have to be discarded. For 
me, this process has emerged out of necessity. Ideas and images come so 
grudgingly that I need all the aids, stratagems, and incantations I can 
find. Some people have an ability to sit on their own and follow through 
a coherent line of thought on their own. They start with a vague impulse 
and emerge with a concrete plan. This capacity eludes me. When sitting 
and contemplating, I either go round in tight circles or slip into neutral 
and vegetate. Activity is essential for me. It is only when physically 
engaged on a drawing that ideas start to emerge. There is a combination 
between drawing and seeing, between making and assessing, that pro-
vokes a part of my mind that otherwise is closed off.

In the sphere of words, it takes a concrete act of either talking or 
writing for this process to happen. There are several similarities between 
the processes of speech and those of making images I have been 
describing.

First, in the similarity one can detect between making a drawing 
that has been planned in advance, following a program, and performing 
a speech that has been written in advance. I would suggest that in ordi-
nary conversation this way of arriving at the words spoken is rare. Only 
occasionally do we test a sentence in our heads before speaking. Gener-
ally—and here the drawing process I have described and the nature of 
the speech get closer—there is an impulse for and knowledge of the 
general direction we want to go in. But then there is a reliance on habit, 
experience, and the unconscious parts of the brain for a sentence to 
emerge that is formally connected and gets to the destination you had 
anticipated. One does not regard this as strange. (No more than one 
regards as strange the tongue’s ability to maneuver round the mouth 
while talking or eating without getting torn to shreds by the teeth. It is 
only when one bites one’s tongue and tries to control its location that 
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one realizes how much we rely on these directing, controlling, and 
inventive parts of the brain that are generally sealed off from us.)

Allied to this process, in use all the time, in which one’s brain is 
going backwards and forwards along the sentences, checking, getting 
them in line before they see the light of day, and in which one’s brain is 
far ahead of one’s plodding consciousness—allied to this process are the 
occurrences when not only do thoughts emerge both as grammatically 
correct and saying what you intended, but in the very activity of speak-
ing, generated by the act itself, new connections and thoughts emerge. 
Rather like in the example of the coffee plunger I gave, new destina-
tions are reached.

I think the process I have described is neither unfamiliar nor surpris-
ing, but I would emphasize how central rather than occasional it is, at 
any rate in my way of working, and would suggest too that this reliance 
on “fortuna” in the making of images and texts mirrors some of the 
ways we exist in the world, even outside the realm of images and texts.



“The Rock”: William Kentridge’s Drawings for Projection

Rosalind Krauss

—for Frances S. Jowell

1. If it is true that William Kentridge’s Monument (1990) is, as we are
told, “loosely based” on Samuel Beckett’s Catastrophe (1982), how are
we to understand this relationship between film and play? Does it occur
at the most manifest level, that of the utter subjugation of one man by
another, the first turning the second into stone?

The bit of business, after all, that makes up Catastrophe concerns a 
stage director and his assistant as they “dress” a totally motionless figure 
for the play’s final moment, its—to use the theatrical term—catastrophe. 
Raised on a pedestal, the object of this attention, initially clad in black, is 
gradually divested of his hat and coat to reveal his bald head and gray 
pajamas. The piecemeal adjustments demanded by the director then 
involve rolling up the pants and whitening the exposed areas of skin—
the face, the skull, the partially bared chest, the legs. Monochrome and 
immobile, the figure is then ready for the final tableau in which a single 
spotlight isolates him from a now-darkened stage and then slowly con-
stricts itself to pick out the face alone. The director, viewing the effect 
from the audience, expresses his satisfaction. “Great!” he says, “We’ve 
got our catastrophe.” Appreciation. Applause.

Is this the core around which Kentridge imagined his own “catas-
trophe”—South Africa’s catastrophe? For in Monument, the mine owner 
Soho Eckstein is seen performing as civic benefactor when, with a flour-
ish of media attention and to the applause of the crowd, he unveils the 
apparition of a dispossessed laborer whom we had seen walking at the 
outset of the film, now standing immobilized on a pedestal, his load still 
on his back. That it is the live man and not his representation is assured 
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to us by a detail almost certainly drawn from the Beckett play. As the 
final shot irises-in on the face of the monument—in a parallel with 
Becket’s spotlight—the “statue” lifts it head and opens its eyes; the 
sound of its breathing continuing over the blackened field of the credits. 
This had been the final moment—post-catastrophic, so to speak—of 
Catastrophe, as the figure, in defiance of the director, also raises his head 
and fixes the audience with his stare.

For Beckett, this last gesture is fully ambiguous. Slipping the bonds 
of total control, the figure’s ultimate act of will would seem to open a 
chink of light onto a world beyond this walled-off stage, in order to 
allow a sign of freedom or redemption to enter, like the bird that arrives 
in Endgame. But if indeed there is nothing beyond this grip and its 
boundaries, nothing outside the totalizing system of the “director,” then 
it would follow that this very act of voluntarism and the thought that 
propels it is the catastrophe.1

Kentridge has spoken about the danger for him, as for any South 
African artist, of addressing the catastrophe of apartheid head-on, of 
making a work either fixated on its record of dehumanization or invested 
in the image of a possible redemption. He calls apartheid “the rock”; 
and it is a rock on which art itself must always founder. Writing in 1990, 
the same year he produced Monument, he says:

These two elements—our history and the moral imperative arising 
from that—are the factors for making that personal beacon rise into 
the immovable rock of apartheid. To escape this rock is the job of 
the artist. These two constitute the tyranny of our history. And 
escape is necessary, for as I stated, the rock is possessive, and inimi-
cal to good work. I am not saying that apartheid, or indeed, 
redemption, are not worthy of representation, description or explo-
ration, I am saying that the scale and weight with which this rock 
presents itself is inimical to that task.2

But if the dehumanizing petrification represented in Monument 
clearly derives from the “rock,” the indirect address to the problem by 
Kentridge—“you cannot face the rock head on; the rock always wins” 
(WK, p. 75)—suggests that his attachment to Beckett’s play might in 
fact have reached under the specifics of theme to find itself attracted to 
something else, something more formal in kind.
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Most of Catastrophe is focused not on the immobile figure but on 
the space between it and the director, a space that is articulated by the 
constant movement of the assistant, who, notebook in hand and pencil 
at the ready, jots down the director’s modifications even as she shuttles 
back and forth from the wings of the stage to its center in order to carry 
out his commands on the body of the figure. She is the one who 
removes the hat, who takes the hands out of the pockets, who whitens 
the head, who rolls up the pants, each time moving back to the side of 
the director to join him in regarding their creation and to light his cigar 
and to note down his instructions on her pad. It is her traffic between 
the two points, that of command and that of execution, that makes up 
the business of the play or, as Gogo and Didi say to each other in Beck-
ett’s Waiting for Godot, that makes the time pass.

Now it is just this walking back and forth, this constant shuttling 
between the movie camera on the one side of the studio and the draw-
ing tacked to the wall on the other, that constitutes the field of Ken-
tridge’s own operation. The drawing on which he works is at all times 
complete and at all times in flux, since once he has recoded it from his 
station at his Bolex, he moves across the floor to make an infinitesimal 
modification on its surface, only then to retreat once more to the 
camera.3 This is what he calls “the rather dumb physical activity of stalk-
ing the drawing, or walking backward and forward between the camera 
and drawing; raising, shifting, adapting the image” (WK, p. 93). Work-
ing with no overall plan in mind, without the filmmaker’s scenario or 
the animator’s storyboard, he is instead dependent on this strange space 
of back-and-forth, at once mechanical and meditational, for the concep-
tion of his work; the individual images, their development, their inter-
connection that becomes, in the end, the “plot.” It is a space which, as 
we have seen, is technical, dictated by an “animation” process in which 
a single drawing is gradually transformed through a combination of 
additions and erasures, each occurring a few millimeters at a time and 
each change recorded by exposing a single frame of film. The result is 
that an eight-minute film might be made through the modification of 
only twenty drawings. As opposed to the endless proliferation of draw-
ings dictated by traditional animation, with each change of bodily posi-
tion calling for a new rendering, and thus a separate graphic object, this 
is a technique of extreme parsimony and of endless round-trips.
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William Kentridge, drawing from Monument, 1990. Charcoal and pastel on paper. 60 × 47 1/4 
inches.

That the technical should open onto the conceptual leads Kentridge 
to associate a different notion of the wheel to this treadmill, one he calls 
“fortuna.” Caught up within the quasi-automatism of the process, he is 
strangely enough left free to improvise and to do this in the grip of 
agencies he characterizes as “something other than cold statistical chance, 
and something too, outside the range of rational control” (WK, p. 68). 
The analogy he makes is to the way ordinary language, deploying itself 
in the course of conversation, is for the most part guided by habit, by 
learned patterns of speech, by rote formulations, by gambits and clichés. 
Thus, though we embark on our discourse knowing generally what we 
want to say, much of our activity of choosing the words and forming the 
sentences is preprogrammed, semi-mechanical, a form of automatism.
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But this very fact also allows a kind of free association to what we 
are saying, as we are saying it, to occur. In midcourse our remarks might, 
therefore, take off in an entirely unforeseen direction, one we could not 
have “meant” at the outset. In this sense, as Kentridge puts it, “in the 
very activity of speaking, generated by the act itself, new connections 
and thoughts emerge” (WK, p. 69). And in this new sense of automa-
tism—the upsurge from the unconscious of the unanticipated, the unex-
pected—a sense that is the very opposite of the first, with its idea of the 
routinized, and the programmed, is nonetheless folded together with it 
in the concept of fortuna.

Kentridge has given three examples of the operation of fortuna 
drawn from the opening stages of the conception of Mine (1991), the 
third of the series of works he calls “Drawings for Projection”—a rubric 
that holds open the possibility that there might be a problem, one to 
which we will return, in simply naming these works “animated films.” 
The first example was the effort just to make an opening dent in the 
long process of conceiving the film, which in this case meant organizing 
an image whose changes would be wholly automatic, programmed from 
the outset, so that after a day’s work at least something—several seconds 
of footage—would result. Accordingly, he drew a geological section of 
the black earth riven by the mine shaft within which the lift’s slow 
ascension toward the top could be more or less mechanically shot and, 
bit by bit, erased and redrawn.

With the lift at the face of the earth, the emergence of a crowd of 
workers came next, the crowd itself another “automatism” of Ken-
tridge’s process. “With this charcoal technique,” he says, “each person is 
rendered with a single mark on the paper. As more marks are added, so 
the crowd emerges. … It is far easier to draw a crowd of thousands than 
to show a flicker of doubt passing over one person’s face” (WK, p. 67). 
Kentridge next decided that this teeming landscape would acknowledge 
its own “possession” by the mine owner, Soho Eckstein; and so he 
depicted an “earthquake” that then transformed this field into Soho’s 
bed cover, as he rolls over in awakening from sleep. This meant that the 
plot now contained Soho, in bed, on the one hand, and the mine with 
its workers on the other. The visual—and conceptual—link between 
the two was the next gift from fortuna.

While trying to figure out how to get Soho out of bed and into his 
office, from which he directs his industrial empire in the other films, 
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Kentridge played for time by letting Soho have breakfast. The smoke 
from his cigar having transformed itself into a bell, the bell in turn was 
ready to metamorphose into a coffeepot so that the meal could com-
mence. The kind of coffeepot Kentridge put in Soho’s hand, however, 
was simply the accident of what happened to be in his studio that day, 
namely a cafétière: a glass cylinder with a metal plunger that compresses 
the grains of coffee within the pot.4 “It was only when the plunger was 
halfway down, through the activity of drawing, erasing it, repositioning 
it a few millimeters lower each time,” Kentridge recounts, “that I saw, I 
knew, I realized (I cannot pin an exact word on it) that it would go 
through the tray, through the bed, and become the mine shaft” (WK, p. 
68). And in this becoming, the whole of the film opened up for him; the 
meaning of the relationship between the mine and the bed, in which 
Soho will be seen “excavating from the earth an entire social and eco 
history. Atlantic slave ships, Ife royal heads, and finally a miniature rhi-
noceros are dragged up through the miners embedded in the rocks to 
Soho having his morning coffee” (WK, p. 60).

In characterizing this aspect of fortuna, Kentridge goes on: “The 
sensation was more of discovery than invention. There was no feeling of 
what a good idea I had had, rather, relief at not having overlooked what 
was in front of me.” And he senses the improvisational character of his 
discovery, along with the fact that he came upon it on the prowl: “What 
was going on while I was in the kitchen preparing something to drink? 
Was there some part of me saying, ‘Not the tea; there, you fool, the 
coffee, not espresso, the cafétière, you daft. … Trust me. I know what 
I’m doing.’ If I’d had tea that morning, would the impasse of Soho in 
bed have continued?” (WK, p. 68). That his prowl through the kitchen 
forms a parallel for him with his very process of “stalking the drawing” 
echoes in his remark: “It is only when physically engaged on a drawing 
that ideas start to emerge. There is a combination between drawing and 
seeing, between making and assessing, that provokes a part of my mind 
that otherwise is closed off” (WK, p. 68).

The generosity with which Kentridge opens his process, in all its 
minutiae, to his listener—these comments come from a 1993 lecture 
called “‘Fortuna’: Neither Program nor Chance in the Making of 
Images”—would seem to be motivated by the desire to displace the 
focus on the general field of his activity from “the rock” and its ideo-
logical imperatives to the work and its routines. It is for this reason that 
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William Kentridge, drawing from Mine, 1991. Charcoal on paper, 59 × 47 1/4 inches.
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the link between Monument and Catastrophe needs to be held in suspen-
sion between the thematics of outrage and the choreography of process, 
with neither given dominance, and with the possible understanding that 
the artist’s leverage on the former is best exercised through the latter.

2. Let us then pursue that half of the connection that focuses on fortuna,
with its stress on the automatic and automatism. It is related, as Ken-
tridge himself admits, to the singularity of his process. Because that pro-
cess arose from the graphic medium and Kentridge’s desire to track the
course of his drawings as they evolved, it didn’t begin with the problem
of filmic animation; animation here—the run-on projection of the
frames recording successive phases of the drawing, which thereby gen-
erates the sense of a single work in motion—is a kind of derivative of
drawing. This is why the first of his films announced itself as Drawings
for Projection before appending, as a subtitle, Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest
City after Paris (1989). And this is why Kentridge has maintained the
same master title for the developing series as a whole. And why it is
important for him to hang on to the context of art—museum or gal-
lery—as the place of exhibition for the films, insisting as well that they
be screened alongside their constitutive drawings. This has annoyed
certain commentators who, otherwise admiring Kentridge’s work, don’t
see why he shouldn’t just show them as animation films, entering them
into the space of cinema and its particular theaters of display and com-
petition. They find his resistance to this strangely arty, a tic.5

What these critics miss, however, is the uniqueness of Kentridge’s 
medium and, with this, his desire to stress its specificity. Though they 
freely acknowledge the strangeness, even the perversity, of making ani-
mation not by addition but, so to speak, by subtraction, this peculiarity 
nevertheless remains for them a special case within that subset of film 
called animation. They do not see that for Kentridge animation is merely 
a technical support, like the slide-tape James Coleman exploits. As such 
it brings along with it not only a set of material conditions, but also a 
dense layering of economic and social history that ranges from, on the 
one hand, its particular modes of commercialization and thus the need 
for industrialized production and mass dissemination, to the forms of 
serial repetition of its narratives and characters, on the other, as though it 
were the modern-day inheritor of the commedia dell’arte and the Grand 
Guignol, only now played entirely by animals.
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But in Kentridge’s practice filmic animation is a support or ground 
for what takes place within or on top of it, namely a type of drawing 
that is extremely reflexive about its own condition, that savors the grain-
iness of the clouds of charcoal or pastel as they are blown onto paper, 
that luxuriates in the luminous tracks of the eraser that open onto Turn-
eresque fogs, that examines the particular form of the palimpsest as a 
graphically specific signifier, that delimits the frame within which the 
drawing’s marks will appear and within that, ever smaller frames—draw-
ing placing its own defining characteristic as contour en abyme. It is this 
very density and weight of the drawing, this way it has of producing the 
hiccup of a momentary stillness and thus dragging against the flow of the 
film, that opens up the gap between Kentridge’s medium and that of 
film itself, a divide which produces the specifiity of the thing that, like 
Coleman, he is “inventing.”6

The connection between the specificity of a medium and some-
thing like Kentridge’s fortuna has been wrought in a not-unrelated con-
text through the philosopher Stanley Cavell’s decision to choose the 
word “automatism” to explore the very condition of mediums them-
selves. Arguing that the problem now posed by modernism is that the 
job its artists are asked to undertake “is no longer to produce another 
instance of an art but a new medium within it,” Cavell alternatively 
describes this concern as “the task of establishing a new automatism.”7 
In locating the idea of automatism in relation to what in traditional art 
might have been called the “broad genres or forms in which an art orga-
nizes itself (the fugue, the dance forms, blues) and those local events or 
topoi around which a genre precipitates itself (e.g., modulations, inver-
sions, cadences),” Cavell clarifies: “In calling such things automatisms, I 
do not mean that they automatically ensure artistic success or depth, but 
that in mastering a tradition one masters a range of automatisms upon 
which the tradition maintains itself, and in deploying them one’s work is 
assured of a place in that tradition” (WV, p. 104).

The peculiarity of this verbal substitution—“automatism” for 
“medium”—is explained perhaps by the importance within an earlier 
discussion by Cavell of the concept of musical improvisation, which 
because it is undertaken against the backdrop—or rather with the sup-
port—of readymade formulae, is a peculiar blend of the kind of liberat-
ing release of spontaneity that we associate with, for example, the 
Surrealists’ invocation of the word “automatism” (as in psychic 
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automatism) and the set of learned, more or less rote conventions 
(automatisms) contained within the traditional media that not only make 
it conceivable to improvise—as when Bach could improvise a single 
voice into the extraordinary complexity of a five-part fugue—but make 
it possible to test the validity of a given improvisation: the success or 
failure of a pianist’s invention of the final cadenza for which a composer 
has called, for example. Arguing that one can imagine all music up to 
Beethoven as being, to a certain extent, improvised, Cavell says, “Reli-
ance on formula seems to allow the fullest release of spontaneity. … The 
context in which we can hear music as improvisatory is one in which 
the language it employs, its conventions, are familiar or obvious enough 
that at no point are we or the performer in doubt about our location or 
goal.”8

Now, if Cavell is driven to discuss improvisation, this is because 
postwar music appears to him to have produced the same dilemma to 
which Kentridge refers in his “Fortuna” lecture, namely the choice 
between two equally impossible alternatives, either the absolute mecha-
nization of chance (John Cage) or the utter submission to total organiza-
tion (Ernst Krenik’s electronic programming). In either one of these 
options the results are not only cut loose from a subject who can neither 
be said to have “intended” them nor be held responsible for them, but 
they are deprived of any way of being tested; there is neither any goal 
contained within the musical outcome against which it might be judged 
or appreciated, nor is there any condition within which chance itself 
might be seen to count. But that the taking and seizing of chance—
which is another way of naming the capacity to improvise—now 
imposes itself as both the expression of the withdrawal of the traditional 
media and the alternative to that withdrawal, means that both improvi-
sation and automatism take on a special weight within this argument. 
Improvisation now names both the freedom and the isolation of the 
artist operating without the guarantees of tradition.

In turning his attention from the tensions of modern music to the 
problem of modernism in film, Cavell adds a new layer to his use of 
automatism. The photographic basis of cinema, he says, means that a cer-
tain automatism is naturally guaranteed to film. This is not just because 
the camera is a machine and thus its recording of the world, bracketing 
human agency, is produced “automatically,” but because it mechanically 
assures that as spectators our presence to that world will be suspended: 
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“In viewing a movie my helplessness is mechanically assured: I am pres-
ent not at something happening, which I must confirm, but at some-
thing that has happened, which I absorb (like a memory)” (WV, p. 26). 
It is this idea of the automatic conditions built into the medium’s physi-
cal basis that issues into Cavell’s global definition of film as “a succession 
of automatic world projections.”

But the mechanical nature of film’s guarantee of absence, and thus 
its automatic suspension of the modern problems of individuality and 
isolation, is not enough to raise this form of absence to the level of art. 
For if “film is a candidate for art through its natural relation to its tradi-
tions of automatism,” then Cavell argues, “the lapse of conviction in its 
traditional uses of its automatism forces it into modernism; its potential-
ity for acknowledging that lapse in ways that will redeem its power 
makes modernism an option for it” (WV, p. 103).

And it is here that the two automatisms layer over one another, the 
material basis on the one hand and the task of creating a new medium 
on the other, since, as Cavell adds, “What gives significance to features 
of this physical basis are artistic discoveries of form and genre and type 
and technique, which I have begun calling automatisms” (WV, p. 105). 
If it seems perverse to use the same term for film’s material support and 
the conventions generated by it as a medium, this is necessitated in part 
by what he calls “the fate of modernist art generally—that its awareness 
and responsibility for the physical basis of its art compel it at once to 
assert and deny the control of its art by that basis.” But then, standing at 
that crossroads imposed by the formalist implosion to which I have 
repeatedly referred,9 Cavell goes on: “This is also why, although I am 
trying to free the idea of a medium from its confinement in referring to 
the physical bases of various arts, I go on using the same word to name 
those bases as well as to characterize modes of achievement within the 
arts” (WV, p. 105).

The formalist implosion, through which in the 1960s mediums 
were understood as “essentialized” around a material condition—paint-
ing now read as having stripped away all superfluous conventions to 
reduce itself to the defining bedrock of its physical flatness—is thus 
resisted by Cavell. And the concept of automatism is the mode of this 
resistance. An artistic automatism is the discovery of a form—call it a 
convention—that will generate a continuing set of new instances, spin-
ning them out the way a language does;10 further, it recognizes the need 
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to take chances in the face of a medium now cut free from the guaran-
tees of artistic tradition; finally, it implies the way in which the work so 
created is “autonomous,” liberated from its maker.

Much of all of this is acknowledged in Kentridge’s invocation of 
fortuna. The automatism he has discovered—“drawings for projec-
tion”—works itself out in a continuing series. Whatever else that series 
focuses on—apartheid, capitalist greed, eros, memory—the automatism 
of his process places procedure before meaning, or rather trusts to the 
fact that his new medium—his new automatism—will induce meaning: 
“The hope is that without directly plunging a surgeon’s knife, the arcane 
process of obsessively walking between the camera and the drawing-
board will pull to the surface intimations of the interior” (WK, p. 112).

3. If Cavell’s automatism is revealing about what is at stake for Ken-
tridge’s aspirations for a medium—in all its invented specificity—the 
term also harbors a deep reservation about the possibility of that medi-
um’s seriousness. For Cavell is particularly unforgiving about the idea of 
animation, a reservation he expresses by insisting on referring to it as 
“cartoons.” In being drawn, or in any event, in avoiding photography 
as its basis, animation is excluded from both the automatic (or mechani-
cal) and the world (or realistic) parts of his definition of film as “a succes-
sion of automatic world projections.” Indeed, one index of animation’s 
specific release from the conditions of this definition is marked by the 
fact that cartoons are primarily inhabited by talking animals.11

This animistic world, Cavell argues, is essentially a child’s world: “The 
difference between [it] and the world we inhabit is not that the world of 
animation is governed by physical laws or satisfies metaphysical limits 
which are just different from those which condition us; its laws are often 
quite similar. The difference is that we are uncertain when or to what 
extent our laws and limits do and do not apply (which suggests that [within 
the world of animation] there are no real laws at all)” (WV, p. 170).

In this freedom from law, it is weightlessness and thus an eccentric 
relation to gravity that obtain; there, too, the conditions of both physical 
identity and physical destruction are suspended; indeed, the fact that the 
bodies of cartoon characters never seem to get in their way makes them 
almost immortal. “Beasts which are pure spirits,” Cavell says of these 
creatures, “they avoid or deny the metaphysical fact of human beings, 
that they are condemned to both souls and bodies. A world whose 
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creatures are incorporeal is a world devoid of sex and death. Its creatures 
elicit from us a painful tenderness” (WV, p. 171). And the conclusion he 
draws from all of this is that, since what he sees as defining for film’s 
development into the various movie genres is its opening onto a world 
we recognize as the one we inhabit, then “cartoons are not movies” 
(WV, p. 168).

It could be objected that for Kentridge’s purposes it is quite irrele-
vant whether or not animated cartoons qualify as “movies,” and thus as 
a medium for film in Cavell’s sense. For Kentridge is not pursuing film 
as such but is, rather, building a new medium on the technical support 
of a widespread and mostly mass-cultural cinematic practice, welcoming 
its condition as a popular rather than a high art the way Barthes had 
turned to photo-novels and comic books as forms of support for what he 
was calling the “third meaning.”12 Further, Kentridge is patently inter-
ested in the conventions cartoon animation developed, conventions that 
involve the serialized exploits of stock characters on the one hand and 

William Kentridge, drawing from Mine, 1991. Charcoal on paper, 47 1/4 × 59 inches. 
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the possibility of physical metamorphosis on the other. Thus he found 
himself not only generating a repertory of personae whose actions would 
be tracked within a continuing series of works but confronting the fact 
of how resistant such a set is to random expansion (Kentridge tells us 
how, in the case of Mine, he imagined introducing another character—
Liberty Eckstein—to the company he had developed, at that point con-
sisting of Soho Eckstein, Mrs. Eckstein, and Felix Teitlebaum—introduced 
in Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City and brought back as a group for Sobri-
ety, Obesity, & Growing Old (1991)—but was unable to do so, the prin-
ciple of repetition that governs stock repertories such as the commedia 
dell’arte or animated cartoons applying equally to him). And further, this 
rigidity of the cast finds its equal but opposite principle in the amazing 
elasticity of the forms.

This latter, of course, had been what most struck and excited Sergei 
Eisenstein as he theorized the phenomenon of Disney cartoons. Calling 
this “plasmaticness,” he compared the freedom with which animated 
figures change identities—the mobility of their shapes, their endless 
metamorphic potential—to the phenomenon of fire. The universal fas-
cination with fire, the libidinal energy associated with its formal flux, 
and the parallel to this presented by animation go part of the way to 
explain the grip cartoons exert. Another part, he suggests, is produced 
by a kind of ontogenetic memory, the unconscious trace of the evolu-
tionary transformations through which the human species itself devel-
oped; for a Disney figure presents its viewers with the sense of a being 
which “behaves like the primal protoplasm … skipping along the rungs 
of the evolutionary ladder.”13

This elasticity of shape which, like the fascination with fire, he finds 
cross-culturally—in Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, in the illustrations 
of Walter Trier, in eighteenth-century Japanese etchings—leads him to 
explain the power of this phenomenon as stemming from the desire for “a 
rejection of once-and-forever allotted form, freedom from ossification, 
the ability to dynamically assume any form.” One example he gives to 
demonstrate how any part of the body might be submitted to this “plas-
matic” principle focuses on Mickey Mouse’s white-gloved hands:

How easily and gracefully these four fingers on both of Mickey’s 
hands, playing a Hawaiian guitar, suddenly dissolve into … two 
pairs of extremities. The two middle fingers become little legs, the 
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two outer fingers—little hands. The second hand becomes its part-
ner. And suddenly there are no longer two hands, but two funny, 
little white people, elegantly dancing together along the strings of 
the Hawaiian guitar.14

But the most compelling explanation Eisenstein has for the attrac-
tion exerted by Disney is a socioeconomic one: given modernity’s 
“mercilessly standardized and mechanically measured forms of experi-
ence,” Disney offers a “triumph over the fetters of form,” his spectacle 
of perpetual change is a revolt against the grayness of what Eisenstein 
names as both Fordism and “partitioning.” He draws a parallel between 
Disney and the eighteenth-century protest staged by the animal popula-
tion of La Fontaine’s fables against seventeenth-century rationalization 
and mechanization. “The heartless geometrizing and metaphysics [in 
Descartes],” he writes, “here give rise to a kind of antithesis, an unex-
pected rebirth of universal animism.”15

Is there not a sense, however, in which Disney’s “triumph,” along 
with that of the other Hollywood cartoonists, is not a revolt against the 
rationalization of the human body, but its cast shadow, its dialectical 
underside now made to surface as comical? The legs of little Jerry trans-
formed into frantically turning wheels as he tries to escape from Tom are 
not only a picture of the human body endlessly available to mechaniza-
tion but fully opened to subdivision according to the requirements labor 
imposes on human motion, a Taylorist subdivision (“partitioning”) that 
turns parts of the body into independent organisms of movement, like 
Mickey’s fingers become a tiny couple, waltzing along the strings of his 
ukulele. Disney’s “plasmaticness” may thus be not a twentieth-century 
version of the phenomenon of fire or the primitive idea of animism, but, 
instead, an analogue of the principle of universal equivalence that reigns 
at the heart of capital. And if this is true, there is no real opposition in the 
end between Eisenstein’s vision of Mickey Mouse (even Eisenstein 
cannot avoid saying of Disney’s works “because of the fleeting ephemer-
ality of their existence, you can’t reproach them for their mindlessness”) 
and Cavell’s condemnation of the weightlessness of cartoons.16 The 
abstract condition of the general equivalent, the fluidity of its circulation 
and exchange, the sense of its endlessly transformative power, make the 
cartoon figure and money peculiarly apt mirrors of one another.17
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Now it is precisely weight that is a continuing concern for Ken-
tridge. It appears in the very names of his works—WEIGHING … and 
WANTING (1998), Sobriety, Obesity, & Growing Old—as in the words 
he uses to name moral responsibility (with regard to History of the Main 
Complaint [1996], he says: “here’s a person who’s in a coma because of 
the weight of what he’s seen” [WK, p. 179]). We find it in what he 
obviously intends for the physical character of his drawing, as captured 
by a critic’s acknowledgment: “Unlike Daumier and Grosz, Kentridge is 
not a caricaturist, yet his drawings contain the same authority of line, the 
same contour and weight …” (WK, p. 178). But specifically concerning 
the “plasmaticness” inherent in animation, weight makes its appearance 
through his sense that this transformative power needs to have a certain 
drag placed on it, a certain resistance or pressure exerted against its 
weightless fluidity, hence the report of another critic who ends by quot-
ing him: “[Kentridge] is wary of the threat of arbitrariness and guards 
against an underground series of chance images in which ‘anything 
changes into anything else too easily, in which anything is possible with-
out any pressure’” (WK, p. 182).

This does not mean that Kentridge’s films totally avoid the principle 
of universal equivalence; in a world inhabited by mine owners and 
bankers this would be peculiar. General equivalence is one of the condi-
tions of the universe Kentridge is addressing. Hence the cafétière 
becoming a mine shaft (Mine), the cigarette smoke becoming a type-
writer (Johannesburg), the stethoscope becoming a telephone (History of 
the Main Complaint), the camera’s tripod becoming helicopter blades or 
its lens a machine gun (Ubu Tells the Truth), and even more to the point, 
columns of numbers becoming office buildings or derricks (Stereoscope). 
But another condition that equally reigns within these films operates 
against the principle of anything changing into anything else, or at least 
works to dilate the time within which the change occurs and to under-
score the impossibility of predicting the form it will take, thus investing 
that change with a kind of weight (emotional? moral? mnemonic?), as 
when in Sobriety, Obesity, & Growing Old, Soho pets the cat that lies in 
bed next to him in the absent Mrs. Eckstein’s place, and the cat, leaping 
onto his face as though to comfort him, transforms itself into a gas mask, 
grotesque and terrifying.

If transformation is built into the very weft of animation—because 
they are drawn, the successive images can not only render the variations 
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William Kentridge, drawing from Mine, 1991. Charcoal on paper, 47 1/4 × 59 inches. 

in a moving figure’s posture but by the same token can change the very 
nature of the figure, impossibly stretching or shrinking parts of its body 
or giving it a new identity altogether—pressure exerted against effortless 
transformation could also signal pressure exerted against animation itself, 
which is to say, animation’s very illusion of movement. In this case the 
momentary stillness interleaved between the frames so to speak, the sense 
of a kind of rictus that brakes the forward motion, reinstating the stillness 
of a single drawing, would alter the conditions of Kentridge’s support.

In theorizing the flow of cinematic illusion, which he calls the 
movement-image, Deleuze opposes two types of photography: time-
exposure (pose) and snapshot (instantané). The former, which derives 
from the tradition of painting, strives after an idealization of its subject, 
the construction of a single posture replete with meaning. This possibil-
ity is not open to the latter, which merely nets what Deleuze calls any-
instant-whatever. In its address to themes of movement, painting had 
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always tried to precipitate out the pose that would constellate its idea, but 
in so doing, motion which (as Zeno had long ago told us) occurs in 
between the possible postures would always have escaped. For any given 
minute, however, the movie camera, in its total arbitrariness, captures 
twenty-four any-instants-whatever, none of them infected with the fatal 
stillness of the pose, each of them capable of ceding its place to its suc-
cessor in the relay that constitutes the in-between of a motion that is 
never in the moving subject but in the relay itself, in the space between 
two “nows,” one appearing and one disappearing.

Given the importance of the mechanical—photographic—capture 
of these any-instant-whatevers, Deleuze’s theory would seem to make 
animation problematic for his definition of film, although in an entirely 
different way from Cavell’s, since for him the drawn image would not 
be too light but too heavy for cinema. Deleuze, however, explicitly 
makes a place for animation:

If the cartoon film belongs fully to the cinema, this is because the 
drawing no longer constitutes a pose or a completed figure, but the 
description of a figure which is always in the process of being 
formed or dissolving through the movement of lines and points 
taken at any-instant-whatevers of their course. The cartoon film is 
related not to a Euclidean, but to a Cartesian geometry. It does not 
give us a figure described in a unique moment, but the continuity of 
the movement which describes the figure.18

Indeed, to test his drawings for this continuity, the traditional car-
toon animator had recourse to the flip book or flicker book as a tool 
with which to guard against the pose:

When an animator sketches out the scene in his flicker book, what 
is being expressed in the constant alternation between drawing and 
how it is seen as the book is flicked through is just this simultaneity 
of the pose and motion. Though the animator is only able to work 
from one to the other, what must nevertheless be captured in the 
flicker book, separated only by the thickness of the page or support 
itself, is the simultaneity of the pose and motion, the simultaneity—
at once the same and different—of two poses.19
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However technically primitive, then, the flicker book already proj-
ects the framework of film’s mechanization of movement as it also 
already implies the proliferation of images needed to construct it. If at 
nothing but the crudest, material notion of a medium’s support, then, 
Kentridge’s technical alternative, his eschewal of the flip book, sets his 
medium—his “drawings for projection”—at an angle to animation, one 
that seems “below” it, which is to say even less technologically invested 
than the flicker book itself.

One way of characterizing this quality of being “lower” or more 
regressed than the flicker book would be historical. One could say that 
in the sense one has in his work of finished drawings substituting them-
selves for one another, Kentridge is invoking an earlier moment within 
the prehistory of animation, seeking among the optical toys through 
which a primitive version of the filmic was glimpsed for something even 
less apparatus-like than the whirling drum of the zootrope, or the spin-
ning wheel of the phenakistoscope. It is as though something even more 
primitively handcrafted is being appropriated as a model, something as 
moronically simple as the thaumatrope—that type of little disc whose 
sashes one twiddled between one’s fingers so that as it spun, the image 
on the disc’s back would optically marry itself to the image on its front, 
the bareback rider jumping thereby onto the galloping horse or the pic-
tured canary finding itself within the image of its cage.

Alternatively, the idea of “lower” could be a matter of retrogression 
from what the Frankfurt School termed the “second nature” of technol-
ogy, which film invokes through the mechanism of its apparatus, to the 
“first nature” not just of the handcrafted but of the bodily condition of 
the human subject. There is a sense in which the body’s rhythms have 
penetrated Kentridge’s support, to slow it down, to thicken it, to give it 
density. This is not just in the breathing that is thematized in so many of 
the works: the “statue’s” labored breath at the end of Monument; the rise 
and fall of the chests of the workers asleep in their terrible bunks in 
Mine; Soho’s troubled wheezing through the gasmask of Sobriety, Obe-
sity, & Growing Old; the open-mouthed rasping of the comatose Soho in 
the History of the Main Complaint. It occurs at a deeper level of represen-
tation in which the hesitations in the continuity of the movement seem 
the registration within the film’s visual field of Kentridge’s body “stalk-
ing the drawing,” of his own movement both tracking and slowing that 
of the image.
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Both these senses of “below”—as something more primitive that 
invests the procedures of animation that serve as Kentridge’s technical 
support—converge in the relationship this very crudeness bears to the 
primary matrix of the drawing itself. For the most striking character of 
the line generated by Kentridge’s “altered” form of animation is that it 
exists as palimpsest. As the charcoal contours of one stage of the drawing 
are erased they remain as ghosts through the next stage and the stage 
following that, to be joined by other ghosts and still others. So that the 
density of these pale tracks shadows the formation of each new drawing, 
like a leaf stuck to one’s shoe.

4. Critics have not failed to describe the experience of Kentridge’s work 
in terms of the palimpsest. The sense of the removal and redrawing of 
the line, the feeling of watching something having been peeled away or 
lightened while at another, almost contiguous spot something weighty 
has abruptly been added, the pale pseudo-cast-shadows that seem to 
underwrite the appearance of any line, each produced as the correction 
of a former one, all this has led to titles like “The Art of Erasure” for 
reviews of Kentridge’s exhibitions. Indeed, since the early days of 
Abstract Expressionism, when an almost obsessional layering of contours, 
of the partial scraping away of undercoats and the addition of ever new 
versions of the same figuration—particularly obvious in the work of de 
Kooning and Kline—never has the paradigm of the palimpsest so made 
its way into the discourse on modes of contemporary drawing. This most 
ancient of graphic phenomena—the residue of primitive markers on the 
walls of caves where, as at Ruffignac with its visual braid of overlaid 
bison and mammoths not so much canceling each other out as providing 
an ever fresh ground for the formation of a new figure—is thus implausi-
bly joined to the “second nature” of modern technology. The powdered 
pigment blown by the paleolithic artist onto the stone surface is now 
reprised by the equally powdery substance of charcoal, but this now 
hovers above the luminous ground of either projection screen or backlit 
monitor like a dense cover of black fog, sometimes greasily opaque, 
sometimes brokenly grainy, at other times a radiant mist.

It is this form of the drawing that one needs to hold at some distance 
from Kentridge’s graphic style. As in Hjelmslev’s structuralist system in 
which both the content and expression of a given sign are each subdi-
vided into form and (material) substance, Kentridge’s style of drawing, 
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with its multiple art-historical references—to Max Beckmann, to Grosz, 
to Daumier, to Goya—belongs to the level of the works’ content.20 The 
semiologists would call these stylistic decisions “the form of the con-
tent,” and indeed they project a set of concerns at the thematic level: the 
association with a lineage of political draftsmen; a type of strongly black-
and-white rendering meant to hook into even earlier forms of popular 
protest such as woodcut broadsides or posters.

If these references are a manifestation of content, however, the 
palimpsest is a function of the support for that content, its “expression.” 
And on this level, in which the substance of the expression is charcoal, 
constantly modified by the application of the eraser, the form of the 
expression is the palimpsest. Which means that once again there is a gap 
in Kentridge’s work between content and form—as was the case 
between the two types of “catastrophe” in Monument: that of the dehu-
manization of its depicted African subject; and that of the interminable 
shuttle set up by the act of “stalking the drawing.” Yet once again this 
gap is not opened for the purpose of choosing, say, the formal over the 
political, but rather of seeing how the formal might indeed be invested 
by the political and how this in turn might reorganize one’s sense of the 
political field itself.

As a “form of expression,” the palimpsest could be usefully joined to 
the typology set up by Benjamin Buchloh for the analysis of graphic par-
adigms since the onset of modernism. Dividing the full range of drawing 
into two basic types, matrix and grapheme, Buchloh sees each of these as 
the condensed and abstracted rendering of the form of the “object” on 
the one hand and that of the “subject” on the other.21 Whether grid or 
concentric structure, the matrix serves not only as the emblematic residue 
of those systems of projection, such as perspective, through which the 
objective world of three dimensions was formerly traced, but doubles and 
thereby manifests the infrastructure of the aesthetic object itself (the 
weave of the canvas, the armature of the sculpture). As for the grapheme, 
it is the precipitate of the universe of subjectively expressive marks now 
reduced to the pure trace of either the neuro-motor or psychological-
libidinal manifestations of a curiously voided subject. As examples of his 
dichotomy, Buchloh gives Johns and Twombly, the first as the master of 
the matrix, the second the producer of the grapheme.

But the palimpsest, graphically distinct from both grapheme and 
matrix, belongs neither to the world of the subject nor to that of the 
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William Kentridge, drawing from Mine, 1991. Charcoal on paper, 47 1/4 × 59 inches. 

object. As an abstract form, it simply implies residue. As the possible 
deposit of many markers, it so disperses the field of the subject as utterly 
to depersonalize and thus denature it. And as the trace of a series of 
events, it eats away at the substance of anything we might call an object. 
The palimpsest, we could say, is the emblematic form of the temporal 
and as such it is the abstraction of narrative, of history, of biography—
the latter implying a subject seen not from its own point of view but 
from that of a third, objectivized viewer, an outsider.

Buchloh’s own typology was produced from the retrospective posi-
tion necessitated by the efflorescence of drawing at the hands of Ray-
mond Pettibon. For it is Pettibon, he argues, who forces onto this neat 
aesthetic distinction the disturbances wrought by mass-cultural incur-
sions that have transformed both the world of the “object” and that of 
the “subject.” If Pop art had already challenged the matrix’s presump-
tion to access—in no matter how abstracted a form—to the objective 
world, by demonstrating how that very world has been permeated by 
the image-system of media and thereby already reproduced as spectacle, 
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William Kentridge, drawing from Felix in Exile, 1994. Charcoal on paper, 47 1/4 × 63 inches.

Pettibon in turn challenges Pop art’s supposed objectivity with regard to 
spectacle itself. For in opposition to the sinuous elegance of late Pop 
drawings (Warhol, Lichtenstein), with their “placid acceptance of the 
cartooned forms of social interaction and articulation, Pettibon rein-
scribes the compulsive, fractured immediacy of notation made under 
duress.”22 But equally, lest the authority of subjective expressiveness be 
allowed to resurrect itself on the basis of this felt pressure, Buchloh adds, 
“At the same time the purely corporeal grapheme of a draftsman like 
Twombly is recharged with a mass-cultural concreteness and circum-
stantial specificity that purges the corporeal notation of even its last rem-
nants of bodily jouissance.”23 In the grip of this dialectical intersection in 
which grapheme and matrix infect one another, the world of Pettibon is 
thus a choreography of “the entwining of public and private spheres” 
both, now, mass-culturally reorganized as “delusional systems.”
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The joint presence of Pettibon and Kentridge within the art practice 
of the 1990s demonstrates the unlooked-for recrudescence of drawing, 
which is to say, the upsurge of the autographic, the handwrought, in an 
age of the mechanization and technologizing of the image via either pho-
tography or digital imaging. The extent to which each must acknowl-
edge the penetration of drawing by technology and thus of the individual 
hand of the draftsman by mass-culture is registered, however, by 
Buchloh’s withering account of the shrunken domain left to Pettibon.

As I pointed out, Buchloh’s bipartition of the graphic terrain omits 
the third term of the palimpsest, with all that it implies of the encoding 
of the temporal and thus its access to a kind of historical narrative other-
wise left no place in a mass-culturally invested world of “delusional sys-
tems.” But if Kentridge has recourse to the palimpsest, his practice—no 
less than Pettibon’s—is cognizant of the ubiquitous force of mass culture 
and thus the precariousness of a narrative subject’s claim to the position 
of historical reckoning. Indeed, it is this recognition that tends to be 
omitted by the unquestioning embrace of Kentridge’s work as “about” 
memory and forgetting, “about” history and responsibility—a typical 
statement: “Kentridge’s art stresses the importance of remembering and 
takes a stance against the risk of lapsing into amnesia and disavowal of 
historical memory, as well as of psychic removal, characteristic of society 
after traumatic events” (WK, p. 31)—as though access to these things 
has not become incredibly complex. If Kentridge himself cautions, “You 
cannot face the rock head-on; the rock always wins,” this is because in 
the age of spectacle, it is impossible for the memory of apartheid not to 
be itself spectacularized—as in the sessions of the Truth and Reconcilia-
tion Commission broadcast nightly on South African television.24 As we 
are learning from the Holocaust, it is extremely hard for the business of 
memory not to be exploited to the point of becoming itself a business.

Hence the importance of admitting the penetration of the techno-
logical into the palimpsest, the invasion of a “first nature” by the 
“second.” The technical support—animation—of Kentridge’s medium 
might be alienated from itself by an incursion of the bodily, yet in an 
equal but opposite way, his graphic construction—the palimpsest—is 
infected by the mechanical.

This occurs at the most basic level of production since Kentridge’s 
reinvented version of the palimpsest depends for its very visibility on the 
intervention of the camera and the stop-shoot process. But the mechanistic 
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also finds its way into the image field, as when the perceived erasures of 
a given contour move the experience of the palimpsest away from the 
reference to the caves and into the embrace of an entirely different 
primitivism, that of the early technology of movement. Thus when we 
see the laborer at the beginning of Monument walking in a close-up in 
which each of his feet seems to be dragging a train of ghostly contours 
behind it, or when in History of the Main Complaint we watch the wind-
shield wipers of Soho’s car leave a sputter of spoke-like effigies in their 
path, we feel ourselves in the presence of Jules-Étienne Marey’s photo-
graphic motion studies, with each figure generating its trail of linear 
traces. And this permeability of the drawn palimpsest by the history of 
photographic technologies is echoed by the parallel Kentridge sets up in 
History of the Main Complaint between the handcrafted palimpsest, with 
its smudges and cloudiness, and the look of high-tech medical imaging 
such as CAT scans, sonar, MRI scans, and even X-rays. As he says, 
“there is a great affinity between the velvety grey tones of an X-ray and 
the softness of charcoal dust brushed onto paper” (WK, p. 112).

In the one film that is directly “about” drawing—Felix in Exile, in 
which Felix Teitlebaum in his Paris hotel room looks at the corpses scat-
tered over the veld via the drawings made by the African woman Nandi 
that he carries with him—the narrative desubjectivizes this drawing by 
mechanizing it. Nandi is a surveyor and her graphic instrument is a the-
odolite. Furthermore, in addition to registering the theodolite’s cross-
hairs, the only lines we see her making belong to the world of impersonal 
traces, the forensic contours drawn around bodies at the scenes of crime.

This infiltration of the graphic by the technological occurs as well at 
that level in which the expressive medium of drawing is taken as the 
stand-in for the subject him- or herself. For when in History of the Main 
Complaint, for example, the exploration of Soho’s bedridden, comatose 
body through the sophisticated imaging that will render it transparent 
yields up a succession of ticker-tape machines, telephones, hole-punches, 
typewriters, as the equipment of his consciousness, subjectivity itself is 
now portrayed as infected by “second nature.” Or at the end of Mine, 
when Soho’s state of intense satisfaction is signaled by his sweeping all 
his other possessions off his bed in order to play with the tiny rhinoceros 
just delivered to him through the mine shaft, the spontaneity of this 
“emotion” is already compromised by the degree to which this minia-
turized animal resonates with associations not to Africa but to Disney.
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Video stills from History of the Main Complaint, 1996. 35 mm animated file transferred to video 
and laser disc, 5 min., 50 sec., color. 
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5. To a degree equal to their attention to the presence of the palimpsest, 
Kentridge’s critics have been struck by his recourse to the outmoded. 
The ringing of the Bakelite telephones, the clacking of the ribbon type-
writers, the clanging of the trolley cars that drive a rift through the mass-
ing crowds, all call to us from the horizon of the 1940s. The political 
stage of these films may be choreographed by the chronological present 
of apartheid—its exceedingly recent dismantling and the painful national 
reconstruction it now necessitates—but its decor is that of the past.

The parameters of this pastness vary somewhat. Sometimes it is 
located in the decades of interwar modernism with its social-utopian 
cast, whether this be in the importation of Bauhaus architecture (Soho’s 
international style house in WEIGHING … and WANTING) or in the 
associations Kentridge’s drawing style more generally makes to Weimar. 
Often it speaks from the late 1940s and early ’50s, that ambiguous 
moment just after World War II when, as the Bauhaus had predicted, 
technology had thoroughly reconceived the “furniture” of one’s life—
the telephones, the typewriters, the picture windows, the industrially 
designed china—but where the utopian frame that was to inform this 
reconstruction had all but receded, supplanted as it was by an ethos of 
consumption. At other times this reference to the past is shifted back to 
the late teens and early ’20s and the history of silent film, such as the use 
of vignetting in D. W. Griffith (as in the iris-in at the end of Monument 
or the irises-in and -out that punctuate Johannesburg, 2nd Greatest City), 
and the more general deployment of intertitles. In this latter case the 
associations are to the progressive implications of mass culture as it was 
received by the Surrealists, for example, or by Walter Benjamin.

Indeed animation, the technical support for Kentridge’s “drawings 
for projection,” had itself been at stake in the argument Benjamin makes 
in “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” the 
thirteenth section of which—the one treating the optical unconscious—
had originally been titled “Micky-Maus.” That Disney’s character was 
the product of animation meant on the one hand that he was not open 
to being reinfected by the “aura” that could regather around the human 
film actor become “star”; and on the other, that in Mickey’s “plasmatic-
ness” (to use Eisenstein’s term), he offered the possibility of a release of 
subjectivity from its confinement to the human shape, rupturing, as 
Benjamin said, “the hierarchy of creatures predicated on the human 
being” (OMD, p. 47).
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In this latter idea, which he also called “the cracking of natural tele-
ology,” is contained part of the utopian possibilities Benjamin imputed 
to film in general, which he saw as preparing the human subject for a 
necessary and ultimately liberating integration with technology. Not 
only was film to release men and women from the confines of their pri-
vate spaces and into a collective realm—“Then came film and exploded 
this prison-world with the dynamite of one-tenth seconds, so that now, 
in the midst of its far-flung ruins and debris, we calmly embark on 
adventurous travels”25—but it was to infiltrate and restructure subjectiv-
ity itself, changing damaged individual experience into energized collec-
tive perception. And in this idea of a newly organized psychological 
collective, the animating figure was Mickey Mouse. “Film has launched 
an attack against the old Heraclitean truth that in waking we share a 
world while sleeping we are each in separate worlds,” Benjamin wrote 
in the first draft of the Artwork essay. “It has done so, less with represen-
tations of dreams, than with the creation of figures of the collective 
dream such as the globe-orbiting Mickey Mouse” (OMD, p. 371).

Specifically, Benjamin’s recourse to Mickey Mouse revolved around 
the effects of collective laughter, which he saw as the antidote to the 
deadening of individual experience under the assaults of modern tech-
nology. To the individual anesthetized by the shocks of contemporary 
life, this laughter would serve as a kind of countershock, a form of the 
same assault only now converted into “a therapeutic detonation of the 
unconscious.” In this sense sufferers from the effects of technology could 
be protected by that same technology.

And this physiological conversion could also have a cognitive func-
tion. For Benjamin spoke of the “possibility of pyschic inoculation by 
means of certain films in which a forced articulation of sadistic fantasies 
or masochistic delusion can prevent their natural and dangerous ripening 
in the masses. The collective laughter signifies a premature and thera-
peutic eruption of such mass psychoses” (OMD, pp. 31–32). Imagining 
this as a process of transference by which individual alienation makes a 
leap into a form of collective, public recognition, Benjamin thus sees 
both the physiological and cognitive value of this laughter.

It is in this sense that film becomes a case of technology itself provid-
ing a homeopathic shock experience that would allow for a collective 
adaptation of and to technology. As Miriam Hansen puts it, Benjamin 
saw film as “a perceptual training ground for an industrially transformed 
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physis.” For as he writes: “To make the vast technical apparatus of our 
time an object of human innervation [i.e., stimulation]—this is the his-
torical task in whose service film has its true meaning” (OMD, p. 38).

If Mickey Mouse vanished from the Artwork essay in its later ver-
sions, this was because Benjamin soon began to take seriously the note 
he had included in the first draft warning of the “usability of the Disney 
method for Fascism” (OMD, p. 52). He now began to side with the 
opinion Adorno expressed in his letter responding to the Artwork essay 
in which he warns that “The laughter of the audience at a cinema … is 
anything but good and revolutionary; instead, it is full of the worst 
bourgeois sadism.”26 Calling this laughter the “iron bath of fun” admin-
istered by the culture industry, Adorno saw it as persuading mutilated 
subjects to identify masochistically with the forces of social authority. 
And indeed, as Hansen points out in her treatment of the Benjamin/
Adorno debate, the present-day variations on Benjamin’s idea of “play 
versions of second nature,” as in video games for example, “have 
become a major site for naturalizing violence, destruction, and oppres-
sion” (OMD, p. 54).

With this reference to video games, however, we find ourselves in a 
very different technological field from that of Disney and cel anima-
tion.27 For video games, with their insertion of the computer chip into 
the field of action, heralded a wholescale shift in the visual media them-
selves. Animation, having now become a matter of computer program-
ming and digital imaging, has lost the kind of handcraft that had still 
survived even in its late forms of industrialization—something Chuck 
Jones, the animator of Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck, underscored by 
saying, “The only thing all of us had in common was that we all could 
draw. We all could draw the human figure”;28 or Benjamin maintained 
in his belief that in Disney technology doesn’t altogether permeate the 
characters’ bodies, rendering them literalized figures of mechanization, 
but instead remains a “hidden figure,” still permitting the sense of an 
imbrication of technology with natural beings out of which the transfor-
mations of the body seem to be improvised (OMD, p. 42).

And at the same time that the computer has rendered cel animation 
utterly outmoded, it has also overtaken photographically based cinema, 
the kind of film that had declared its indexical connection to the contin-
gencies of time and presence, the kind Cavell had called “automatic 
world projections.” The digitizing of film means precisely that Cavell’s 
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distinction between “movies” and “cartoons” has utterly collapsed, so 
that just as animation increasingly penetrates photographically filmed 
material—not only in special effects, but in the integration of animated 
characters with live actors—the adult world of film invests the child’s 
world of cartoons, projecting into the new breed of full-length anima-
tion the pornography and blood that Cavell had assumed this world 
could not support.29 And for Benjamin’s analysis this implosion means 
that far from being a medium to “master the interplay between human 
beings and nature,” the “leap into the apparatus” facilitated by film now 
constructs the subject as no more than one element “in a loop that pro-
cesses information and sensory signals.”30

The death knell that currently rings on all sides, as film is either 
infiltrated or replaced by digital technologies, signals its ever rapid slide 
into obsolescence. “This is why,” Miriam Hansen warns, “taking Benja-
min’s imperative to ‘actuality’ seriously today means recognizing that 
the cinema, once celebrated for articulating the secret affinities among 
things in an age of accelerated obsolescence, may itself have become a 
thing of the past.”31

Techno-teleologists such as Friedrich Kittler or Norbert Bolz greet 
this rising cybernetic tide, in which all previous forms of media are now 
engulfed by digitization, as the inevitable course of progress, itself 
encoded within the logic of electronic systems.32 In their eyes Benja-
min’s technological pessimism from the late ’30s and his reinvestment in 
forms of subjectivity utterly threatened by technology render his own 
reflections on film no more than “beautiful ruins in the philosophical 
landscape.”33

But in the matter of art Benjamin was very canny on the subject of 
ruins, for they allowed him to think an “outside” to the increasingly 
totalized system of “second nature.” Thus his late considerations on 
photography leap over the 1935 Artwork essay to cycle back to his 
thoughts from the opening of the decade and to reconsider the advan-
tages of obsolescence.34 Reflecting on the life cycles of technologies—
the hopes with which they are born and the ignominious fates to which 
they are consigned at the moment of their obsolescence, moments 
which come with increasing speed as the pace of technology grows 
exponentially—he wondered whether photography had, like other 
technologies before it, released a fleeting image of the utopian promise it 
might contain at the moment when it was still an amateur pastime, still 
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the medium of exchange between friends, the moment, that is, before it 
became commercialized and hardened into a commodity. Further, it 
was Benjamin’s thought that at the point when a technology is suddenly 
eclipsed by its own obsolescence, its armoring breaks down and it 
releases the memory of this promise. And here, he hoped, through the 
outmoded’s creation of a chink in the armor, one could glimpse an out-
side to the totality of technologized space.35

The mediums that are now being “invented” are lodging them-
selves precisely in this space where obsolescence brackets technological 
determinism long enough for us to think our way back down the path 
of “progress” to the earlier, stranger forms of expressiveness primitive 
technologies contained and to imagine mining these as just that source 
of “automatism” or “fortuna” that will yield the conventions necessary 
to a medium. If this has been true for Coleman’s regression not just to 
the outmoded slide-tape but to its ancestor, the magic lantern, it is true 
as well for Kentridge’s insistence on the most primitive imaginable ani-
mation in the face of digital imaging. Kentridge’s technical support is 
already obsolescent through and through, even before he renders it 
internally riven—self-different, self-differing—by the hesitations and 
contradictions encoded by the palimpsest.

Kentridge’s recourse to the outmoded at the level of content—the 
old-fashioned telephones, typewriters, styles of architecture—is, then, 
like his recourse to the graphic styles of Weimar or of earlier political art. 
It operates on the form of the content of his work. To have it there at all 
runs a certain kind of risk. For the danger Kentridge courts in these refer-
ences is one of “nostalgia,” a kind of retro-fashionableness that produces 
the historical itself as a form of spectacle.36 Kentridge is aware of this: “Of 
course the rough monochromatic drawings refer back to early black-and-
white movie making. I am not blind to the nostalgia inherent in this” 
(WK, pp. 64–65). And acknowledging that this nostalgia might be “for a 
period in which political image-making seemed so much less fraught,” he 
also understands that he has “to take responsibility” for such a choice.

But like the issue of the palimpsest in the matter of drawing, Ken-
tridge’s concern for outmodedness at the level of the support—his ani-
mation technique, which flaunts the hand-drawn in the very teeth of 
digital imaging, thus siding with the now obsolescent cel production, in 
comparison to which it itself is also conspicuously more primitive—
operates below the content. Instead it lodges itself in the domain of 
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expression, becoming an aspect of the form of the expression: its imposi-
tion of stasis in the midst of movement; its investment of the traces of 
bodily production in the midst of the apparatus. Addressing itself to the 
specificity of the expressive level of the support (animation) in its his-
torical dimension, this formal engagement is far from “nostalgic.” It is, 
we could say, what attempts to undermine a certain kind of spectacular-
ization of memory.

William Kentridge, drawing from Mine, 1991. Charcoal on paper, 47 1/4 × 59 inches.
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Notes

1. Written in 1982 as a direct response to the persecution of Václav Havel, to whom it is 
dedicated, Catastrophe uses the protagonist’s appearance—the whitened face and gray paja-
mas—to call up the image of concentration camp inmates, while it mobilizes the atmo-
sphere of total control to refer to Stalinism. When critics described the meaning of the 
protagonist’s final gesture as “ambiguous,” Beckett complained in response, “There is no 
ambiguity there at all. He’s saying ‘you bastards, you haven’t finished me yet.’” See Fintan 
O’Toole, “The Political Pinter,” New York Review of Books, October 7, 1999, p. 6.

2. In Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, ed., William Kentridge (Brussels: Sociéte des Exposi-
tions du Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1998), p. 75; hereafter cited in the text as WK. Two texts 
from William Kentridge —“Fortuna: Neither Program nor Chance in the Making of 
Images” and “Landscape in a Site of Siege”—are reprinted in this volume.

3. Although Kentridge speaks of using a Bolex (WK, p. 61), he now employs a slightly 
more sophisticated version of the same kind of 16 mm camera, an Arriflex. He has 
explained that he does not embrace this by-now primitive film equipment in the same 
spirit as he depicts the outmoded telephones and teletype machines in his films. Rather, 
these simple cameras make it far more easy to shoot one, or perhaps two, frames at a time 
than any more technologically complex camera, whether 35 mm or video.

4. I am retaining Kentridge’s name for this type of coffeepot, even though a French café-
tière actually makes coffee by the drip method, not with a plunger.

5. For example, Elisabeth Lebovici, “Kentridge, L’Art de la Gomme,” Libération, July 20, 
1999, p. 25.

6. For my discussion of James Coleman’s “invention” of a medium, see “‘… And Then 
Turn Away?’ An Essay on James Coleman,” October 81 (Summer 1997): 3–33; and 
“Reinventing the Medium,” Critical Inquiry 25 (Winter 1999): 289–305.

7. Stanley Cavell, The World Viewed, Enlarged Edition (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer-
sity Press. 1979). p. 104: hereafter cited in the text as WV.

8. Stanley Cavell, “Music Discomposed,” in Must We Mean What We Say? (New York: 
Scribner’s, 1969), p. 201.

9. See my “Reinventing the Medium” and “A Voyage on the North Sea”: Art in the Age of 
the Post-Medium Condition (London: Thames and Hudson. 1999).

10. Both Cavell and Kentridge have recourse to the example of language’s dependence 
on habit and unconscious reflexes to ballast their concepts of automatism and fortuna. 
Kentridge’s references to language have been cited above; Cavell’s can be found in a 
remark such as “[A medium] provides, one might say, particular ways to get through to 
someone, to make sense: in art, they are forms, like forms of speech” (The World Viewed, 
p. 32).

11. Cavell wrote about cartoons in 1974 in the essay added to the “expanded edition” of 
his book that addressed his critics. He was thus framing his ideas about animation in terms 
of his own innocence about the radical restructuring of the technique with the advent of 
video and computers. While his remarks about traditional cel animation, as practiced by 
Hollywood studios and received by mass audiences well into the 1960s, are entirely rele-
vant to the issues of animation as a medium, they don’t address the historical fate of the 
medium that was even then appearing on the horizon. 
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12. See Roland Barthes, “The Third Meaning,” in Image–Music–Text, ed. and trans. Ste-
phen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977). For the relationship between Barthes’s 
third meaning and Coleman’s use of the photo-novel for his own medium, see “‘… And 
Then Turn Away?’ An Essay on James Coleman,” pp. 12–13, 20–23.

13. Eisenstein on Disney, ed. Jay Leyda (Calcutta: Seagull Books, 1986), p. 21.

14. Ibid., p. 39.

15. Ibid., p. 35.

16. Walter Benjamin also took note of the weightlessness of the Disney figures: “There 
appears as a redemption [from the endless complications of the everyday] an existence 
which at every turn is self-sufficient in the most simple and simultaneously most comfort-
able way, in which a car does not weigh more than a straw-hat and the fruit on the tree 
grows round as fast as a hot-air balloon” (as cited in Miriam Hansen’s important essay “Of 
Mice and Ducks: Benjamin and Adorno on Disney,” South Atlantic Quarterly 92 [January 
1993]: 42; hereafter cited in the text as OMD).

17. In “The Illusion of Illusion,” Keith Broadfoot and Rex Butler make this very point: 
“But the attempt at an ideological reading and an understanding of animation as a reified 
reflection of consumer society ultimately collapses for Eisenstein. This is because with 
animation it is impossible for the spectator to achieve the necessary distance required for 
critique, or inversely, for ideology, to operate. There can be no critique of the represen-
tation of capital in animation for the simple reason that animation itself is the presentation 
of capital.” They broaden this to Deleuze’s theorization of film: “With regard to cinema, 
Deleuze proposes that money is the obverse side of the time-image, but in animation 
money is the image itself. This perhaps explains why cartoon characters are the true Icons 
of the twentieth century … for in certain sense any cartoon character is the incarnation of 
the ethereal spirit of the media” (in The Illusion of Life: Essays on Animation, ed. Alan 
Cholodenko [Sydney: Power Publications, 1991], p. 272).

18. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara 
Habberjam (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986), p. 5.

19. Broadfoot and Butler, “The Illusion of Illusion,” p. 286.

20. Louis Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language, trans. Francis Whitfield (Madi-
son: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969).

21. Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, “Raymond Pettibon: Return to Disorder and Disfigura-
tion,” in Raymond Pettibon: A Reader, ed. Ann Temkin and Hamza Walker (Philadelphia: 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1998); reprinted in October 92 (Spring 2000): 46.

22. Ibid., p. 46.

23. Ibid.

24. The complexity becomes clear as one listens to different accounts of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission’s organization of personal memory into testimony. Ken-
tridge himself reports. “One by one witnesses come and have their half hour to tell their 
story, pause, weep, be comforted by professional comforters—who sit at the table with 
them. The stories are harrowing, spellbinding. The audience sit at the edge of their seats 
listening to every word. This is exemplary civic theater” (WK, pp. 125–126). Okwui 
Enwezor, on the other hand, applauding Kentridge’s film Ubu Tells the Truth, dismisses 
these performances before the TRC as the “farcical and lengthy process of testimonies” 
(WK, p. 189).
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25. Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 
Illuminations, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken, 1969), p. 236.

26. Theodor Adorno, letter of March 18, 1936, in Aesthetics and Politics (London: New 
Left Books, 1977), p. 123.

27. In the 1920s and ’30s, Hollywood animators worked on transparent layers of cellu-
loid, hence the term cel animation. This allowed the minute changes in a character’s 
posture to be registered without the need to redraw the entirety of the background each 
time. It was, one could say, a primitive form of digital graphics.

28. Chuck Jones, “What’s Up, Down Under? Chuck Jones Talks at the Illusion of Life 
Conference,” in Cholodenko, The Illusion of Life, p. 64.

29. In his discussion of the weightless, disembodied condition of cartoons. Cavell adds, 
“In cartoons, sexuality is apt to be either epicene [either intersexual or asexual] or carica-
tured. I suppose this is because cartoons, being fleshless, do not veer toward the porno-
graphic, although given a chance, they may naturally veer toward the obscene” (in “More 
of the World Viewed,” p. 172).

30. Miriam Hansen, “Benjamin and Cinema: Not a One-Way Street,” Critical Inquiry 25 
(Winter 1999): 325.

31. Ibid., p. 343.

32. See Friedrich Kittler, Discourse Networks 1800/1900, trans. Michael Metteer (Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press, 1990); and Norbert Bolz, Theorie der neuen Median 
(Munich: Raben Verlag. 1990).

33. Norbert Bolz, “Die Zukunft der Zeichen: Invasion des Digitalen in die Bilderwelt 
des Films,” in Im Spiegelkabinett der Illusionen, ed. Ernst Karpf, Doron Kiesel, and Karste 
Visarius (Marburg: Schüren, 1996), p. 57, as cited in Hansen, “Benjamin and Cinema,” 
p. 343.

34. The relevant texts are Walter Benjamin, “A Small History of Photography,” in One- 
Way Street and Other Writings, trans. Edmund Jephcott and Kingsley Shorter (London: 
New Left Books, 1979); and Walter Benjamin, “Lettre parisienne (no. 2): Peinture et 
photographic,” in Sur l’art et la photographie, ed. Christophe Jouanlanne (Paris: FNAC, 
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35. See my “Reinventing the Medium,” pp. 289–305. Susan Buck-Morss develops this 
issue importantly in The Dialectics of Seeing: Walter Benjamin and The Arcades Project (Cam-
bridge, MA: MIT Press. l989), for example, pp. 245, 293.

36. Arguing, in relation to the contemporary predilection for nostalgia films, that the 
historical past is beyond anything but aesthetic revival, Fredric Jameson says “the attempt 
to appropriate a missing past is now refracted through fashion change.” But he argues that 
a postmodernist “nostalgia” art language is incompatible with genuine historicity. Adding 
that in these filmic tropes, “the past is offered up mythically” through style (in Roland 
Barthes’s use of the notion of myth), a given film will thus be redolent with ’50s-ness or 
’40s-ness. Furthermore, he adds, “This mesmerizing new aesthetic mode is a symptom of 
the waning of our historicity, of our lived possibility of experiencing history in some 
active way” (Fredric Jameson. “The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,” in Postmodernism 
[Durham: Duke University Press. 1984], pp. 19–21).



In Praise of Shadows

William Kentridge

Zeno and Plato

The theater project Confessions of Zeno will be presented in Berlin 
shortly. To give you some orientation: at an angle across the stage will 
be a large screen—around 20 feet by 14 feet—on which will be pro-
jected images captured by a camera at stage left. This camera is pointed 
at a blank wall in front of which objects made of paper, wood, and 
other materials, and people and things, are moved by manipulators 
invisible to the camera. There are other elements to the production—a 
singer, a string quartet, an actor—but it is this theater of shadows that I 
want to focus on.

The work is a development of shadow projections which I have 
used in theater productions with Handspring Puppet Company over 
several years. Usually it has been just an adjunct to other forms of puppet 
performance. In Zeno, the shadow play occupies center stage. This inter-
est in shadow performance is neither unique nor new. Here is a hypo-
thetical description of a similar event from Book VII of Plato’s Republic 
(360 BC) of a similar event written some two-and-a-half thousand years 
ago. It is a description of a somewhat authoritarian performance before 
what we would describe as a captive audience:

Imagine an underground chamber [similar to this theater] … with a 
long entrance open to the daylight. … In this chamber are men 
who have been prisoners since they were children, their legs and 
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necks being so fastened that they can only look straight ahead of 
them and cannot turn their heads. Some way off, behind and higher 
up, a fire is burning, and between the fire and the prisoners and 
above them, runs a path in front of which there is a curtain wall, 
like the screen at puppet shows between the operators and audi-
ence, above which they see the puppets.

Imagine further that there are all sorts of men carrying gear 
along behind the wall, projecting above it, and including figures of 
men and animals made of wood and stone and all sorts of other 
materials, and that some of these men, as we would expect, are talk-
ing and some are not. An odd picture and an odd sort of prisoner. 
They are like us. For tell me, do you think our prisoners could see 
anything of themselves or their fellows except the shadows thrown 
by the fire on the wall of the cave opposite them? Would they not 
assume that the shadows that they saw were the real things? And if 
the wall of their prison opposite them reflected sound, don’t you 
think they would suppose, whenever one of the passersby on the 
road spoke, that the voice belonged to the shadow on the wall pass-
ing before them? They would be bound to think so.

This, then, is how Plato sets the scene for the journey toward 
knowledge, or away from ideology or false consciousness; the journey 
from appearance to substance. What happens, he says, if the prisoners 
are released from their shackles? “Suppose one of them were let loose, 
and suddenly compelled to stand up, turn his head and look toward the 
fire.” He would be dazzled at first, unable to believe that the object, 
held above the wall, silhouetted against the firelight, is primary and its 
shadow secondary. The shadow of the apple is an inadequate approxi-
mation of what an apple is. To see the apple by firelight in the cave is 
already to understand it better. And then “if he were forcibly dragged up 
the steep and rugged ascent and not let go until he had been dragged out 
into the sunlight” (coercion and control being an essential part of the 
Platonic system here), he would be dazzled further, and would under-
stand the artificial nature of the world he had been in before. The apple 
seen in sunlight yields a greater truth.

First he would find it easier to look at shadows, next at the reflec-
tions of other objects in water, and later at the objects themselves. 
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After that he would find it easier to observe the heavenly bodies and 
the sky itself at night, and look at the light of the moon. … The 
thing he would be able to do last would be to look directly at the 
sun itself, and gaze at it without using reflections in water or any 
other medium, but as it is in itself.

And finally he would come to the conclusion that the sun is respon-
sible for everything—the changing seasons, fire—and that in a sense it is 
responsible for everything that he and his fellow prisoners used to see. 
The apple as living object is best understood as being made by the sun. 
And of course it is not just objects we learn the truth of, but for Plato 
we learn the truth of justice and the good. He would also understand 
that the shadows themselves represented a deep ignorance and 
primitivism.

This blinded man is then to be sent back down into the cave to bring 
new knowledge to the prisoners below and eventually lead them out.

It is an astonishingly powerful image—one of the founding state-
ments of the Western philosophical tradition. It sets the tone for ques-
tions of enlightenment, and establishes the metaphor in which the 
movement toward light is the movement toward knowledge; it echoes 
all the way through centuries—through Beethoven’s prisoners in Fidelio 
(1804–5) making their way out of the dark dungeons. The question I 
want to pose is that of the reverse journey.

Can it work in reverse—someone blinded or bewildered by the 
brightness of the sun, unable to look at it, familiar with the everyday 
world and the surface, choosing to descend, not just for relief, but also for 
elucidation, to the world of shadows? For Plato the journey was always 
one toward enlightenment. Each new layer would explain the previous, 
darker, less direct region. And although the philosopher king had seen 
the sun and understood the truth, he was duty-bound to return to the 
underworld, as a missionary, bringing the truth and the knowledge of the 
light with him. There was never a question of anything being learned 
from the shadows, of the world above. He had the monopoly of truth.

My interest in Plato is twofold. For his prescient description of our 
world of cinema—his description of a world in which people are bound 
to reality as mediated through a screen feels very contemporary—but 
secondly, and more particularly, through my own defense of shadows 
and what they can teach us about enlightenment.
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The Neutral Mask

When I was at theater school in Paris twenty years ago, we did a number 
of exercises using what were termed neutral masks—a leather mask with 
a bland or non-expression. The effect of this mask was to remove facial 
expression as part of the performance. This was rather devastating for 
people like myself, whose poor performances had started from an emo-
tion on the face. Happy, sad, smiling mouth, rolling eyes, furrowed 
brows—these stock expressions all became useless. What was left were 
the gestures and movements of the body. It had the effect of removing 
psychology from the performance. It made very clear the difference 
between what one thought one was expressing, and what the body 
showed. How did one know what the body was expressing? It relied on 
recognition. An actor might say, “I am filled with anger in my perfor-
mance,” but what we might recognize would be uncertainty, hesitancy, 
and fear. What does it mean to recognize this? It means we saw some-
thing that we knew already (even though we might not have known 
what we knew). If someone were to say, “Tell me how to show fear and 
hesitancy,” I would be hard pressed to do so. Looking at shadows is 
always finding something we already know. A rational description would 
be imperfect and arrived at with difficulty. Recognition is immediate 
and effortless. It describes a different kind of knowledge. It is a truth 
behind the trite adage, “I know it when I see it.” It understands that the 
relationship between seeing and knowing is not simple. It proclaims that 
one does not have to translate what one has seen into a rationalist model 
before it becomes a usable piece of knowledge. (On analysis, one found 
that most meaning originated in the pelvis, and that this, rather than the 
face, was the primary organ of expressive performance.)

When operating a puppet, it does not help to have a Stanislavskian 
approach, which involves conjuring up psychological memories, reliv-
ing them as a way to generate emotion. The considerations are different: 
a series of practical questions, angles to the camera and light, finding an 
imagined horizon, working through a series of what appear to be tech-
nical considerations to arrive at a meaning which is recognized.

An Insubstantial Essence

There is an uncertain relationship between simplification and moving 
away from psychology. There is a greater and smaller point to be made 
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here. The smaller point is that detail—texture, surface, facial expression—
can get in the way of seeing. We are fooled by the surface of the apple, its 
waxed color, enhanced by advertising photography. The shadow only 
indicates “apple,” but we are in no doubt how little we know of its qual-
ity, its taste. We are alerted to the limitations of our knowledge. One is 
beguiled by the expression of the actor and ignores the bad faith at the 
heart of the performance. There is a paradox here: shadow is all appear-
ance, immateriality, without substance, but at the same time it gives them 
a way of avoiding the seduction of surface—often referred to as appear-
ance as opposed to essence. What are we doing with these simplified fig-
ures with reduced or nonexistent inner lives? It does not help to think, 
“this shadow figure was beaten when small.” One has to find the move-
ment the figure suggests, and from this find its gestures, its meaning—this 
in the end may provoke recognition of a world not so far from the psy-
chological space we would use if working in a naturalist manner. But here 
one arrives at this world as a discovery, not an assumed knowledge at the 
beginning of the performance. The second, greater point has to do with 
the critique of psychology as a way of understanding the world.

Understanding that the blankness of the shadow, the lack of psycho-
logical depth, may be an asset—that not attempting to comprehend the 
world through individual psychology is often appropriate and stronger. 
Traditional wisdom has it that the greater the psychological depth of the 
performance, the closer it gets to the truth of the world. But the world of 
shadows suggests other routes to truth than sincerity or the psychological 
elements of performance. I would suggest that this is an area in which the 
world has changed over the two-and-a-half thousand years since Plato. 
Understanding the world we are in is not necessarily helped by a psycho-
logical perspective. Films like Schindler’s List (1993) and Enemy at the 
Gates (2001) are unsuccessful because they try to make an understanding 
of huge events in the world through psychology. I make an argument 
here for something that is neither individual psychology nor universality, 
but something I would call a “recognized particularity.”

Seeing In

To get more concrete here: I take a sheet of black paper, I tear it into 
three or four shapes, and place them next to each other. Now, as a 
purist I can defy nature and say these are four abstract shapes of black 
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paper on a white ground, perhaps overlapping. But by removing monas-
ticism and dogmatics, things start to emerge. In this combination, they 
are a dog; in this combination, a man with a stick. I tilt this piece forward 
and he ages; I lean it back slightly and he gains in arrogance. There is a 
process happening here of the eye leading the way—of the eye saying, 
“Let me show you what I know of the world.” The eye says, “This awk-
wardness in the shape in front of you is someone leaning on an uncom-
fortable hip.” If I had started the other way around, and said, “Let me 
make a shadow figure of someone with a limp,” I would be hard pressed 
to do it. The best I can do is to set in place strategies to allow this image 
of a limp to emerge. When Rembrandt draws his woman teaching a 
child to walk, or Picasso does the same, they are not saying, “I know 
what this looks like and will carry it out”; they are saying, “Let me work 
with a looseness or openness that will allow to emerge what I cannot 
describe or give instructions for, but I will recognize as it emerges.” This 
process is not the preserve of artists, of talented or gifted people; it is fun-
damental to what it is to be sighted in the world, an oscillation between 
openness and recognition. The exercise with black paper that I have 
described works just as well with an eight-year-old as it does with MA 
students. I ran a workshop with eight-year-old pupils at my children’s 
school. They cut or tore roughly the elements of a vertebrate—a head, 
limbs, torso, pelvis. And from these they made a dog doing a somersault, 
a dinosaur rearing on its hind legs, a monster hiding its head behind its 
arm. If we had started the other way, this would have been impossible, of 
course. None of them could say or draw what a dog doing a somersault 
looked like, but all could recognize it as it appeared before them, made 
by them. It is this “seeing in”—seeing the face in the cloud—that is the 
basis of the shadow work I have done over the last years.

To keep to this theme of childhood as one way of tracking the 
meaning of words and things in the world: we know in fact that if one 
had been chained since childhood, unable to move one’s head, as 
described of the viewers in Plato’s cave, only a total autism would be 
possible. The very opening terms of Plato’s metaphor are impossibly 
stated. Seeing, as opposed to merely the pattern of light and shade on 
one’s retina, is always a mediation between this image and other knowl-
edge. What shadows as objects, silhouettes, or puppets do is make the 
mediation conscious. The world of shadows tells us things about a way 
of seeing things that is invisible by the light of the sun.
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An early memory of shadows, which I am sure is neither remarkable 
nor unique: on the beach, trying to stamp on a sibling’s shadow and 
avoid having one’s own trodden on. And the extraordinary agility and 
speed that one’s shadows appeared to have; a much greater speed and 
agility than one could realistically lay claim to, yet this was one’s own 
speed too. Our relationship with our own shadow—not to be confused 
with oneself, which one does not own, but which is an inescapable attri-
bute and accompaniment—was for me a memorable conundrum. A 
midpoint between a familiar self and the otherness of the rest of the 
world. The shadow immediately brings an other into the picture, the 
other being a source of light—here we are at the start of the shadow 
paradox. It is both of one and separate to one. Consider the simple games 
we play with shadows. One crosses one’s thumbs and wags one’s hands, 
and we have three things: a pair of hands crossed and wagging, and a 
shadow (which is two things), a shadow of two hands with the thumbs 
crossed wagging, and a shadow of a bird or butterfly flapping its wings. 
And what is fundamental is that we understand it is both, and the plea-
sure we get from it has to do with this understanding. This ambiguity, 
this pleasure accompanying self-deception, seems to me to be funda-
mental in what it is to be a visual being.

A simple reading of Plato resists this, saying, “the butterfly you saw 
on the wall was simply Aristotle behind the curtain, crossing his thumbs 
and waving his hands. The truth is the crossed thumbs, ideology is the 
bird.” In fact, in our deepest beings, we know that it is both. We are far 
closer here to Zeno than Plato. Zeno’s paradox, as I remember it, is that 
an arrow aimed at a target first has to cover half the distance, and before 
that half of that distance, and again half of that, with some time required 
to cross each distance so that an infinite number of divisions will yield an 
infinite amount of time, and the arrow will in fact never leave the bow, 
never mind reach the target. This is held in mind at the same time as the 
understanding that of course the arrow does leave the bow, and does 
reach the target, and the fact that St. Sebastian did not just die of fright 
(pace Tom Stoppard’s play Jumpers [1972]), is a kind of ongoing ambigu-
ity that was a horror for Plato, with his belief that all such paradoxes 
would eventually be explained away—as they were, by Bertrand Russell 
some two thousand years later—in a way that makes perfect mathemati-
cal sense. But this still does not stop the crossed thumbs being both 
hands and bird. And what we do when we see is become connected to a 
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measurable, objective world of optics, surface, light, and physics, and 
become aware of something well beyond that.

This is not a deep or novel insight—but it is remarkable how we 
take it for granted and naturalize our seeing into something purely 
objective. And if there is one thing that art can make clear, it is to make 
us conscious of the precept “always be mediating.” All calls for certainty, 
whether for political jingoism or for objective knowledge, have an 
authoritarian origin relying on blindness and coercion, which are funda-
mentally contrary to what it is to be alive in the world with one’s eyes 
open.



The Shadow Play as Medium of Memory in William Kentridge

Andreas Huyssen

Throughout his work, South African artist William Kentridge has 
deployed the shadow play as part of a centuries-old art of performance. 
He has invented a discrete medium which deliberately side-steps or 
even opposes the uncritical celebration of technologically advanced dig-
ital art practice. He also keeps his distance from what has recently been 
described as a new “relational aesthetics” (Nicolas Bourriaud) that once 
again pretends to abolish the border between life and art.1 In Kentridge’s 
work, the shadow play has morphed into a medium of political memory 
and intervention. He has invented a unique form of the shadow play 
not in order to represent a traumatic past but to create a flash of recog-
nition in the Now, as Walter Benjamin might phrase it. His works 
transport their political themes in such a way that in the passage from 
aesthetic fascination to reflection the observer is challenged to think 
about memory politics, rights, and political economy in critically new 
ways. Memory of the decades of apartheid and its continuing violent 
after-effects determine these works in such a way that the very form of 
the shadow play stages not just the content but the very structures of 
memory, evasion, and forgetting. Spectacular theatricality is playfully 
and sensually bound to a rigorous formal exploration of what affective 
seeing might mean in contemporary artistic practice.

Kentridge’s technical treatment of the shadow play, his relationship 
to European modernism combined with the simultaneous use of local 
African traditions, as well as the breadth of his praxis including theater, 
performance, installation, video, and film, all of it grounded in charcoal 
drawing, makes him a paradigmatic figure for any discussion of “global 
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art” today. Transnational, even transcontinental, appropriation and the 
role of the medium and the media in contemporary art are central con-
cerns of his work. At stake are the specific forms of a spatial and tempo-
ral expansion and transformation of Western modernism and its 
privileged notion of the medium in other geographies.

In this essay, I focus on the respective Eigensinn, the aesthetic and 
political specificity of Kentridge’s shadow play.2 Kentridge belongs to a 
generation whose experience is shaped by colonial and postcolonial vio-
lence. His works circle around the long-term traces of the historical 
trauma of apartheid and colonialism, always in aesthetically complex 
forms rather than in documentary or agit-prop style. Kentridge studied 
briefly in Paris, but was not taken with the then dominant artistic trends 
of the 1960s and 1970s (Pop art, Minimalism, Conceptual art).3 Unlike 
many other global artists, he is not permanently displaced to a Western 
metropolis, but maintains his base in his Johannesburg studio. Kentridge 
comes from a family of Jewish refugees from Lithuania that settled in 
South Africa several generations ago. Migration and exile, however 
mediated by time, are in his background. He has come to be known in 
biennials and international exhibitions since the 1990s and is now one of 
the most sought after artists and performers across the world. He has 
worked in the theater mobilizing theatrical spectacularity, narration, and 
figuration to captivate his viewers. He often deploys European literary, 
visual, and musical models from Georg Büchner to Alfred Jarry, from 
Goya to expressionism and early cinema, from Mozart to Shostakovich 
and Schubert, as models to be recoded and refunctioned in South Afri-
can contexts; European avant-gardist techniques are present in his work 
as montage, bricolage, free appropriation, but never as canonical ideal or 
as nostalgic set-piece.

The avant-gardist moment of his work, however, is neither cap-
tured with the category of shock nor aimed at some utopian sublation of 
art into life; the claim to aesthetic autonomy is not abandoned, but the 
traditional static and unitary notion of autonomy is medially fractured 
and frayed. Central is the hidden afterlife of past violence that keeps 
erupting time and again. Colonial and postcolonial violence, after all, 
have not been overcome in South Africa. He utilizes the shadowness of 
the shadow play to stage the unreliability of memory without, however, 
lapsing into political relativism. He interweaves avant-gardist montage 
with certain local traditions of African popular culture such as charcoal 
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drawing, etching, and expressive renderings of everyday scenes.4 And he 
combines the traditional mode of charcoal drawing with an obsolete 
support technology: stop-motion animation film which he himself calls 
stone-age animation. All his projects are unabashedly figurative and nar-
rative, postmodern on one hand but always with an umbilical cord to 
classic modernist experiments with mediality.

Shadow Procession (1999)

Kentridge himself called Shadow Procession a kind of residue of his the-
ater work on Ubu and the Truth Commission (1996–1997). The three 
distinct parts of the film were created at different times for different 
scenes of the play’s production.5 In the play, they functioned as supple-
ment to the stage action. And yet, the seven-minute tripartite film can 
be read as a work in its own right, and as such it has become known in 
art galleries and museums. Given its context in South Africa’s attempts 
to come to terms with its apartheid past, Shadow Procession enacts transi-
tion, the all-too-slow and incomplete transition from apartheid to post-
apartheid and democracy.

The philosophical and aesthetic dimension of Kentridge’s work 
with shadows is at stake in a lecture of 2001 entitled “In Praise of Shad-
ows.” Kentridge draws on Plato’s cave parable in order to ask whether 
Plato’s trajectory from the darkness of the shadow world to the light of 
philosophical knowledge could not be meaningfully reversed:

Can it work in reverse—someone blinded or bewildered by the 
brightness of the sun, unable to look at it, familiar with the everyday 
world and the surface, choosing to descend, not just for relief, but 
also for elucidation, to the world of shadows?

In Plato, nothing much can be learned from the shadows. Kentridge 
disagrees:

My interest in Plato is twofold. For his prescient description of our 
world of cinema—his description of a world of people bound to 
reality as mediated through a screen feels very contemporary—but 
secondly, and more particularly, through my own defense of shad-
ows and what they can teach us about enlightenment.6
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For Kentridge, shadows have pedagogic and epistemological value. 
Rather than confronting us with naked and transparent truth, they stim-
ulate the visual imagination to fill in the gaps of that which is not or only 
barely visible, a process that can lead to insecurity and productive ambi-
guity. In that way they teach us to negotiate the blind spots of vision and 
knowledge. Shadows promote sensuous, that is aesthetic, reflection on 
the practices of seeing and the inescapable dialectic of light and darkness. 
In his recent Harvard Norton lectures, Kentridge said:

It is in the very limitation and leanness of shadows that we learn, in 
the gaps, in the leaps to complete an image, that in this we perform 
a generative act of constructing the shape. … The very leanness of 
illusion pushes us to complete the recognition—and this prompts an 
awareness of the activity, recognizing in this activity our agency in 
seeing, and our agency in apprehending the world.7

The production of images through shadow art is described here as a 
dialogic process that activates the spectator. The relationship of seeing to 
knowing is complex and never unequivocal, but the goal is always a 
worldly understanding.

The figures of Kentridge’s Shadow Procession hover in a realm of 
indetermination. We know neither where they come from nor where 
they are going. Processions and marches always have a goal: the realm of 
the sacred or its secular equivalent such as the progress of society, the 
protest against injustice, or the migrant’s search for a new home. After a 
century of murderous utopias and the often violent waning of colonial-
ism, and in that specific transitional stage of South African developments, 
according to Kentridge, it is just not possible to name a goal or telos of 
the procession. And thus the procession simply peters out and breaks off 
at the end. It is never made entirely clear whether its purpose is mourn-
ing, supplication, flight, or protest. The parts of the film simply differ 
too much from each other. The music underlying the first part is elegiac 
and repetitive. The falsetto voice and the melancholy refrain played on 
the accordion by Alfred Makgalemele, a Johannesburg street musician, 
are mournful and plaintive. But being based on the melody of the reli-
gious hymn “What a Friend We Have in Jesus,” they also contain a 
moment of hope. Both the music and the images point toward apartheid 
whose collapse has set in motion a migration, a march into an unknown 
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William Kentridge, video stills from Shadow Procession, 1999. Animated film 
using torn black paper figures, three-dimensional objects, shadows, and 
fragments from the film Ubu Tells the Truth, 35 mm film transferred to video 
and DVD.
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William Kentridge, video stills from Shadow Procession, 1999. Animated film 
using torn black paper figures, three-dimensional objects, shadows, and 
fragments from the film Ubu Tells the Truth, 35 mm film transferred to video 
and DVD.
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William Kentridge, video stills from Shadow Procession, 1999. Animated film 
using torn black paper figures, three-dimensional objects, shadows, and 
fragments from the film Ubu Tells the Truth, 35 mm film transferred to video 
and DVD.
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and insecure future. Or could these shadows refer to those who did not 
survive apartheid—a kind of ghostly death march toward the beyond? A 
miner hanging from a gallows suggests something like that. Two other 
figures carry a corpse. Yet others move on prostheses. Mutilations 
abound. The ending of the first segment then shows a group of bent 
over figures who carry a whole city on their backs—no doubt the black 
workers who built Johannesburg for their colonial masters. And then 
there are the miners—another prominent grouping in the procession—
who mined the gold that provided the basis for the wealth and rule of 
Johannesburg’s white colonizers. Different times and spaces are conjured 
up but left indeterminate for the imagination of the viewer.

The second part of Shadow Procession is a kind of intermezzo that 
provides a transition to a very differently structured procession in the 
third part. We see Alfred Jarry’s grotesque and shadowy Ubu figure with 
his typical pointed headgear, dressed in a loose black cape, with a huge 
tummy and gigantic shovel-like hands. In front of a backlit screen, Ubu 
climbs up to the stage from below. Moving in a lumbering way to the 
rhythm of drums, Jarry’s grotesque, scatological dictator cracks a whip to 
loud effect as nonaudible laughter rocks his heavy body: Ubu as slave-
holder and colonizer. Explosions and screams fill the soundtrack at the 
beginning of this sequence. But seeing and hearing are not in sync. We 
hear the cracking of the whip, but we don’t see it. We see the laughter, 
but we don’t hear it. The elegiac melancholy of the slowly moving bur-
dened figures of part one is turned into political satire and burlesque. No 
question here who is the target of the whip’s lashes.

The third part returns to the procession. But now different figures 
cross the space before the screen that formed the backdrop for Ubu’s 
pantomime. This procession moves rather chaotically and is accompa-
nied by inflaming toyi-toyi songs and slogans known from the rallies of 
the anti-apartheid movement of the 1990s. Objects, including a pair of 
scissors, a compass, a stamp, and a megaphone, are anthropomorphized, 
taking their place in a procession that now comes across as a revolt of 
objects—yet another homage to the cinema of attractions. A woman 
wearing a headscarf and clutching a wandering staff abruptly turns and 
attacks a lady of the upper crust who appears as an Italian expresso pot 
with her head a tiltable lid. The scale is radically disrupted when a live 
cat, stretching itself as if awakening from sleep, covers the whole screen 
and a gigantic eye gazing in horror is suddenly interspersed in the 
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procession, reminding us of Luis Buñuel’s Un Chien andalou (1929). Sur-
real, anarchic violence threatens the orderly progress of the procession. 
The melancholic shadow procession, which, despite its specific South 
African connotations, conjured up the misery of refugees and migrants 
worldwide, has become a surreal and chaotic danse macabre. It shows us 
other actors, white actors, and their objects, which of course also appear 
as black shadows. But then it suddenly breaks off. Perhaps this third part 
with its spasmodically twitching cat performing an aggressive dance on 
its hind legs (in the Ubu play, this cat is always connected with the 
white elites of South Africa) points already toward the social conflicts of 
the post-apartheid period. But then the political message suggested 
would be not even minimally hopeful but rather pessimistic and disillu-
sioned. Nothing here suggests a transition to democracy or equality of 
white and black South Africans. Shadow Procession remains inherently 
fragmentary.

Kentridge had planned another part of the procession which, how-
ever, resisted realization:

I could not find it, not formally but intentionally. I could not find a 
destination [for the procession], neither a utopia nor a killing field. 
The fact of transition of movement was essential.8

The self-referentiality of Shadow Procession is further enforced by the 
fact that behind the silhouetted figures in the foreground indistinct shad-
ows appear on a screen in the background though their movements 
don’t seem to be entirely coordinated with the movement of the proces-
sion. The seven-minute film actually begins with these shadows of a 
second degree. The silhouetted figures of the filmic animation, those 
first-degree shadows, as it were, are inspired by the puppet theater, spe-
cifically the puppets of Adrian Kohler with whose Handspring Puppet 
Company Kentridge created the Ubu production. In Kentridge, of 
course, we do not have puppets but two-dimensional flat figures, 
coarsely and schematically collaged out of scraps of thick black paper. 
Rivets and wire join their limbs and make them movable shot by shot. 
Once projected as film, they feature those abrupt, choppy movements 
resonant with early cinema. These flat, black figures first appear before a 
blurry, gray background, but in the third part, they are shown in front of 
a brightly lit screen; in both instances they are accompanied by 
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emotionally loaded music. The materiality of bodies and things as well as 
their texture is eliminated. We don’t always know exactly what we see, 
but that is precisely what fascinates the spectator who tries to compre-
hend this being on the road of people and things. It is the process of 
seeing and understanding in which Kentridge wants to engage the spec-
tator, an exercise in insecurity and ambiguity, leading to doubt in the 
transparency of seeing and the seen. This process is aesthetically staged in 
the three parts of Shadow Procession, as well as in the way in which 
memory is materialized in the by now well-known series of filmic ani-
mations entitled 9 Drawings for Projection (2005).

The instability of vision and the play with shadows, however, does 
not mean that Kentridge would have espoused an ambiguous position 
vis-à-vis apartheid or its afterlife. In his early years he participated in 
anti-apartheid protests and designed posters for a political theater in 
Johannesburg. His theater work culminated in the 1990s with a sharp 
critique of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the production 
of Ubu and the Truth Commission (1997). The Drawings for Projection, with 
their key narrative figures of the entrepreneur Soho Eckstein and the 
intellectual dreamer Felix Teitlebaum, demonstrate clearly enough that 
he tried to sidestep the binary opposition of perpetrators and victims that 
dominated the hearings of the TRC. Instead Kentridge focuses on fel-
low-travelers, beneficiaries, and his own personal implications in colo-
nialism and apartheid. A process of memory as recognition is set in 
motion which resists the all-too-common evasions and forgetfulness. It 
also counteracts mass media’s marketing of the past, which more often 
than not results in amnesia. This is the political register in which the 
insecurity of vision, firmly bound to the present, meets the insecurity of 
memory which is always in danger of lapsing into evasion, repression, 
and forgetting.

In a 1999 interview, curator Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev asked 
Kentridge—provocatively or naively—about the implications of his 
“moral relativism.” Kentridge’s answer couldn’t be any clearer:

I don’t think it’s relativism. To say that one needs art, or politics, 
that incorporate ambiguity and contradiction is not to say that one 
then stops recognizing and condemning things as evil. However, it 
might stop one being so utterly convinced of the certainty of one’s 
own solutions.9
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William Kentridge, video still from Shadow Procession, 1999. Animated film 
using torn black paper figures, three-dimensional objects, shadows, and 
fragments from the film Ubu Tells the Truth, 35 mm film transferred to video 
and DVD.

Kentridge’s insistence on multivalent meanings has led critics to other 
but equally faulty conclusions. To claim that Kentridge’s art is not 
“about” apartheid is both right and wrong. Right only if “about” is to 
refer to mimetic forms of representation or documentarism. The ani-
mated films that made Kentridge known to the world go back to the 
last years of apartheid and are very much “about” apartheid (Johannes-
burg, 2nd Greatest City after Paris, Monument, Mine). Not for nothing did 
Kentridge come out explicitly in favor of realism.10 Other films—from 
Felix in Exile and History of the Main Complaint to Stereoscope and Tide 
Tables—were made after the first democratic election in South Africa. 
Not surprisingly, they deal with the memory of apartheid. But here, 
too, the “about” is an “about” with indirection both in form and in 
content. It is a realism of recognition, of suggestive gesture, not of 
resemblance. Kentridge does not reject realism as the historical avant-
garde once did; but he does reject any utopia concerning the course of 
history. Thus no more philosophy of history as it still haunted the tra-
jectory of avant-gardism and modernism.
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The Refusal of Time

In his latest black box installation, The Refusal of Time (2012), Kentridge 
takes up the shadow procession yet once again. But here it is embedded 
in a different narrative context—the homogenization of world time in 
the late nineteenth century that paralleled the colonization of Africa and 
its highly problematic imposition of artificial borders. The grid of 
Greenwich time zones is analogous to the grid of arbitrary colonial bor-
ders right across African cultures. The refusal of time remains ambigu-
ous: mechanical Greenwich time refuses the lived experience of time, 
and lived time is not in sync with clock time. Greenwich time and the 
measurement of the world are European techniques of domination call-
ing forth resistance.

In one of the sequences of the projections that cover three walls of 
the black box, a primitive bomb cocktail is mixed in a laboratory that 
features objects known from Kentridge’s films. The anarchist bombing 
of the Royal Observatory in Greenwich of 1894 is transposed to Dakhar 
in 1916. But here the homemade bomb blows up the laboratory itself 
which simultaneously functions as the artist’s studio. The revolt against 
Greenwich time is coded as an anticolonial refusal of an imposed regime 
of time and as an aesthetic project. The refusal of linearity and one-
directionality of time has always been a central principle of modernist 
artistic practice, but in Kentridge’s work it is mobilized in direct relation 
to colonialism. The image sequences of Refusal of Time begin with a 
ticking metronome that is then multiplied on three walls. The multiple 
metronomes increasingly lose their beat, some speeding up, others slow-
ing down, and the spectator may wonder whether the metronomes tick 
at different speeds or whether the film is sped up for some and slowed 
down for others. The effect, at any rate, of these metronomes out of 
control is loud chaos. It is film itself as a medium that reveals how time 
has come to be out of joint in the modern world. It makes the relativity 
of time visible. The anticolonial time bomb on the other hand reminds 
us of Walter Benjamin’s note that the revolutionaries of 1789 discharged 
their rifles against public clocks. Indeed, the late nineteeth century’s 
rational reorganization of world time is connected to the tradition of 
enlightenment as a technique of domination which even determined 
Kentridge’s dramaturgy in his stunning production of Mozart’s Magic 
Flute. Time and again, time loses its beat and directionality in Refusal, 
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especially when Kentridge runs film in reverse so that falling objects are 
seen rising; fragments of a shattered object fall back in place and cohere 
again; certain scenes are repeated backward or forward in fast motion. In 
another sequence Kentridge raises the theme of colonialism explicitly: 
the film shows him carrying a black figure on his shoulders. African 
maps are interspersed with newspaper headlines such as “Revolt in 
Burundi,” “Revolt of the Herreros,” etc. And then, as beneficiary of 
white rule in a self-critical gesture, Kentridge arranges a sequence of 
chairs in such a way that an African woman can step comfortably from 
one to the other while he frantically brings the respectively last chair she 
stepped on to the front of her march so that she can move on ahead. As 
in many other works, African female figures play an important role in 
this installation. The highpoint is an exuberant dance of an African 
woman in flying white gowns, a dance that proceeds in reverse motion 

William Kentridge, video still from The Refusal of Time, 2012, a collaboration with Philip Miller, 
Catherine Meyburgh and Peter Galison. Five-channel video projection with sound, 
megaphones, mixed media, 30 min. Installation view, State Art Collection, Art Gallery of 
Western Australia.
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as falling black shards are seen rising around the dancer. One of the last 
sequences is another shadow procession—this time, however, it is shad-
ows of live figures. As in the film of 1999, the figures carry objects of 
everyday life with them. Several musicians leading the procession play 
an anarchic rhythmic tune on wind instruments—tuba, trumpet, trom-
bone, accompanied by drumming as they march to the rhythm in the 
procession. The use of wind instruments points to the pneumatic exper-
iments of measuring time in late-nineteenth-century Paris, represented 
in the back of the black box by the massive breathing machine, the ele-
phant, as Kentridge calls it. Rhythms and sounds come alive thanks to 
human breath, which can never be subjected to a strict metrical regime. 
This shadow procession does not end in surreal anarchy as did the one of 
1999; it culminates in a robust celebration of African life emerging from 
oppression and colonialism.

Kentridge’s Drawings for Projection

In 9 Drawings for Projection, a charcoal drawing is photographed, mini-
mally changed, photographed again, and so on and so on. Different base 
drawings mark the jump cut from one scene to another, serving as 
ground for the sequences of the film. Drawing by drawing, scene by 
scene, a film of moving images emerges from this stop-animation tech-
nique. Remembering and forgetting are constitutive for the practice of 
charcoal drawing that anchors all of Kentridge’s animations, perhaps 
even all his projects, including installations, studio performances, and 
opera design. While the shadows we see in Shadow Procession are based 
on paper cut-outs, mounted one behind the other and manipulated 
between shots, the shadow structure of the Drawings for Projection is of a 
very different nature. Here the shadow is the preserved trace of the era-
sure, a stain or a barely visible outline of bodies, buildings, objects 
which point to the respectively preceding version of the drawing. The 
medium of drawing becomes a palimpsest in the drawings themselves 
and then again in their cinematic motion. Continuous metamorphosis 
of things, faces, and landscapes is the guiding principle in the progres-
sion of drawing. Erasure, effacement, and wiping out turn into the 
material manifestations of the very structure of memory, a metaphor for 
the instability of historical memory. What remains in the movement of 
time is the trace. The Drawings thus offer not only self-reflection of the 
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fascinating bricolage of charcoal drawing and animation. In their specific 
form, they reflect the structure of political memory itself which is always 
subject to erasure, effacement, evasion, and forgetting. The metamor-
phosis of that which is remembered corresponds to the metamorphoses 
in the creation of the charcoal drawings. Synchronic images emerge 
which, as palimpsests in motion, carry their own diachronic negation 
along with them. The commonplace binary of memory versus forget-
ting as an either/or is belied by the preservation of traces of the past as 
shadows, stains, mnemonic outlines in the drawings, all the way to the 
traces of charcoal dust visible on paper and in the film. The past remains 
materially present, even if only hinted at in trace elements, in shadow-
like residues. Different shapes of forgetting are inescapably part of 
memory. To remember means to read traces, it demands imagination, 
attentiveness of the gaze, construction. This becomes especially palpable 
in the ways in which Kentridge treats the Johannesburg landscape, a 
landscape that, in its industrial depravation and stony, fallow flatness, 
seems rather like a negation of landscape in any emphatic sense, most 
certainly a negation of traditional landscape painting which in the South 
African context was always invested in lush fantasies about Africa.

In Kentridge’s work, landscape becomes a space of visible and invis-
ible social conflicts, a place of exploitation, manslaughter, and murder. 
Kentridge draws an industrial landscape with telegraph poles, electrical 
pylons, sinkholes, and gigantic mine heaps. The surface of this landscape 
is molded by the work in the veins of gold underneath, the exploitation 
and oppression of the black miners. The film Mine (1991) shows the 
depth, dimension, and exploitative structure of this landscape; Felix in 
Exile (1994) deals with manifestations on the surface.11 The central figure 
in Mine is Soho Eckstein as real estate mogul and mine owner. He gains 
visual access to the brutal reality of mine labor only through the surreal 
metamorphosis of his cafétière into a power drill. The cafétière as drill 
imaginatively translates the relation of capital to labor, thus establishing a 
visual link of the above with the below. From Soho’s table it drills 
downward, penetrating the surface of the earth all the way to the subter-
ranean shafts and tunnels of the mine, to the workers’ shower-room and 
sleeping stalls which resonate with photographs from Dachau and Buch-
enwald.12 In another image, the layout of the mine’s tunnels and galler-
ies seen schematically from above turns into the lay-out of the sleeping 
quarters of captured slaves on a slave ship of the Middle Passage. Again 
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there is a palimpsest of times and spaces that defies the linearity of time 
and the stability of space. In the end, however, it is only profit and the 
bottom line that Soho Eckstein is interested in, and the film closes with 
the appearance of a toy-size rhinoceros on Soho’s bed, a domesticated 
pet, as it were, which gives African identity to the white entrepreneur. 
In a wonderful Kentridge-inspired essay entitled “The Miner’s Ear,” my 
anthropologist colleague Rosalind Morris has described the recent his-
tory of the gold mines and sinkholes in the East Rand, the radical 
exploitation of black miners, and the constitutive importance of gold 
mining for Johannesburg and the regime of apartheid.13 Indeed, it is the 
social history of the Johannesburg landscape that Kentridge compresses 
into his image animation.

By comparison with Mine, Felix in Exile seems more conciliatory. 
Here, too, landscape as history is a main theme. A female, black land 
surveyor with her theodolite points to the time after apartheid, when 

William Kentridge, drawing from Mine, 1991. Charcoal on paper, 47 1/4 × 59 inches.
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the land is surveyed anew and thus repossessed by its original inhabitants. 
At the same time, the land is littered with slain bodies which are then 
metaphorically and literally “covered” by newspapers, melt into the 
landscape, and become invisible. Here Kentridge used documentary 
press photos from the Sharpeville massacre as basis for his drawings. In a 
surreal mirror scene, Felix, the artist-intellectual, stands eye to eye with 
this female land surveyor. She appears both as a motherly comforting 
figure and as a figure of erotic attraction to the exile. But she, too, is 
shot in the end, her body metamorphosing into a sinkhole in the land-
scape. The film ends with a naked Felix seen from behind and standing 
in that sinkhole, helpless and at a loss. Kentridge’s words about the 
Johannesburg landscape remind me of one of the first scenes in Claude 
Lanzmann’s Shoah, when Simon Srebnik, survivor of the mass killings at 
Chelmno, returns to the killing fields, now a peaceful space at the edge 
of the forest. Kentridge says:

William Kentridge, drawing from Felix in Exile, 1994. Charcoal, pastel on paper, 31 1/2 × 47 1/4 
inches.
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I’m really interested in the terrain’s hiding of its own history, and 
the correspondence this has … with the way memory works. The 
difficulty we have in holding on to passions, impressions, ways of 
seeing things, the way that things that seem so indelibly imprinted 
on our memories still fade and become elusive, is mirrored in the 
way in which the terrain itself cannot hold on to the events played 
out upon it.14

Even landscape, a cipher of invariability and consistency, is not in a 
position to hold on to the past and to provide witness. Felix remembers 
the violence done, but he is the intellectual outsider who does not con-
vert his memory into political agency, perhaps a reflection by the artist 
on his own situation. Kentridge speaks not of the futility or impossibil-
ity, but of the difficulty of holding on. Thus he does not embrace the 
dark melancholy that characterizes a writer like W. G. Sebald who, in 
his last novel Austerlitz, has the narrator, haunted by colonial and Nazi 
violence, reflect on memory:

Even now, when I remember …, the darkness does not lift but 
becomes yet heavier as I think how little we can hold in mind, how 
everything is constantly lapsing into oblivion with every extin-
guished life, how the world is, as it were, draining itself, in that the 
history of countless places and objects which themselves have no 
power of memory is never heard, never described or passed on.15

The Afterlife of Modernism and the Avant-Garde

In the 1960s, Adorno spoke of a fraying of the arts, an observation that 
already then questioned any emphatic modernist notion of THE 
medium. Adorno acknowledged the increasing interpenetration of the 
different arts across traditional boundaries.16 In an analogous move, but at 
a very different conjuncture several decades later, Rosalind Krauss inter-
preted Kentridge’s technique in 9 Drawings for Projection as central for a 
new role of the medium in the “age of the post-medium condition,” 
whereby she simply seems to refer to visual art in the age after the domi-
nance of modernist painting.17 Against the postmodern disdain for tradi-
tional media like painting or sculpture and against the anything-goes 
mentality of contemporary visual culture, Krauss privileges a number of 
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artists who have invented a new medium based on a primitive and obso-
lete support technology.18 As Kentridge integrates the old medium of 
drawing with the obsolete early cinema technique of stop-motion ani-
mation, he creates a discrete and novel medium of memory. The trauma 
to be remembered is rendered in an older technique that itself belongs to 
the memory of contemporary media culture. Memory—and this is the 
aesthetic and political strength of these shadow plays—is mediated both 
in content and in medium. While such an argument may resonate with 
Walter Benjamin’s privileging of the obsolete for revolutionary politics, 
any such direct political claims, however, must be considered problem-
atic at a time when all pasts have become digitally available and an all-
pervasive memory boom can manipulate them for fast consumption on 
the Internet and in the culture industry. This constellation clearly sepa-
rates today’s uses of the past from the artistic and critical practices of that 
earlier time.

Ultimately, however, Kentridge’s work is less about the creation of 
one discrete new medium than about the creative mixture and meta-
morphosis of a whole variety of media aspects including theater, music, 
and performance. The animation films and shadow plays represent only 
one axis of this artist’s work and should not be subjected to an art-theo-
retical notion of THE medium, haunted by the modernist obsession 
with self-reflexivity. In Kentridge’s practice, Adorno’s fraying of the arts 
becomes a fraying and interlacing of media that creates entirely new 
configurations in the multiplicity of media used. Kentridge’s works are 
rich in spectacular theatrical and performative effects that would at any 
rate not sit well with the ascetic notion of the modernist medium.

Kentridge’s practices are therefore no longer modernist in a traditional 
sense. They are no longer tied to the earlier Adornean demand that any 
given art form reflect the most advanced state of the artistic material in a 
given medium, nor can they be understood in terms of a Benjaminian 
shock strategy. Classical modernism and avant-garde appear in this work 
as memory, citation, and pointed bricolage, and Kentridge does not shy 
away from mobilizing spectacular visual effects and pop cultural elements. 
But the spectacular does not serve voyeurism or easy consumption. Given 
its embeddedness in social and political critique it is rather geared toward 
disrupting, through aesthetic construction, the automatism of allegedly 
autonomous vision, transparent knowledge, and public opinion.19
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William Kentridge, drawing from Felix in Exile, 1994. Charcoal, pastel on paper, 47 1/4 × 63 inches.
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What conclusions can be drawn from this analysis? I might suggest 
the following: In negotiation with and a simultaneous distancing from 
classical modernism there emerges an alternative art praxis that may 
strike us as avant-gardist in its self-conscious coupling of aesthetics and 
politics. But it is an avant-gardism quite different from that of the his-
torical avant-garde. Avant-gardism not as a model of progress or utopia 
dependent on the experience of shock or on the most advanced, cut-
ting-edge state of the artistic material or, for that matter, on the dis-
avowal of realisms; avant-gardism rather as a challenge to think politically 
through spectacular sensuous installations that create affect both on the 
local and the global stage. Avant-gardism not as programmatic destruc-
tion of traditional notions of autonomy and the work, but as insistence 
on the Eigensinn, the “differential specificity” (Sam Weber and Krauss) 
of aesthetic work. Kentridge’s work reinscribes and marks a boundary 
between artistic practice and all that is part of a presentist culture of 
quick consumption and careless forgetting. In his shadow plays, the 
remembrance of historical trauma and contemporary politics are aes-
thetically mediated in such a way that deep structures of domination and 
social conflict in our world are illuminated for the spectator. In this 
sense, his work is political through and through. His use of traditional, 
even obsolete techniques of representation marks a turn against a tech-
nological triumphalism that privileges only the digital. It is no longer a 
philosophy of history that anchors this kind of avant-gardism, but a sus-
tained doubt in merely technological progress combined with a political 
critique of a failing present that has not redeemed the promises of 
modernity or, for that matter, of postcolonialism. This avant-gardism 
from the “periphery” offers an intriguing paradox: it implodes the dis-
tinction between tradition and the avant-garde since it transforms the 
critique of modernity, which was always already part of European avant-
gardism itself, for a postcolonial globalizing world.
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The Other Side of the Press

Rosalind Krauss

At a certain moment the canvas began to appear to one American 
painter after another as an arena in which to act. … What was to go 
on the canvas was not a picture but an event.

Now, everything must have been in the tubes, in the painter’s 
muscles, and in the cream-colored sea into which he dives. If Luc-
rece should come out she will be among us for the first time—a 
surprise. … In this mood there is no point to an act if you already 
know what it contains.

—Harold Rosenberg, “The American Action Painters”1

Rosenberg’s “arena” with its “event” has long faded into the back-
ground of any critical or historical understanding of Abstract Expres-
sionism. But his notion of “surprise” is superbly apt for the execution of 
prints.

The printmaker can have no foreknowledge of the outcome of 
what Rosenberg calls the painter’s event. As William Kentridge expresses 
it: “At the other side of the press is a version of your drawing that is dif-
ferent to the marks originally made. A separation, as if some other hand 
had made the print.”2 Not only will the image pulled from the press be 
reversed left and right, but in the case of drypoint, the ink wiped into 
the furrow thrown up by the stylus’s cut will ooze from the weight of 
the press into unforeseeable smudges.
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The break-up of the sugar-lift’s shape into the stipple of aquatint 
creates an unpredictable cloud. Perhaps Goya had learned to foresee it, 
but the process of sugar-lift makes this difficult. The sugar for sugar-lift 
comes from the condensed milk the artist mixes with India ink to make 
a drawing directly onto a metal plate. The drawing is then covered with 
acid-resistant varnish. Lowered into hot water, the bath penetrates into 
this figural ground, where it expands the sugar and lifts it off the plate. 
Fine-ground resin settles onto the now-exposed areas of the plate. The 
plate, lowered into acid, is then “bitten”—the acid eating around the 
particles of resin. The value (from light to dark) of the resulting shape 
will depend on the length of the “bite.”

Throughout his drawings for projection—his creation of animated 
film through the progressive erasure of an initial drawing—Kentridge 
has been intent on the representation, or figuring-forth, of the medium 
with which he works. Erasure was given its representation in the film 
History of the Main Complaint (1996), when the hero drives through the 
rain, the car’s windshield wipers rhythmically blurring the glass in imita-
tion of the erasure’s swipe. The thirty prints for Nose (2009) travel 
through the unforeseeable terrain of sugar-lift. Given the parameters of 
this technique—with its accessibility to solid, black silhouette—it is the 
blackened form of the nose itself that represents the medium of the 
print, acknowledging the printmaker’s acid and bite.

That the blackened shapes of the nose should be made in this unpre-
dictable sneak attack of the sugar-lift technique is appropriate. Nikolai 
Gogol’s satirical story The Nose is a long drama of castration anxiety. The 
nose’s unmistakable phallic form could be thought to have been excised 
from government official Kovalyov’s face by the very cut of the burn 
into the plate. After the nose’s perambulations through the city, 
Kovalyov awakens to find it reattached just, as he says, where it should 
be: “between [my] two cheeks.”3

The unpredictability of the outcome of the various gestures of 
printmaking: the wiping of the plate, the pressure of the press, the qual-
ity of the paper, threaten to turn each individual print into an “original” 
and thus to remove it (and its fellows) from the status of “multiple.” 
There, printmaking might part company with the medium of photogra-
phy, the most recent manifestation of the multiple-without-an-original.

Two artists compelled to find a way to figure-forth their medium 
have turned to the vinyl phonograph record. Man Ray’s Rayograph 
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(1923) faces-off the half circles of two abutting records, the vinyl’s trans-
lucency permitting the positive photographic print to register the con-
centric arcs of their grooves. In this way, Man Ray manages to represent 
two facts of photography at once. The records themselves are multiples, 
mass-produced replicas of one another (here doubled). In addition, the 
luminous disk has the suggestive power to represent the camera’s very 
lens—the circular aperture through which light enters to imprint the 
chemical emulsion.

Kentridge explains that his own series of phonograph-based prints 
arose from a discussion about the skills of inking and wiping an etching 
plate.4 Using vinyl not for its translucence, but because of the pliability 
that would prevent it from shattering under the weight of the press, 
Kentridge’s Living Language (Panic Picnic) (1999) scores the record’s vinyl 
surface with loops of drypoint so that two unpredictable layers of marks 

May Ray, Rayograph, 1923.
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will “surprise” the artist “on the other side of the press”: the trace of the 
record’s concentric grooves, and the smears of ink oozing from the burrs 
of vinyl thrown up by the needle. The very title, Living Language, places 
the individuality of the human voice under the sign of irony. Walter 
Benjamin addressed this irony in his study of the change in human per-
ception during the “Age of Mechanical Reproduction.” The authentic-
ity of the unique and original work of art he called its aura. Addressing 
the now reorganized human perception, Benjamin wrote: “To pry an 
object from its shell, to destroy its aura, is the mark of a perception 
whose ‘sense of the universal equality of things’ has increased to such a 
degree that it extracts it even from a unique object by means of 
reproduction.”5

The individual voice emits speech simultaneous with itself, its 
reverberations resonating in the speaker’s ear immediately with the 
spoken sound; such synchrony is not available, however, to the print-
maker’s “other side of the press.” Kentridge figures forth this unavail-
ability in the gap between the graffiti mark and its maker’s presence to it. 
The drypoint doodles on the Panic Picnic plate of Living Language take on 
the random violence of graffiti. The mark unavoidably precedes the 
artist observing the “event”: Summer Grafitti is a 2002 series of litho-
graphs scrawled onto a teacher’s manual called Error in School, which 
with appropriate schoolboy subversion, Kentridge tells us, became “eros 
in school,” and a kind of erotic doodle. The slant rhyme of Panic Picnic 
returns in error/eros as a Dada-esque verbal slip.

The very same phonic elision reminds us of Marcel Duchamp’s 
homophonic alter ego: Rrose Sélavy—pronounceable as “Eros c’est la 
vie.” The slip between eros and errors also recalls the reflexive Oedipal 
anxiety of Nose: the phallus is cut loose from the body by the cut of the 
stylus and the bite of the acid.

Kentridge explains that his drypoint landscapes were made with his 
back to the view and his drawing done directly on the shiny copper 
plate as though seen through a mirror. This procedure produces that 
same distancing between figurative act and printed drawing. The same 
indirect technique was used for the 2001 print Medusa, rationalized by 
Kentridge saying, “Medusa was of course someone whom it was safe to 
see only as a reflection, rather than directly.”6

Another memorable exercise in the graffiti-like mark appears in the 
suite of etchings for Ubu Tells the Truth (1996–1997). In these, the 
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muscular figure of Ubu appears in front of a blackboard onto which is 
scrawled, as though in chalk, a faintly obscene white drawing. The 
spontaneity of graffiti is contradicted in Thinking in Water (2006), in 
which Kentridge produced his own watermarks on the paper by sewing 
wire into the metal screen, over which the paper pulp comes to be thin-
ner than in other areas of the laid paper sheet.

From his incursion into the very making of paper to the dispersal of 
sugar-lift, Kentridge’s diversity and mastery of the range of print tech-
nique becomes obvious. Unlike the opaque black silhouettes used in 

William Kentridge, Living Language, 1999. Drypoint on vinyl record.
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sugar-lift technique. Portage (2000) creates its figures from torn sheets of 
black Canson paper collaged onto pages of the Larousse Illustrated Ency-
clopedia. The series relates directly to an earlier suite of animated draw-
ings titled Shadow Procession (1999), a suite that Kentridge relates to the 
parable of the cave from Plato’s Republic in “In Praise of Shadows,” the 
first of the Charles Elliot Norton Lectures, titled Drawing Lessons, which 
the artist gave at Harvard University in 2012. The parable is of prisoners 
held all their lives in darkness, chained to seats facing a screen onto 
which are projected, from behind them, the shadows of shapes invisible 
to them as they gaze forward, but when finally allowed to turn around 
to see the projection, disbelieve the reality of the shapes themselves, 
holding adamantly to the truth of the illusions to which they have 
become habituated.

Portage transfers the wall of Plato’s cave, onto which the shadows 
project their dissembling illusions, onto the pages of the Encyclopedia, 
where the shadowy, black forms assume the entirely different status as 
truth. It is the background of the encyclopedia, born in the age of the 
Enlightenment, that instances the triumph of reason over error. Portage’s 
formal connection to Shadow Procession inscribes it into the apartheid 
domain of the latter’s line of slaves and the irony, in Kentridge’s eyes, 
that it was the enlightenment’s very certainty in the powers of reason 
that justified its colonial projection of light into the darkness of Africa.7

William Kentridge, detail from Portage, 2000. Chine collé of black Canson paper on printed text 
from Le Nouveau Illustré (c. 1906) supported on cream Arches paper, 9 1/2 × 195 inches.
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Landscape in a State of Siege

William Kentridge

For about a year I have been drawing landscapes. They started off as 
incidental details in other drawings. A window behind a couple dancing, 
an open space behind a portrait. Gradually the landscape took over and 
flooded the interiors. Few of the people in the pictures managed to retain 
their place in them. The drawings are in charcoal on a rough paper, so 
images that seem solid and dark can be removed with a swipe of a cloth. 
Traces are left. Even after scrubbing the paper there is evidence of some 
disturbance. But this is easily overgrown and incorporated into the draw-
ing. A few of the drawings are of specific places but most are constructed 
from elements of the countryside around Johannesburg.

Caution: For External Use Only

Artists’ words or thoughts about their work must be accepted with cau-
tion. Not because we are dumb or inarticulate, but because these pro-
nouncements about our work come after the event. They are 
justifications for, or at best reconstructions of, a process that has hap-
pened rather than descriptions of a program that was decided before the 
work was done. The meanings are elusive. It is not that drawings are 
meaningless, but that the meaning cannot really be ascertained in 
advance. Whatever people think they are doing, in the end their hopes 
and fears and desires emerge. Bad faith—political or moral or what-
ever—stands out a mile and comes home to roost. Hence the caution 
on the label.
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Dear Diary

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at King Edward VII Preparatory 
School. Watching endless ethnographic films of mealies being stamped 
and herdboys bringing the cattle back to the mud huts while a marimba 
sounded scratchily from the speaker at the back of the school hall. Even 
at the age of five or six, this vision of Africa seemed a complete fiction, 
far less convincing than the Tarzan films we were allowed to see at the 
end of each term. The Africans I knew and met did not live in mud 
huts, guarding cattle and playing drums; they took buses, wore smart 
hats, lived in small rooms at the back of large houses, listened to the 
wireless.

Alexis Preller Out on Parole

The debate and suspicions that have followed the emergence of “transi-
tional art” in the mid- to late-1980s have echoes for me in the dichot-
omy described above. And outside the academic arena there are 
obviously different visions alluded to in, say, the African National Con-
gress’s images of tribal dancing on their record covers and the post-rev-
olutionary Russian Constructivist images used in Congress of South 
African Trade Unions publicity.

I have always envied people working in France at the turn of the 
century in their ability to appropriate African iconography—the masks 
and sculptures—into the formal language of their work without having 
to deal with the loaded questions that follow any such mention here.

Tribal Africa always has a reactionary smack to it, particularly in the 
hands of people who have tamed it militarily only to celebrate its totems 
as decoration. But even freed from these immediate associations, the 
idea of an innocent, classless Africa is highly problematic. There is a 
nostalgia within it, whether in a painting by Preller or invoked by Black 
Consciousness groups: a reference to a state of grace that is pure, and 
ignorant of the constraints and processes of Africa in its dominated state. 
This idea of a pre-European Africa of innocence is firstly false and sec-
ondly, and more importantly, it obscures the strange, contradictory rela-
tionship between Western conquest and tribalism that still endures.

This utopian Africa of mysticism, spiritual healing, and untamed 
nature is not unlike the “Africa as Eden” in the paintings of the famous 
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South African landscape artists. The Volschenks and Pierneefs are empty 
of tribal images but are not unrelated. The landscape is arranged into a 
vision of pure nature, majestic primal forces of rock and sky. A kloof 
and escarpment, a tree is celebrated. A particular fact isolated and all 
ideas of process or history are abandoned. These paintings, of landscape 
in a state of grace, are documents of disremembering.

This is not an instantaneous process. The early South African land-
scape paintings were scientific, cartographic studies, or directly histori-
cal. A number of the early colonial paintings showed scenes of conquest; 
battles were fought within the landscape. Puffs of gun smoke and falling 
Xhosa can be catalogued by the hundred. Later there is a change: the 
guns are directed more towards fauna—herds of elephants, charging 
lions. And only at the end of a long process that corresponds to the 
completion of the domination of Africa does the pure landscape emerge.

A Journey into Africa

From a white suburban house the journey through Africa began across 
the yard in the servant’s room. A foot-pedaled Singer sewing machine 
and Zionist Christian Church calendars and photos on the wall. Then I 
remember trips to the market in Mbabane with mixed smells of over-
ripe fruit and fresh basketwork, and only later, much later, some aware-
ness of the kinds of sculpture being made in Venda and an understanding 
that in Africa some people do live in mud huts and herd cattle, though 
not in the way shown in the school films. But then in the heart, in the 
center of Africa, in our house in Houghton, was Michelangelo’s Last 
Judgment (1536–1541) and Hobbema’s painting of an avenue of poplars 
(The Avenue at Middelharnis, 1689), the latter on the cover of The Great 
Landscape Paintings of the World, a book my grandfather gave me.

London Is a Suburb of Johannesburg

Private maps of familiar places do not correspond to any geographer’s 
projection. Pretoria has always been alien, the foreign place to which 
my father traveled for years of my childhood, working on the “Trees 
and Tile.” (This was the phrase I used for the Treason Trial—inspired 
by the pine trees at the bottom of our garden and the mosaic table on 
our porch.) The place was associated with frustration and anger. It has 
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not become more familiar. And, of course, for anyone with a South 
African passport, all the land to the north is a huge void, something to 
be taken on trust from pictures in National Geographic (as in Eastern 
Europe and most of Asia). Parts of London and New York are more 
familiar: extensions of Johannesburg, certainly closer than Cape Town.

Hobbema’s avenue of trees was a staging post. Halfway between the 
way nature was meant to be ordered—the spreading oaks and lush greens 
of colonial children’s books—and the nonexistent landscape I knew 
around Johannesburg. At least in this strange painting there was not much 
to see: a few trees, a road, a ditch, a hedge. Not the purple-headed 
mountain and running rivers of Volschenk and De Jongh and Pierneef 
paintings, which in their own way were as alien as those ethnographic 
films. (I have since been told by people who have spent time on farms or 
in the country that there are places that look like these paintings, but by 
now the damage is done.)

Of course, it was also easy to love the Hobbema. It is of a foreign 
country painted hundreds of years ago, so there is nothing to test it 
against, no context that throws the work into question. But the 
Volschenks flew in the face of my experience. I had not seen, and in 
many ways feel I have not yet seen, a picture that corresponds to what 
the South African landscape feels like. I suppose my understanding of 
the countryside is an essentially urban one. It has to do with visions from 
the roadside, with landscape that is articulated, or given a meaning, by 
incidents across it: pieces of civil engineering, the lines of pipes, culverts, 
fences. This is essentially a naturalistic approach to drawing the land-
scape. One of the ways I work is to drive predetermined but random 
distances, say 6.3 or 19.8 km, and work with what presents itself at that 
point. This is largely to get away from the plague of the picturesque 
(though this is almost impossible). Generally I end up with a catalogue 
of civil engineering details. It has become clear that the variety of the 
ephemera of human intervention on the landscape is far greater than 
anything the land itself has to offer. The varieties of high-mast lighting, 
crash barriers, culverts, the transitions from cutting, to fence, to road, to 
verge, to field, are as great as any geological shifts (particularly on the 
Highveld—the beauties of the Cape are different, to be enjoyed, but 
they certainly don’t make me reach for my sketch book.)

There are other traces there too. A never-ending chronicle of disas-
ters or almost disasters in the sets of skid marks that punctuate the road. 
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(Even in the flat, straight sections of the N1 road that runs through the 
arid Karoo, the number of such traces seldom falls below five per kilo-
meter.) There is the sense of a space that has been acted upon, which is 
not as simple or as bathed in grace as one would wish.

Magoeba’s Kloof and the 1913 Land Act

Of course, even with random stops at the roadside, remarkably beautiful 
vistas do present themselves. To be blind to that beauty is crass, but to 
be swallowed up by it seems equally foolish. I do not think there can be 
any simple response to a place whose appearance is so different from its 
history.

In a documentary on television there was a shot of forests some-
where in Poland. Deep gray-green pine trees and rolling hills in the soft 
European light. What is one to make of this landscape? On the one 
hand, seeing this idyllic countryside, and on the other hand knowing 
that it is the spot where some one hundred thousand people were gassed 
in the backs of trucks during the 1940s. The traces in the landscape are 
thin. A clearing, a section of the forest where newly planted trees in 
straight rows are not yet as tall as those around them. In the same docu-
mentary there is some ground not dissimilar to the land around the 
South African towns of Wadeville or Vereeniging, flat and featureless, a 
few horizontal striations in the ground that show where a foundation 
was, a null expanse that was once one of the Auschwitz crematoria.

The Disease of Urbanity

I am not making drawings of the sites of local massacres (though I do 
think that would be an interesting project in itself), but the drawings are 
of spaces that are not natural or neutral. I think it was Theodor Adorno 
who wrote, “After Auschwitz there is no more lyric poetry”—that the 
events of the Second World War had been so traumatic they had trans-
formed the psyche of all people, had exorcised the faculty that makes 
sense of certain forms of expression such as lyrical poetry. Of course, he 
was wrong. People’s individual and collective memories are extremely 
short, or at any rate they are tranquillized to make way for daily living. It 
takes particular events, films, or books to rekindle those memories. And 
that is why these landscapes of Polish forests have an appropriateness to 
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them. They contain an event that has been accommodated, absorbed 
into the run of daily life.

In Bertrams, the suburb of Johannesburg in which I live, there have 
in the last year been four bomb blasts (at the Standard Bank Arena and 
Ellis Park—the most recent took place today, an hour before the time of 
writing, and killed three people) and two or three murders. But all is 
absorbable. One is touched less and less. This desensitization becomes 
another form of disremembering. Urbanity, by which I mean the ability 
to absorb everything, to make contradiction and compromise the basis 
of daily living, seems characteristic of how people operate in South 
Africa. It is at its most exaggerated in white suburban living but I don’t 
think confined to it. Activists, whose job it is to show up the anomalies 
around us and not let us slide away from them, have their work cut out. 
In spite of everything, one wakes in the morning feeling better.

The current landscape drawings emerge from this arena of urbanity. 
Which is not to say that they are illustrations of it. For the most part the 
drawings proceed rather dumbly, with only occasional stops for assess-
ment or judgment. Elements of a landscape throw themselves up as 
appropriate and become the structure of a drawing. Pieces of a drawing 
lose their hold and must be removed. There are no points, geographical 
or moral, that I am trying to illustrate. The drawings are empirical, natu-
ralistic. But they are approached with some sense that the landscape, the 
veld itself, holds within it things other than pure nature.



Drawing the Line at a Tree-Search: The New Landscapes  
of William Kentridge

Rosalind C. Morris

—for R.K.

In 2011, William Kentridge and I commenced work on a book that 
would later be published as Accounts and Drawings from Underground: East 
Rand Proprietary Mines Cash Book, 1906 (Seagull/University of Chicago, 
2015). It consists of fifty drawings and a text of nearly 25,000 words. 
Even before we undertook our collaboration, Kentridge had determined 
to make some drawings using pages of the old accounts register from the 
ERPM, one of the largest mining finance houses in the early days of the 
South African gold industry. The enormous leather-bound book had 
been acquired, along with other such tomes, from an antiquarian book-
seller in Johannesburg, partly for the quality of its paper and partly for its 
association with the early history of the city in which Kentridge makes 
his home, and which is the oblique reference of so much of his work. 
My melancholy discovery of the register’s imminent dismemberment 
and the potential loss of historical knowledge based on its contents elic-
ited a proposal that we photograph the text for archival purposes before 
each working “on” the book according to the dictates of our respective 
callings, his as an artist, mine as an anthropologist. We agreed that we 
would reassemble our respective creations to produce a new book only 
after each of us had finished our autonomous explorations. Our informal 
contract stipulated that I make no reference to his drawings in my part of 
the book (we had already published a series of conversations on his art), 
and that I would undertake, instead, a meditation on the “content” of 
the original cash register, drawing from its remarkably fecund entries the 
fragmentary outline of the tumultuous year of 1906. By the fortuitous 
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duality in the English word, then, both of us can say that we drew on the 
Cash Book, or perhaps that we withdrew from its discolored surface and 
columnar entries a ground on which to work. Nonetheless, my account 
also withdrew from Kentridge’s drawings and withheld a reading that I 
now proffer in retrospect.

By the Book: Some Rules of the (Mediatic) Game

The constraints that Kentridge established for himself as the basis for 
these drawings were both more ambiguous and more historically com-
plex. The first stipulation was in fact a declaration of freedom: the draw-
ings would not in any way be determined by nor produce an isomorphic 
relation to the “content” of the Cash Book. Nonetheless, as he repeat-
edly asserts, the drawings are “landscapes.” As such, they inhabit and are 
inhabited by a recursive set of conventions, which Kentridge at once 
invokes and betrays, realizes and transcends. Kentridge produced the 
drawings for the ERPM book at a time when he was working on sev-
eral other projects, including a new opera (a production of Alban Berg’s 
Lulu, premiered by the Dutch National Opera in 2015); a new series of 
works anchored in an exploration of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, 
including several large-scale ink drawings on the pages of disassembled 
books; the animated drawing (film) Other Faces, as well as several small 
films that recall the flicker books of animators; a five-channel video 
installation entitled Refusal of Time; and new explorations with his long-
time collaborators, the composer Philip Miller and the dancer Dada 
Masilo. They would also summon images, gestures, themes, and phrases 
from earlier works, including several that had appeared in That Which Is 
Not Drawn, which Kentridge and I had coauthored on the basis of con-
versations held in Kolkata at the invitation of Seagull Books and the 
Goethe Institute.

The migration of forms and questions across these projects is not 
atypical for Kentridge, whose work relentlessly returns to the figures, 
tropes, and forms of earlier projects. Indeed, in Rosalind Krauss’s analysis, 
this very recursivity emerges from and is constitutive of the medium or 
technical support in which so much of Kentridge’s work is anchored.1 
According to Krauss, the repetitions internal to the drawings for projec-
tion (in the works revolving around Soho Eckstein and Felix Teitlebaum) 
are partly dictated by the conventions of animation, in which stock 
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characters and serial plots simultaneously constrain the possibilities for 
narrative expansion and demand the figural metamorphoses of the char-
acters. As Krauss observes, this vacillation between constraint and meta-
morphosis is linked to a more fundamental dialectical tension in 
Kentridge’s work, a tension at once formal and semantic, aesthetic and 
historico-political. That tension emerges as a palpable experience for the 
spectator in the vacillation between the apparent weightlessness of the 
metamorphosing objects in the animations and the insistent drag and 
weight of both the charcoal, on the one hand, and the titles or themes of 
Kentridge’s narratives, on the other. The charcoal’s thick, granular pres-
ence in the accumulating lines, which are repeatedly erased but never 
fully effaced, redoubles the thematic of a consciousness burdened by the 
past, by history, and by the obligations that that history places upon its 
survivors and, most especially, its beneficiaries.2

If he is ardent in his refusal of a direct address to the question of 
historical causality, and if he refuses the false certitudes of ideological 
discourse (what Roland Barthes referred to as its unary dimension3), 
Kentridge is also aware of the dangers of dissolving history into myth, 
via both the tropology of metamorphosis and the desire for unlimited 
escape. The typical creature of classical animated film inhabits a space 
beyond finitude and mortality and can endure a thousand wounds with-
out being in the least bit diminished.4 And it is against this fantasy of 
consequenceless transformation that the density and drag of Kentridge’s 
lines make their unmistakable case for an ethic of remainder.

This drag also has its figurations and its mediums, and it can be dis-
cerned in the recurrent technological anachronism of Kentridge’s art. As 
many critics have noted, his insistence on the handmade and the trace of 
his own corporeal labor is redoubled in the references that are internal 
to the projections’ narratives. There are monocles, stereoscopes, type-
writers and telegraphic machines, antiquated cinematic apparatuses and 
phenakistoscopes, gramophones and rotary telephones: a veritable 
museum of communicational devices, each bearing within itself both 
the sense of a magical capacity to traverse social and physical distance in 
the pursuit of connection, and the sense that such magic has already 
been surpassed—if only to come back as an object of nostalgic fantasy in 
the mode of the “retro,” or worse, the neo-primitivist desire for a re-
enchanted world. These devices have become the media of fashion, sig-
nifying out-of-dateness as powerfully as did a woman’s dress in Siegfried 
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Kracauer’s account of photography or in Roland Barthes’s Camera 
Lucida.5 Yet, Kentridge would redeem these technologies from mere 
anachronism, and make them, simultaneously, the ciphers for a prob-
lematization of memory and forgetting, of that which remains as trace of 
the past and as the object in which time’s passage is itself congealed as 
figure and thus as object of contemplation.6

Between Here and There: The Ruined Idyll

It is against this backdrop of problematized memory, in a domain pro-
duced by the technique of the trace, that the landscapes of Accounts and 
Drawings should be viewed and apprehended. They are full of ruins, 
abandoned spaces, and, as I will discuss below, the signs of communica-
tional failure. Before exploring that failure, and the aesthetic forms of 
supplementation that Kentridge deploys to both exhibit and overcome 
it, I want to begin with an image that is, in many ways, exceptional 
among the set that comprises Accounts and Drawings. This is the drawing 
enframed in a manner that simulates another of those antiquated tech-
nologies, mentioned above, namely a stereographic format.

However, this format (with the rounded upper corners) is as seen 
through the stereograph, and is thus integrated or focalized into a single 
field of vision. In the foreground, disheveled shrubbery and grasses are 
bisected by a well-worn road. On the horizon: a small classical-seeming 
building, and a little slag-heap, both made relatively luminous with 
white charcoal. The sky that bears down upon these figures is darkened 
at the peripheries of the stereographic frame with charcoal, but is lighter 
in the heavenly center thanks to having been erased. Red lines imply a 
geometer’s markings, and the entire frame is delicately outlined.

This little visual idyll is recognizable to me as a “scene” past which I 
often drove en route between Johannesburg and the gold mines where I 
work. William and I made the trip together as preparation for the book, 
and on these car trips, he would make us stop at random intervals, at 
which point he photographed the scene—hastily, the photograph func-
tioning as a kind of sketch book. Kentridge insists on this haste, which 
mitigates the unconscious temptation to romantic enframement, and 
thus to the protocols of a landscape tradition against which he is other-
wise working so self-consciously. Some time after the trip on which the 
photograph for this image was taken, the little ruin collapsed in on itself. 
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Shortly thereafter, the bricks and other elements of the building were 
ransacked for use elsewhere. The last time I made the trip, only a small 
heap of broken stone remained. It is for this reason that Kentridge refers 
to the drawing as an index of time’s passing. It is witness to this decom-
position, or rather it is the expression of our witnessing of this process; it 
makes of us the pure medium of historical indexicality, one that none-
theless needs a form of articulation.

If I refer to this image as a kind of idyll, it is because its gesture 
makes the rustic scene stand out “in effective relief … against the back-
ground of world-historical catastrophe.”7 Such, says Adorno, has been 
the definition of the idyll since Goethe wrote Hermann und Dorothea. 

William Kentridge, Untitled (Drawing #23), 2012, from Accounts and Drawings from Underground: 
East Rand Proprietary Mines, Cash Book 1906. Charcoal, pastel, and colored pencil on ledger book 
paper, 17 1/4 × 23 1/2 inches.
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But Adorno also notes the difficulty of maintaining the legitimacy of this 
gesture in a situation where “catastrophe can no longer be relegated to 
the background but rather takes in the whole of the scenery.”8 The 
“landscape” of the mining industry at the time that Kentridge and I 
undertook our project might be described in terms of that catastrophe, a 
moment deeply marred by the massacre of striking miners at Marikana 
(in August 2012), and by a metastasizing uncertainty about the status of 
the democratic transition in South Africa more generally, but above all 
by the transformation of the economy leading to the normalization of 
extremely high rates of unemployment and underemployment. One of 
the marks of the idyll under these circumstances is that the object world 
of the present appears as past.

With its sepulchral white, the drawing gives to the building the aura 
of an anticipatory morbidity, although this potential of the image appears 
only after the fact, after the drawing is completed and, indeed, only after 
many months of slow decay. But there are other drawings in this 
sequence that undertake a similar gesture, suffusing the object world of 
the Highveld with a general aura of ruination. The most obvious of 
these is that in which a barbed wire fence, and a flurry of white papers 
caught upon it, traverse the foreground.

Almost all of the drawings are uninhabited; there are no human fig-
ures except in the one processional drawing (which continues this iconic 
exploration from earlier projects), and as a distant referent in an image 
depicting a ruined statue (see below). The desiccation and evacuation of 
the landscape is, of course, one of the “signifieds” of these complexly 
referential drawings, and in this sense, the absence of human beings is 
akin to the vacuity of Atget’s photographs, as described by Walter Ben-
jamin.9 It implies the scene of a crime, a socioeconomic crime orches-
trated through legislative processes and authorized under the name of 
law’s rule.

If this vacuity effectively invests the objects, which have to bear 
witness to history in lieu of the people who might have served as its 
agents or victims, the scattered pages caught on the barbed wire do 
something else, something more. For, precisely to the extent that they 
are white, they permit the page on which the drawing is made to cross 
the threshold of visibility. The two pages collapse into each other; the 
paper refuse of the figure becomes the portal through which the enu-
merations of the Cash Book can be read, however secondarily. In this 
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way, a radical instability between the levels of focalization is effected. 
And for a brief moment, the viewer may contemplate those lists of 
names and numbers and the system that inscribed them beneath the sur-
face of the drawing where the mark of the artist inscribes itself over and 
above the mark of the accountant. To the extent that this occurs, the 
viewer must also vacillate between times: the time of the Cash Book’s 
original inscription and the time of the drawing. It is one of those reflex-
ive moments in which Kentridge’s work makes the apparent figure the-
matize the aesthetic problem, namely how to produce a division such 
that the page becomes not (only) the scene of a writing but rather the 
technical support of activity: of the drawing. I will return to this ques-
tion of the drawing’s remediation of writing—a longstanding problem-
atic in Kentridge’s work—but for now, let us linger for a moment on 
the experience of temporal discontinuity that is both produced for the 
viewer and thematized in the drawings themselves.

The discontinuity between the drawing, the photograph, and the 
duration of the world to which the drawing refers (in the ambiguous 
manner described above) is the ground of what Kentridge describes as 
the “indexicality” of the drawing. This is a subjective indexicality. It 
does not only mark the artist’s or the object’s having been there, as Roland 
Barthes would have it. It is, in addition, testimony to the very percep-
tion of temporal discontinuity and thus to the different temporizations 
of finitude for both the work and the subject that makes it, as well as the 
world in which both are situated. Kentridge’s concept of indexicality is 
clearly antithetical to the linguistic notion of it as verifiable evidence of 
an event. In fact, it absorbs the concept of index into that of trace, which 
thereby demands a discursive elaboration.

It is tempting to reduce the perception of temporal discontinuity to 
the concept of historicity, but the latter merely designates the submer-
sion of the thing—the work, the artist, their co-constitution—in histori-
cizable time. Kentridge’s work, it seems to me, is first and foremost 
about the incommensurability of “the times” that, in their differential 
duration, comprise history. That is to say, his work undertakes an inter-
rogation of the idea of epoch, or era, or period. Not as such, but insofar 
as we can know when it commences and when it closes. This places the 
work of art in a complicated relationship to history, one that is simulta-
neously of it and beyond it.
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The Legend: What Shows Through

It is significant that many of the images in the set for Accounts and Draw-
ings have as their referent an event that many South Africans consider to 
constitute a rupture in the history of the post-apartheid era, namely the 
Marikana Massacre. Its occurrence, halfway into our project, profoundly 
marked our thought and work. Like all such ruptures, Marikana names 
an event that crosses the limit of representability, but all of the images in 
this series imply an incommensurability between efforts at communica-
tion and the messages that are transmitted, whether because of an excess 
of signification or because of a destitution of meaning.

In one particularly arresting image, the landscape is littered with 
small up-turned cups. These truncated white and red cones are loosely 
linked by red lines and circles that cut across the page, echoing those of 
the power lines that traverse the horizon above this rather typical mining 
scene. Even so, the lines are not properly internal to the image, or at 
least they are ambiguously drawn upon it. In many ways, they appear to 
function like didactic or diagrammatic marks, linking the drawing to the 
ledger’s columns, which constitute an ambiguously peripheral, almost 
extra-imaginal frame for the landscape. It is as though the text of these 
columns could, in some way, serve as the legend or key to this other-
wise mysterious image. Indeed, Drawing #42, which provides a color 
key on the left- and right-hand sides of the image—of charcoal grays on 
the left and of yellows and greens such as one finds in a South African 
landscape on the right—affirms this association.

In that traversal of the image’s boundary, the status of the image on 
the page—where does the image end and the page begin?—becomes a 
referent of the drawing itself. This is not merely a spatial question; it is 
also a historical one born of the nonsynchronicity of the inscribed ledger 
and the drawing. Accordingly, the spectator is asked or at least enabled 
to wonder about the relation between the technical support of the draw-
ing and the drawing itself. Whether that relation is one of historical 
dependency, overdetermination, influence, or convention remains 
open. And we can therefore ask whether the text of the ledger is being 
resignified as the image of legend for the contemporary image, or 
whether that original set of codes, a protocol for reading and also for 
thinking from 1906, provides a causal key to the events indexed in the 
upturned cups.
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This question is crucial, precisely because of its radical undecidabil-
ity. As already indicated, Kentridge made this drawing based on photo-
graphs taken by journalists in the aftermath of the Marikana Massacre in 
August 2012, when thirty-four striking mineworkers were killed and 
seventy-eight injured by police and security forces. It was the most vio-
lent confrontation between state forces and labor since the end of formal 
apartheid. This event constituted a traumatic rupture in the political 
consciousness of post-apartheid South Africa, casting into relief the fra-
gility of the young democracy and exposing the ironic consequences of 
the deracialization of class in that country by exposing the gap between 
the new beneficiaries of mining capital and the myriad workers and 
unemployed black subjects who have been left behind. As under apart-
heid, these latter subjects are systematically vulnerable to violence, both 

William Kentridge, Untitled (Drawing #42), 2012, from Accounts and Drawings from Underground: 
East Rand Proprietary Mines, Cash Book 1906. Charcoal, pastel, watercolor, and colored pencil on 
ledger book paper, 17 1/4 × 23 1/2 inches.
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state violence and the interpersonal violence meted out in the space of 
social and economic desperation.

Kentridge’s drawing focuses on one of the most haunting details of 
the aftermath as it was represented in the mass-mediated public sphere, 
namely that police forensic teams did not have enough official markers 
to designate the locations of all the bullets that had been fired in the 
confrontation between police and mineworkers. At a loss to keep track 
of the evidence of such extreme violence, they had used empty coffee 
cups instead. These emptied cups, then, are the forms indexed in the 
white and red cones of Kentridge’s Drawing #15.

In the vacillation between landscape and forensic diagram that char-
acterizes this drawing, something quite remarkable occurs. As I have 
already suggested, the hard lines that point to the cones and that perforate 
the boundary of the charcoal-clouded plane of the image, radically desta-
bilize the relationship between the drawing and its support. This gesture 
recurs throughout the series, and the drawing thereby raises the possibil-
ity that it is the text of the 1906 Cash Book, itself the index of mining 
capital’s consolidation in South Africa’s early history, that functions as the 
social and ideological counterpart to the “technical support” that sustains 
the landscape drawing. If the syllogism can be sustained, it would imply 
that this form of political violence stands in a relation of analogy to the 
drawing itself, as the materialization and transformation of a convention. 
Moreover, if this is so, one can grasp the events at Marikana not merely 
as traumatic rupture, which is to say as an unprecedented and inassimila-
ble event, but as a form of political violence, properly speaking, a social 
form implicating the very category of the political.10

That hypothesis must remain in suspension, and it is proffered here 
as a provocation more than a conclusion. Nonetheless, the drawings of 
the ERPM project repeatedly and reflexively probe the linkage between 
the drawing, as the index of a moment (the moment of its fabrication), 
and that which “shows through.” For, this showing through is the 
recurrent and absolutely definitive attribute of these drawings. Just as 
lines and marks show through the erasures in Kentridge’s well-known 
drawings for projection (those which are edited together to form the 
animated films), so the pages of the ledgers show through. Noting this 
hallmark residual presence of the erased line in Kentridge’s drawings for 
animation, Rosalind Krauss calls forth the notion of the palimpsest, and 
argues that it be considered a necessary third term for art-historical 
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analysis, supplementing Benjamin Buchloh’s binary pair of grid and 
matrix.11 But in the case of Drawing #15, it is not the drawing that 
shows through—though, of course, that occurs here as well—but the 
ledger and its inscriptions.

But what really shows through when we see the latticework of red 
and blue lines, the meticulously tallied costs of passes for laborers from 
Mozambique or China, the fees paid for dynamite or corn for brewing 
beer, or the names of the dead, as they surface and cross the threshold of 
visibility, rising through the blunt marks and swirls of charcoal? As I said 
at the outset, the images made for Accounts and Drawings from Underground 
are made not only on paper but on the pages of a book, a book that 
Kentridge chose for the doubled dimension of its pages: the quality of 
the paper and the text of mining history inscribed on their surface. These 

William Kentridge, Untitled (Drawing #15), 2012, from Accounts and Drawings from Underground: 
East Rand Proprietary Mines, Cash Book 1906. Charcoal, pastel, watercolor, and colored pencil on 
ledger book paper, 17 1/4 × 23 1/2 inches.
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ledgers are, of course, mass-produced commodities, produced in small 
quantities for use by corporations such as the East Rand Proprietary 
Mines. But they are not only mass-produced commodities. They are 
written upon in the varying inks and with the different cursives of the 
accountants and bureaucrats who made daily notations there. If the aura 
that they bear is somewhat tarnished by virtue of the utilitarianism to 
which the ledgers were devoted, there is nonetheless something singular 
in these texts. Indeed, ledgers of this period appear to straddle every 
genre convention. They bear the marks of the diary or journal, with 
their calendrical markings and daily entries, but their impersonality and 
relatively exclusive concern with monetary calculations distinguishes 
them from the diary form. At the same time, the capacious columns 
filled with the detailed explanations attending each expenditure (the 
Cash Book for this project was not a record of revenues) make them 
remarkably fecund sources of information about the social minutiae and 
everyday activities through which mining capital operated in the early 
years of the last century.

Kentridge certainly uses the pages of mass-produced books for some 
of his drawings (albiet, not in this series). They are particularly important 
in those composite portraits of Soviet writers and revolutionaries that 
accompany his production of Shostakovich’s opera The Nose (2010) and 
the performance piece I Am Not Me, The Horse Is Not Mine (2008). They 
also form the disjointed and ephemeral surface on which Kentridge has 
more recently painted (in ink) enormous portraits of bitter vegetables in 
works that respond to the Chinese Cultural Revolution.12 In these cases, 
the mass-produced book is not merely a medium. As an artifact of stan-
dardization and massification, it is also a referent in an oblique “discourse-
without-words” about the social and political effects of such processes. 
The mute loquacity of this discourse has two principles, or rather it is 
premised on two refusals. Neither will the art be reducible to a consta-
tive, a positive statement that can be disputed; in this sense one can barely 
say that the work is “about” anything. But nor will it abandon itself to 
the conceptualist premise, which would reduce art to the effect of the 
statement, “This is art.” If Kentridge’s work remains devoted to the ideas 
of both aesthetic autonomy and political engagement, it is because of this 
double refusal, which makes room for him to maintain a strong connec-
tion with the figurative tradition of European modernism, including that 
of both Weimar Germany and revolutionary Russia.
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The Rhyme of the Written

It is not incidental that those traditions included a vigorous engagement 
with print forms derived from the mass media: newspapers, handbills, 
illustrated magazines, and so forth. The collages assembled out of these 
media forms are frequently echoed in Kentridge’s work. In the Accounts 
and Drawings series, for example, the drawing of a poster advertising the 
services of a local prophet who promises “healing to all in global,” ini-
tially appears as a mere illustration of a found text-as-object.13

Images bearing this same text image, with its odd syntax and inscru-
table meaning, have appeared in other contexts, but that from Accounts 
and Drawings is also marked by a unique tracery. In the left margin of the 
poster-image, which suggests the tradition of trompe l’oeil, with its torn 
corners and ragged edges, and which is also the left margin of the ledger, 

William Kentridge, Untitled (Drawing #14), 2011, from Accounts and Drawings from Underground: 
East Rand Proprietary Mines, Cash Book 1906. Charcoal, pastel, watercolor, and colored pencil on 
ledger book paper, 17 1/4 × 23 1/2 inches.
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one finds the elaborated doubling of the letters that head the ledger 
entries. The “B” and “S” of “Bowcutt, Sergt.” and the “N” of “Natives 
at Cason (deserters)” have been drawn over, and the echoing alphabetic 
signs now lift off from the underlying text like the tendrils of a plant, or 
the wrought iron of a colonial gate (about which more will be said 
below). They are trailing a letter “h” that has no obvious precedent in 
the underlying text, though an uppercase “H” appears lower on the 
page, in the name, “Heath.” Its visual near-rhyme in a chain of signifiers 
that includes health and healing implies a link between the ledger and 
the drawing.

Although ambiguous, this link is not completely arbitrary. The logic 
of that relation would appear to share something with the dreamwork 
(Traumarbeit), as understood by Freud, in which words condense them-
selves into images and are linked to each other via complex relations of 
metaphor and metonymy. Kentridge often desists in the face of psycho-
analytic readings, and rejects readings of his work that would reduce 
them to his own psychobiography. I am entirely in agreement with this 
insistence. In suggesting that the relationship between the ledger and the 
drawings can be grasped via the logic of the dreamwork, therefore, I do 
not mean to imply that they are wish fulfillments of Kentridge’s own 
unconscious. Rather, they demonstrate the degree to which processes of 
association are borne along in and by a given language, thanks to its 
material and especially sonic dimensions, and that they are rigorously 
overdetermined at that level. In English (though perhaps only in Eng-
lish) the proper name “Heath” can invoke the word “Health” and the 
concept of healing, without having any semantic relation to them. Ken-
tridge’s gestural remarking of the “h” draws our attention to this chain 
of possible rhymes and while it does not produce the association for the 
viewer, we may say that it sparks our associative reverie.

This (a)logic can be found in many of Kentridge’s works, and is, I 
believe, a crucial narrative force in the animated films. It is, however, 
easier to grasp the linguistic basis of this linkage in the landscapes from 
Accounts and Drawings than in many of the drawings for projections, 
where the oneiric metamorphoses of coffee plunger into mine drill or of 
espresso machine into rocket seem to be driven by iconological resem-
blances. Consider, for example, Drawing #35, wherein the words (and 
word-fragments?) “Cash Anglo Go” are written in red adjacent to a 
column in which one reads the expenses for Angelo Gold Mines, Ltd.
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There is no relationship between Anglo Gold (or Anglogold 
Ashanti, the large mining corporation that operates in South Africa 
today) and Angelo Gold Mines, though the names are similar. And the 
transformation of Gold into Go generates yet other association, thanks 
to the non-philological resonance between the two phonemes. It is this 
auditory resemblance that is transposed in the drawing. In the same 
image, a letter “C” cut through by another red line appears over the 
words, “43 passports cancelled.” Moreover, this figure, a kind of pure 
grapheme of cancellation, approximates that other monetary grapheme 
or symbol for cents, the “¢.” If, while considering the drawing, the 
viewer abandons herself to a certain fantasy not unlike that advocated by 
Roland Barthes in his description of pleasurable reading, she may also 
contemplate the relationship between monetization and the system of 
migrant labor which is indexed in the cancelled passports of the repatri-
ated “Natives” and which are entwined in the processes of urspüngliche 
Akkumulation on which the colonial settler state was built.14 And yet, the 
relationship between these levels—of technical support, text, and 
image—remains undecideable; it would be utterly incorrect to say that 
these gestures constitute the mechanism by which the drawing can be 
reduced to the text inscribed on the ledger page.

What, then, is the nature of that relationship? We will want to note, 
at the outset, that there are three terms to be considered here, and not 
merely two. This is not, I think, a mere question of the medium and its 
message, form and content, or technical support and aesthetic realiza-
tion. Without positing a conclusive answer to that question, and depart-
ing somewhat (and only temporarily) from the question of medium 
specificity, it seems to me that these landscapes are at least partly to be 
understood as explorations of writing and of the division between writ-
ing and drawing, both of which are dependent on the line and thus on a 
gesture that enables the distinction between continuity and difference, 
memory and forgetting. Let me broach this issue with a question, one 
already drawn for us in this series (which is nonetheless not a sequence): 
When is a drawing of writing not writing? When does it surpass writing, 
or show forth the surfeit of writing in relation to communication?

Claude Lévi-Strauss put this question as a matter of world-historical 
difference when he described a Nambikwara chief’s simulation of liter-
acy in the chapter of Tristes Tropiques entitled “A Writing Lesson.”15 
There, famously, Lévi-Strauss observed that the leader of a seminomadic 
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Amazonian community, a man who was unable to read, nonetheless could 
recognize the power that accrued to the one who possessed knowledge of 
script. Attempting to appropriate the enhanced authority that would come 
not only from proximity to the anthropologist and his entourage, but 
from the possession of his technologies and commodities, the chief made 
scribbles and drew marks on a page that seemed to imitate the words writ-
ten by the anthropologist and that he then pretended to read. In Lévi-
Strauss’s analysis, he did this to enhance his power, and in so doing 
disclosed the intimacy between writing and the statist impulse. Jacques 
Derrida’s lacerating critique of this scene in Of Grammatology is too well 
known to be repeated here, except insofar as it led him to denounce the 
structuralist reduction of writing to forms of alphabetic literacy.16 In con-
trast, Derrida adduced a concept of arche-writing to encompass all those 
conventions of recursive marking and signification that sustain the com-
municative relation and with it, the memorial function, even in the 
absence of alphabetic or ideogrammatic sign-systems.17 Still, the question 
remains, and with it the enigma of drawing writing, of writing as the 
derealization of drawing’s line. And of drawing as the originary represen-
tation of writing, but also, and therefore, of its obliteration.

In That Which Is Not Drawn, Kentridge mentions that his first draw-
ing on a book was made on pages from a 1953 edition of Chambers’s 
Encyclopaedia, a book from his father’s library that he had used for a 
school project, and whose by-then antiquated information had compro-
mised his grade. On the other hand, he also admits that he sometimes 
reads “huge chunks” of the books that are otherwise supposed to func-
tion as mere media for other activities—drawings for projection, paint-
ings, and so forth.18 Reading the books in fragments inevitably leads to 
an interrupted sense of the text’s content or narrative, but it also permits 
him to look at and scrutinize the materiality of the writing. I had referred 
to these fragments as “linguistic detritus” in our conversation, and those 
words subsequently appear in a list of phrases, which Kentridge and the 
book’s designer, Sunandini Banerjee, then enlarged. Decontextualized, 
phrases such as these are allowed to float free of the discourse in which 
they were originally inscribed. To the extent that they become semanti-
cally illegible, one might say that the typography of That Which Is Not 
Drawn simulates Kentridge’s own drawing of writing, which is to say 
that it is on the verge of becoming drawing itself.
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William Kentridge, Untitled (Drawing #20), 2013, from Accounts and Drawings from Underground: 
East Rand Proprietary Mines, Cash Book 1906. Watercolor on ledger book paper, 17 1/4 × 23 1/2 
inches.
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As we have already seen, fragments of text and reported speech also 
appear in the ERPM drawings. Such is the case with Drawing #20 of 
Accounts and Drawings, wherein the expression “sighs and traces” appears.

The phrase “sighs and traces” actually emerged from the conversa-
tions that Kentridge and I had while in Kolkata. There, we touched 
upon the distinction, central to deconstructive philosophy, between 
signs and traces. The latter term is the deferred mark whose origin 
remains (and becomes increasingly) inaccessible to the one who reads. 
As such, its signification can never be entirely stabilized, its origins fixed. 
The former term, sign, designates that mark (sonic and/or visual) which 
is thought to be the medium of a single signified-referent, even when its 
unity is perceptible only in contrast to the unity of the adjacent signifier/
signified [signifiant/signifié ]. To recognize the trace structure of language 
is to affirm the indeterminacy and historical situatedness of reading. It is 
because Kentridge’s animated films are comprised of drawings made on 
the surface of previously erased drawings, because movement is precipi-
tated in and through the accumulation of erasures and redrawings, which 
are then juxtaposed one to the other using stop-animation cinematogra-
phy, that it can be understood as a visual realization of the deconstruc-
tionist philosophical principle, even without invoking that principle in 
explicit terms. In the slide between “signs” and “sighs,” a slide made 
possible by the minutest difference in form, Kentridge not only captures 
something of the elusiveness of the concept of the “trace,” but makes 
visible an operation of language that links these two words not by virtue 
of their semantic content but by virtue of their formal affinity, which is 
at once audible and visible.

Words and language function thus in Kentridge’s work: as sonic 
events and palpable, sensuous objects. Occasionally, they are obstreper-
ous obstacles to reading and understanding more than they are the signi-
fiers of conceptual referents or the transparent media of meaning. This 
recognition of the materiality of language, what in other domains would 
be referred to as the essence of its poetic capacities, is linked to the art-
ist’s concern with the handmade. For, it is the corporeal indexicality and 
not merely the trace-structure of language that is testified to in his draw-
ings, and it is as index not only of writing (in either a narrower or more 
capacious, Derridean sense) but of the physical movement by which the 
line is transformed into writing and then effaced that he repeatedly draws 
script. As he explains in That Which Is Not Drawn:
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Think of the activity of drawing, if you’re working with charcoal, 
as making quite large, broad marks. The rhythms of one’s hand and 
the habits of one’s arm are also partly determined by all those years 
of handwriting, which is also disappearing. One understands now 
that cursive script is on the way out. There are many, many schools 
in South Africa where it’s no longer taught at all. Children go from 
learning to print straight to keyboards, with cursive handwriting 
only as an optional extra, taught in the afternoon, like calligraphy 
would have been many years ago. When you look at the ledgers 
and hand-written administrative books of the past—say a hundred 
years ago—there’s something confident embedded in that very 
script. Sometimes I do drawing of that, not to try to copy it, but to 
make a drawing using that form. (pp. 173–174)

When I have asked Kentridge what he means when he expresses a 
desire to “draw the writing of the world,” a phrase that he once used in 
passing and that I returned to him in the course of our Kolkata conver-
sation, he spoke of the desire to pay tribute to the “labor of writing, of 
all the scriveners, of all the people whose job was simply to write, and 
who have disappeared” (p. 174). One of the early drawings of cursive 
writing appeared in Zeno at Four AM (2001), reiterated in the multime-
dia installation Zeno Writing, and was born of the perception of a visual 
rhyme between the curls and loops of a wrought-iron balcony and those 
of cursive script. In that work, and in subsequent animations, such as 
Automatic Writing (2003), where script threatens to vanish into the 
appearance of Highveld grasses, it is not merely script but the analogies 
of script and other notational systems that unfurl from what we might 
call the scroll of writing.

Music notation is perhaps the most obvious of these, but in one 
particularly arresting set of images for projection from Zeno, the writing 
dissolves into the diacritical (meta-textual) marks used to indicate metri-
cal stress. The cupped and diagonal lines and dashes imply not only an 
emphatic rhythm and thus a dimension of performance irreducible to 
abstract notation, they also then metamorphose into those tiny “v”s that 
signify birds in children’s drawings—and even in the luxuriant painted 
surfaces of a work like Van Gogh’s Wheatfield with Crows (1890).

These moments, when script dissolves into the iconic shorthand of 
both poetry and landscape, testify to that dimension of writing that 
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exceeds the semantic, and that indexes the body’s movements: “I sup-
pose drawing for me is about the handmade, about absolutely under-
standing the mark as a revelation of the fact of a hand or an arm or a 
body behind it.” But, as already discussed, the insistence on indexicality 
is never a purely aesthetic question for Kentridge. It opens onto two 
related sociopolitical problems, each of which is generalizable while, at 
the same time, being irreducibly rooted in the conditions of Kentridge’s 
lifework and commitments in South Africa. Thus, in the remarkably 
austere and melancholic film, Other Faces, made simultaneously with 
Accounts and Drawings, a scene of confrontation between Soho Eckstein 
and an anonymous black driver following a car accident leads to a shout-
ing match in which the two men confront each other in what might 
(too easily) be described as a verbal assault, a scene in which language 
fails to signify.

Kentridge’s imagery depicts the bellowing men with a material mass 
extruding from their mouths. These stocky men verily vomit word-
things at each other. If, on occasion, that thickness being hurled from 

William Kentridge, drawing from Zeno Writing, 2002. Charcoal on paper, 31 1/2 × 47 3/4 
inches.
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face to face contains a slogan or the words of an accusation, this only 
intensifies the sense that language is a force in the world, capable of 
violence and abuse, as well, of course, of duplicity.

Despite its formal distance from the works of someone like Lichten-
stein, there is something in this scene that recalls the comic book tradi-
tion, with captioned words hanging above the figures in a manner that 
implies interior speech as much as spoken utterance. And this ambiguity 
intensifies the sense of the film, which is that of communicational break-
down—not only that of the political milieu of post-apartheid South 
Africa, but also in the intimate sphere. For, the film also depicts and 
refers to Kentridge’s mother as she transforms from a young woman 
embracing her child to an aged woman no longer capable of speaking, as 
enigmatic as the sphynx that is borne in the arms of the Soho figure, 
whose doubling of Kentridge can no longer be disputed.

The scene of argument in Other Faces, made at about the same time 
as were the images for Accounts and Drawings from Underground, had 
already been anticipated in the large screen-print entitled The Battle 

William Kentridge, drawing from Other Faces, 2011. Charcoal and colored pencil on paper, 
17 1/4 × 23 1/2 inches.
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Between Yes and No (1989) in which a dense substance, at once flesh and 
voice, joins a male and a female figure at the mouth.

Bound by a monstrously distorted kiss of misunderstanding, the 
linking extrusion bears the word, “noise,” but that word is also pre-
ceded, if one reads left to right, by the letters “no,” and one is therefore 
stranded between several possible readings. Either there is “no noise,” 
and thus perhaps a communion, however violent. Or one is to read “no, 
noise,” the comma performed by the spacing of the letters such that the 
meaning includes both refusal and noncommunication. A third possibil-
ity also offers itself, wherein “no noise” signifies a stuttering relation of 
attempted but failing or at least stumbling communication.

In Drawing #25 from Accounts and Drawings, this third possibility—
of a stutter—returns in a faint echo. Written onto the landscape, which 
is staked out and once again inscribed with red lines that seem to per-
form a diagrammatic or forensic function, a delicate almost ghostly trac-
ery of the name “Chamber of Mines” appears in the lower quadrant.

Or rather, the impression of this name is traced; for, the entire 
phrase never appears in full, except in the original ledger’s entry, where 
an accountant has noted expenses, “as per letter of 20th” of April under 
the heading “Chamber of Mines.” Created in 1887, the Chamber of 
Mines is the official representative body of South Africa’s mining corpo-
rations and represents their interests in relation to mining labor. That 
name (and the institution to which it refers) is suggested by the partial 
inscription, “Chamber of M...” and also by a host of other fragments, 
including “Chamb,” “Cham,” “Ch.” However, it is only in retrospect 
that one can attribute to these latter, otherwise meaningless sequences of 
letters, a relation to the full name, because the nearly complete phrase 
appears to the right of the shorter sequences of letters. Moreover, the 
word “Dear” that precedes them suggests a marvelous transposition of 
the entry referring to a letter charged to the Chamber of Mines. But 
here too, this interpretation is produced by virtue of a movement of the 
eye and a reading practice that moves, as it were, in reverse, scanning 
left to right and back again. This reading is enframed, of course, and 
specifically enframed by the topographical scenario that is depicted in 
the drawing: a flat terrain on which tufts of grasses grow, a distant hori-
zon of gentle hills, the hint of a tailings dump with its characteristically 
trapezoidal geometry, and the white stakes that have been pounded into 
the ground. Attending to these stakes, the viewer familiar with 
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William Kentridge, The Battle Between Yes and No, 1989. Screenprint, 63 1/4 × 43 inches.
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Kentridge’s work will perhaps summon into this landscape the memory 
of an earlier scene from History of the Main Complaint (1996), in which 
the body of a black man on the road is surrounded by stakes that rise out 
of the earth to surround and mark the location of the corpse. Or, she 
might also recall the moment of Felix in Exile (1994), when the black 
female protagonist, Nandi, commences her drawing of a landscape she is 
surveying by making four vertical lines on the page, lines that immedi-
ately lend themselves to be read as stakes—such as those granted and 
recognized by the Chamber of Mines.

Drawing the Line: Landscape

The line functions as the basis of both writing and drawing by virtue of 
its capacity to be broken, interrupted, made discontinuous. That is to 
say, it functions by virtue of its capacity to produce spacing. This fact 
seems to me to be foregrounded, if only unconsciously, in the landscape 
drawings that Kentridge makes on ledger pages, and especially those of 
the ERPM project. A horizontal line, moving east to west and west to 
east—a single line, drawn across a blank space—is all that is needed to 
inaugurate the form that viewers schooled in a Western art-historical 
tradition recognize as landscape (in Japanese and Chinese traditions, this 
horizontality is not necessarily a sign of landscape, which may be 
ordered vertically). Cleaving the space, dividing it between higher and 
lower, and thereby gesturing toward a fundamental opposition between 
earth or water and air, the horizontal line requires no further elabora-
tion, nor any postulation of a receding horizon, to produce its sign-
effect. This is the most reduced, purified performative of the genre.19

The drawing of a landscape is not without its violence however, 
especially in South Africa (and other colonial states), where the survey-
ing and demarcation of territory was inseparable from the simultaneous 
enclosure and expulsion of its prior inhabitants. The South African his-
torian Isabel Hofmeyr has described well how the fencing of land was 
linked, both materially and metaphorically, to the institution of bureau-
cratic governmentality and the inculcation of literacy in nineteenth-
century South Africa.20 And Kentridge has repeatedly drawn and 
animated the process of colonial surveying.

In both Accounts and Drawings from Underground and Other Faces, the 
trace of that process is materialized in images of papers that are caught 
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William Kentridge, Baedeker Portfolio (Dogana), 1999. Lithograph, 11 × 15 inches (sheet).

upon or are swirling about a barbed wire fence, swept up in an inaudible 
wind. Something like this image can also be found in Felix in Exile, and 
in other places as well. Drawn on the ledger, the image of the paper—
possible pages from another possible book?—acquires an added intensity 
precisely by virtue of the faint but forceful resemblance between the 
barbed wire and cursive script.
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In Zeno cursive script finds its mirroring form in the wrought-iron 
fence; here, it is doubled in the technology of property, at the point 
where property-in-land becomes inseparable from incarceration and the 
concentration camp. Given the historical link in South Africa between 
the prison, the concentration camp (which was used during the Boer 
War, 1899–1902), and mining capital, we might say that the barbed 
wire in this image is the concentrated writing of mining capital.21 The 
wind-strewn white pages are not written or drawn upon and this very 
blankness permits the text of the ledger to show through. In this case, it 
is mainly numbers, pure tokens of quantification and of the reduction of 
workers to wages, that can be discerned; the ledger page that forms the 
support of Drawing #12 is a tally of total wages and advances paid for 
the month. Occasionally, a scrub of white charcoal or a severe red line 
interrupts the “blank pages,” what we might call the undrawn pages. 
These lines give the momentary impression that the ledger’s form was 
laid upon the drawn landscape, rather than being the underlying lattice-
work of a page still to be written on.

And yet, or rather, still, the images, seen from afar, and gathered 
together in both exhibition format and as half of Accounts and Drawings 
from Underground, do not readily disclose these details. That awaits a 
closer, interrogative look. What one sees first, at a distance and as a 
function of the set, is an exploration of a genre, namely landscape, but 
most especially the landscape of South African mining. That landscape’s 
particularity is a function of what interrupts the horizontal line, and 
what redoubles it. The pipes bearing water to and from the mines, the 
flat-topped mountainous heaps of slag, the power lines, and the fences 
all move in sympathy on the horizontal axis, cutting left to right and 
right to left, soliciting the eye toward the opposed peripheries of the 
page and beyond it. On the vertical axis are the stakes and the industrial 
headgear of the shafts, the towers from which the power lines are sus-
pended, the thickets of grass and scrub and, above all, the trees.

Branching Out: The Tree as Figure of Drawing’s Origin

Those who know Kentridge’s art will perhaps discern in this series an 
unusual density of the visual field, despite the absence of human figures. 
These images seem less desolate, less bereft of objects and the traces of 
social life than many of Kentridge’s other landscape drawings, particularly 
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those featured in the Soho Eckstein animations. There is a messy fecun-
dity in Accounts and Drawings, even in those images wherein the traces of 
forensic investigation imply the scene of a crime, and thus the evacua-
tion of life. These landscapes are a tangle of organic elements as well as 
industrial and, as we have seen, linguistic detritus. In this context, one 
should note that the trees of the Highveld landscape are largely the 
result of artifice, having been planted there by the mines and those who 
came to South Africa for the wealth and opportunity created by them. 
Nonetheless, this set of drawings does not permit a reduction of second 
nature to the foreign.22 In fact, two of the earliest drawings in the series 
were made while Kentridge was in Rome, and include depictions of the 
gardens at the American Academy there. One of these features a statue 
that, in shadow, provides the series with its only figure of a human 
being, albeit one truncated and isolated in a clearing amid a thicket of 
shrubs and trees.

There is nothing internal to the image that permits the viewer to 
definitively locate or identify this figure or this terrain, but its insertion 
into the series of Highveld landscapes somehow also dislocates the latter 
and casts what is otherwise, for Kentridge, the familiar topology of the 
South African scene into a relatively equivocal status. This equivocality 
is given additional force when one follows the red lines of Drawing #2 
to that pseudo-legend on the left hand, at the top of which there appear 
the words, “Natives return home acc[ount].” The phrase distills with 
bitter brevity the logic of the settler state at the time of the ledger’s cre-
ation; at that moment, Africans were being exiled in their own country, 
confined to increasingly reduced and agriculturally depleted rural terri-
tories, and then recruited into minework on short-term contractual 
bases. At the same time, foreign labor in the form of Chinese workers 
was being imported.23 Although Kentridge insists that he makes no ref-
erence to the ledger’s text, the inversion of the foreign-native relation 
seems to me to be obliquely evoked in the image of the shade-blackened 
statuary of Drawing #2, just as the idea of sculpture is inserted into the 
drawing as the surfeit and other of the line-based medium. I do not 
mean to imply that there is a referential discourse that can be extracted 
from this or any other of the images in Accounts and Drawings. Rather, 
such associations emerged by virtue of associations that are operative in 
the imaginal unconscious of this work.
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William Kentridge, Sighs and Traces, 2012. India ink on book paper, 39 3/4 × 48 inches.
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For the viewer who does not know the site at which the drawings 
were made, the provenance of the trees remains a mystery. If anything 
marks the two Roman landscapes drawn on the pages of the ERPM 
ledger, it is the relative density of the trees in those images: the sense of 
the forest or bower in which, precisely, shade and enchanted privacy are 
possible. The trees of Kentridge’s South African landscape are generally 
separate, isolated, almost incapable, it seems, of providing cool cover. At 
best, they produce a wall of foliage—whether to mark the entry to a 
cemetery or to designate the boundary of a corporate property. Yet, the 
relative proliferation of trees in this series is notable in relation to Ken-
tridge’s previous landscapes.

Insofar as every tree is also the source of shade, it is also the origin of 
drawing’s volumetric capacities. It is, one might say, the transubstantiat-
ing, metaphoric figure for the possibility of naturalism and the verisi-
militude that is produced or demanded in the space between sculpture 
and drawing. In this sense, the Roman statue is not so much an excep-
tion in the series as the mark of its doubled origin in Kentridge’s per-
sonal history but also in a certain art history.

Now, the trees of Accounts and Drawings are diverse. But several, 
two in particular, bear a strong affinity with those that have become 
increasingly central in work since 2011, and that have become a verita-
ble subgenre in Kentridge’s work. These images are composite forms: 
collages and ink drawings on assemblages of pages from mass-produced 
books, and especially encyclopedias. In the layering of page and textual 
fragment, and the over-painting of those printed surfaces with brush-
marks that often evoke Chinese or Japanese calligraphy, Kentridge is 
following a fantastic and phantasmatic chain of associations whose origin 
is discussed in That Which Is Not Drawn. There, Kentridge remarks on a 
conversation, or rather a verbal exchange of misunderstanding, with his 
collaborators, Basel Jones and Adrian Kohler. When Kentridge asked 
Jones what Kohler was doing at the time, he heard Jones’s answer as, 
“he’s doing a tree-search.” Kentridge assumed that the tree-search had 
something to do with the Internet (“a tree-search is when you’re fol-
lowing a subject and it branches out and then you’re following all those 
different parts”). In fact, Jones had spoken of a T-shirt, but the idea of a 
tree-search, having been conceived, would not be banished by a mere 
semantic rectification.
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At the end of the conversation, I asked, “Well, what’s Adrian 
researching?” And Basil responded, “What do you mean, what’s he 
researching?” I said, “Well, he’s doing a tree-search.” “No,” Basil 
said, “I said he’s making a T-shirt!” I had misheard. But within 
moments of hearing that one phrase, which I didn’t quite follow 
and for which lapse I cursed myself (“Oh how stupid I am, every-
body knows what a tree-search is”), I had ended up constructing a 
completely other world. (p. 47)

The signification of branching would turn out to be enormously 
productive. Shortly after the exchange quoted above, the figure of the 
tree recurred in our conversation, this time as a signifier of 
provisionality:

Provisionality, as I understand it, has to do with a quality or dimen-
sion within one object or image or history that is unwinding itself, 
that is coming into being, because of some need inside it to develop. 
Like the unfolding within a tree that can become a table or a book 
or a sheet of paper or smoke and ash. (p. 61)

One wants to add here: or a drawing of a table or a book or a sheet 
of paper or smoke and ash. For, as I said earlier, there is a sense in which 
the tree, as an origin of shade (along with clouds), is implicated in and is 
originarily internal to both naturalism and all those forms of illusionism 
by which three-dimensionality is evoked in and through a two dimen-
sional form. Here, as in so much of Kentridge’s art, reflexivity encom-
passes both form and content, figuring forth a problem of mediaticity 
and embedding in itself as the object of its own mute discourse, a history 
of its own condition of possibility.

In the collage of the tree entitled Sighs and Traces (2012) we have, as 
indicated above, the traditions of collage, of mass-print media, of calli-
graphic inscription, the book, and the advertisement. But we also have 
the discontinuous relationship between statement and discourse itself. 
The beautifully evocative phrases that constitute the branches of the 
tree—what we might understand as the potential for meaning and dis-
cursive elaboration—are, in this context, a mere set of noun sequences 
and prepositional phrases, emphatically disjointed. They are both non-
linear and out of order. This does not mean, however, that they cannot 
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be read. “The tree in the paper under the tree in the book,” might be 
read according to the principles articulated in other phrases, such as 
“against certainty,” “against argument,” and “a necessary stupidity.” 
The “geography lesson” might be read alongside “lie of the land,” to 
generate bitter irony, or with “botanical authochthony” to solicit a more 
sober inquisitiveness. The rhyming vacillation between the lower left 
and right corners, where the words “picnic” and “panic” appear, in 
between which one reads “the invention of Africa 2” gives to the viewer 
the task of producing her own provisional associations, and then remak-
ing them as her eye moves from branch to branch.

As Kentridge has said, he often works with statements or phrases, 
fragments of speech overheard from conversations in public space, or 
those read in the course of drawing on books or recalled from literary 
works. They have informed many of his animated drawings, including 
Refusal of Time and the Second-hand Reading flip-book projects. In the 
form of trees, however, these broken branches of discourse, acquire 
some additional qualities, not least because of their capacity to testify to 
the passage of time. This dimension is particularly visible in the work 
entitled Winterreise, a film made to be projected while Schubert’s song-
cycle of that name is sung. As is well known, the set of Schubert’s Lieder 
was composed as a setting for the poems of Wilhelm Müller. The 
twenty-four poems comprising the sequence generate a dream narrative 
of travel and homesick nostalgia, opening with melancholic sequence, 
“As a stranger I arrived, as a stranger shall I leave.” The fifth poem, 
“The Linden Tree” (Der Lindenbaum) extends the meditation on lost 
solicitude with the memory of a linden tree in whose bark the exiled 
singer/protagonist had carved “some words of love.” Having left both 
the tree and love behind, this disconsolate wanderer is nonetheless capti-
vated by the words that he hears susurrating on the wind: “I’m now 
many miles distant / From that dear old linden tree / But I still hear it 
whisper / “Come—find peace with me.”

The linden tree is redolent with mythical signification in German 
literature, as a figure of communal life, but also as the locus of illicit love 
affairs and passionate trysts. In the Winterreise film, which includes a 
montage of sequences from earlier films, it is not so much lost love as 
Kentridge’s own prior work, especially that with explicit reference to 
the conditions of apartheid, that comes to occupy the point of departure 
for the journey into an uncertain future. If the voyage has taken 
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Kentridge and other white South Africans away from the artificial peace 
of a police state’s order and if, as in the drawings that respond to Mari-
kana, that order is seen to have re-emerged as a lure during a difficult 
transitional period, the searching “tree-works” ask viewers to stop for a 
moment, and suspend the narratives of both redemption and failure. But 
in the absence of narrative, language itself threatens to dissolve into 
thing. It is as such that it appears in Sighs and Traces, strewn beneath the 
tree—both in the sense of laying beneath the figure, as figure, and in the 
sense of being behind the drawing, as its support.
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Maria Gough

Gogol’s grotesque raged around us; what were we to understand as 
farce, what as prophecy? The incredible orchestral combinations, 
texts seemingly unthinkable to sing … the unhabitual rhythms … 
the incorporating of the apparently anti-poetic, anti-musical, vulgar, 
but what was in reality the intonation and parody of real life—all 
this was an assault on conventionality.

—Grigorii Kozintsev (1969), on the 1930 Leningrad premiere of 
The Nose

If one holds onto the discoveries, the risks and inventions of the 
Russian avant-garde … one also has to find a place not simply to 
acknowledge, but to house the faith animating the work of its 
members—their belief in a transformed society.

—William Kentridge (2008)

In his quest for an all-out renewal of operatic form, Peter Gelb, the 
general manager of the Metropolitan Opera in New York since 2006, 
packed the 2009–2010 season with eight new productions, essentially 
bringing to a close the reign of Franco Zeffirelli, whose florid, love-it-
or-hate-it Neapolitanesque scenography has more or less dominated the 
proscenium for decades, at least with respect to the Italian repertoire. 
With just one exception, all the new additions to the Met’s reperatory 
were directed by professionals from the world of the performing arts, 
such as Luc Bondy, Mary Zimmerman, Bartlett Sher, Patrice Chéreau, 
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Richard Eyre, and Pierre Audi. The single exception to the rule was 
The Nose (1927–1928), an operatic transposition of Nikolai Gogol’s 
absurdist short story “The Nose” (1836) by the very young composer 
Dmitri Shostakovich (1906–1975), which was directed and co-designed 
by the internationally acclaimed visual artist William Kentridge. A co-
production with the Festival d’Aix-en-Provence and the Opéra national 
de Lyon, The Nose premiered at the Met on March 5, 2010, and ran for 
a total of six performances.1

Kentridge is not the first visual artist to have been invited into the 
New York house. Under Rudolf Bing in 1967, Marc Chagall designed 
Mozart’s The Magic Flute, and in 1981 Anthony Bliss engaged David 
Hockney to design various compositions by Satie, Poulenc, Ravel, and 
Stravinsky.2 But to the best of my knowledge, Kentridge is the only one 
to have been charged with direction overall, rather than scenography 
and/or costume design alone. Gelb’s decision to reach beyond the pro-
fessional delimitation of his own field is an enterprising response to the 
crisis in which opera—like so many other major art forms—perennially 
finds itself in the modern world, and his choice of Kentridge extremely 
savvy: although best known for his extraordinarily innovative work in 
and across a range of still and moving image media, most especially char-
coal drawing and stop-motion animation, the artist has long had an 
interest in theater and live performance, and recently directed several 
puppet operas (including Monteverdi’s The Return of Ulysses), as well as a 
full-scale production for the Théâtre royal de la monnaie in Brussels 
(The Magic Flute).

The present essay reflects upon Kentridge’s production of The Nose 
primarily from the point of view of its visual aspect. My argument is that 
the artist’s extreme visualization of this remarkably experimental work 
brought to the fore a new reading or inflection of it, one having to do 
less with its indisputably satirical register and more with its thematization 
of metamorphosis and, more broadly, social transformation. I begin with 
a few words about Gogol’s famous story, and of Shostakovich’s transpo-
sition of it, before turning to a discussion of the specific characteristics 
and significance of Kentridge’s production at the Met. I then make an 
excursus into two of the preparatory projects through which the artist 
fueled his thinking about the stakes and potentialities of the opera, and 
conclude with an examination of his staging of its seventh scene, which 
is perhaps its most crucial.
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Satire

In response to Gelb’s invitation to stage an opera by Shostakovich, Ken-
tridge proposed The Nose, the composer’s first experiment in the 
medium. Though best known for his instrumental compositions, Shosta-
kovich also sought to compose at the intersection of music and drama, 
embarking on more than a dozen operatic projects over the course of his 
lifetime.3 Of these projects, The Nose is one of only two that he managed 
to complete and bring to the stage (the other being the rather better 
known Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District [1930–1932]). As the story goes, 
the twenty-year-old Shostakovich, flush from the success of his First 
Symphony (1926), was casting about in summer 1927 for an opera to 
stage. Faced with an apparent dearth of contemporary Soviet operas and 
a lack of interest among his literary compatriots in adapting their own 
work for the stage, he went rifling through the nineteenth century for a 
story to use as a basis for a libretto, eventually settling on “The Nose.”4

William Kentridge, I Am Not Me, The Horse Is Not Mine, 2008. Photograph by John Hodgkiss.
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An absurdist dressing down of imperial Russian bureaucracy and the 
police state, Gogol’s story tells the tale of, and pokes serious fun at, a 
low-ranking, skirt-chasing, buffoonish bureaucrat in St. Petersburg, one 
Collegiate Assessor Platon Kuzmich Kovalyov, who awakes on the 
morning of March 25 to discover that his nose is missing. Setting about 
its recovery, Kovalyov soon chances upon his wayward appendage pray-
ing in Kazan Cathedral. But, to his further consternation, it has now 
attained the physical stature and bearing of a gentleman and a much 
higher rank to boot—that of State Councilor—and thus refuses to rec-
ognize its former owner. Kovalyov’s nose is now the Nose, its own 
ontological subject. On the lam around town for some two weeks, the 
Nose is eventually arrested while attempting to board a stagecoach 
bound for Riga, and returned to Kovalyov in the form once more of a 
mere appendage. After a few further tribulations, Kovalyov awakes on 
April 7 to find his nose back in place, as inexplicably as it had gone miss-
ing. With policemen of various ranks making their appearance on almost 
every page of “The Nose,” hounding all and sundry, the setting is not 
just the grandiloquent imperial city but also the police state that binds 
and constricts it.5

Literary scholars have debated whether Gogol’s little story belongs 
most properly to the genre of satire, irony, parody, grotesque, farce, bur-
lesque, comedy, or even tragedy, or some hybrid combination thereof. 
For the purposes of the present essay suffice it to say that the vogue for 
Gogol in the Soviet Union in the 1920s cast the writer as a social satirist, 
though one with an absurdist rather than didactic aesthetic temperament. 
This was the overriding spirit, for example, of the avant-garde theater 
director Vsevolod Meyerhold’s production of Gogol’s play The Inspector-
General (1836–1842), which was the highlight of the 1926–1927 theater 
season in Moscow. Shostakovich saw The Inspector-General numerous 
times while he was living in the Meyerholds’ apartment and employed as 
a pianist in the Meyerhold Theater, a period that coincided with his ini-
tial work on The Nose. When it came time to launch the latter, the com-
poser’s numerous statements to the press invariably characterized Gogol’s 
short story in terms of satire: it is “a devastating satire of the epoch of 
Nicholas I,” he wrote in one article, referring to the story’s various pro-
tagonists as “all perfect nonentities, shown against the background of a 
bureaucratic police state [politseisko-chinovnicheskoi epokhi ].”6
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Shostakovich’s operatic transposition of the story comprises three 
acts with ten scenes altogether, which is a substantial number for a pro-
duction that runs just over one hundred minutes. (Even before it was 
staged, Laurel Fay tells us, “critics noted a ‘cinematic’ quality in the 
pacing and alternation of the scenes and entr’actes, which created the 
effect of a succession of ‘frames.’”7) Its nontonal and nonlyrical style was 
aggressively experimental for the period, and in some quarters is still 
considered so today. Salient are its parodic treatments of popular music 
and dances, both old (galop, polka, march, waltz) and new (foxtrot), as 
well as its musical evocations of the baser sonic phenomena and rituals of 
everyday life (snoring, shaving). The full score was written for a small 
orchestra—essentially a chamber ensemble but with the crucial addition 
of an extra fleet of percussionists—but it calls for at least thirty vocal 
soloists (each of whom must double or triple up in order to cover the 
seventy-eight singing and nine speaking roles). The vocal score is 
“declamatory” and “angular,” as Fay puts it, demanding a wide range of 
unusual vocal techniques.8

The libretto was written by Shostakovich, in collaboration with the 
stage writers Georgi Ionin and Aleksandr Preis, along with a little input 
from the modernist prose writer Yevgeny Zamyatin.9 Staying close to 
Gogol, they transposed all of his original dialogue, but also made some 
crucial additions of their own. For example, an arioso in Act II, Scene 
Six—when a crushed Kovalyov realizes the futility of his various attempts 
to retrieve his nose—affords his character considerably greater emotional 
depth than Gogol had given it, thereby fostering in the audience at least 
some empathy for this otherwise mostly unsympathetic principal.

The Nose premiered in January 1930 at the Malyi Opera Theater in 
Leningrad. Notwithstanding the fact that 1930 was the height of the Cul-
tural Revolution—the attempt to proletarianize all aspects of Soviet 
life—the Malyi had a policy of fostering experimental productions due in 
large part to the perspicacity of its artistic director and conductor, Samuil 
Samosud, who was committed to the renovation and modernization of 
operatic theater.10 Critics were quick to note the influence of Meyer-
hold’s The Inspector-General on both the dramaturgy (directed by Nikolai 
Smolich) and staging (designed by Vladimir Dmitriev) of the opera.11 
Archival photographs suggest that Dmitriev set The Nose in period style—
that of early nineteenth-century St. Petersburg—but with a conspicu-
ously low-brow twist and even a certain circuslike physicality.12 The 
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avant-garde theater and film director Grigori Kozintsev, then a leading 
member of the Factory of the Eccentric Actor (FEKS), recalled that 
“Dmitriev’s sets spun and reeled to the sounds of rollicking galops and 
dashing polkas; Gogol’s phantasmagoria was transformed into sound and 
color. The particular imagery of Russian art that was linked to urban 
folklore—the signs of taverns, shops, and picture booths, cheap dance 
orchestras—all burst into the kingdom of Aida and Il Trovatore.”13

The Nose enjoyed a substantial run of sixteen performances at the 
Malyi, and the Bolshoi Theater even hired Meyerhold to direct a pro-
duction in Moscow, though it was never realized.14 Assailed by proletar-
ian critics,15 the opera nevertheless garnered strong support from Pravda’s 
regular music critic, Yevgeny Braudo, who commended Shostakovich 
for his “social satire ” on the imperial period, pointing in particular to 
several scenes that were not in Gogol’s original story but rather inserted 
by the composer for explicitly satirical purposes. In 1933, in a review 
essay on the contemporary performing arts, Braudo attributed to The 
Nose groundbreaking satirical force: “The greatest shock to our conser-
vative musicians so far has been … The Nose. … This work, a model of 
caustic wit, is the most strongly satirical opera staged so far. Shostakov-
ich has a remarkable sensitivity to social implications.”16

Metamorphosis

Under Kentridge’s direction, The Nose arrived at its most extreme visu-
alization to date. Its scenography and costuming broached a range of 
period styles, but the artist staged the opera not so much in the trap-
pings of specific historical moments as in the dynamic formal language 
of a major body of artistic production, that of the Russian and Soviet 
avant-garde. By drawing upon the work of Shostakovich’s counterparts 
in the visual and performing arts—Meyerhold, Liubov Popova, Kazimir 
Malevich, Vladimir Tatlin, Gustavs Klucis, Varvara Stepanova, Alek-
sandr Rodchenko, and especially El Lissitzky—Kentridge sought to 
reconnect The Nose to the world of advanced aesthetic and political 
ambition within and out of which its composition had developed.

Co-designed with Sabine Theunissen, the sets comprised various 
innovations. Ivan Yakovlevich’s modest barbershop and Kovalyov’s tiny 
apartment (with its conspicuously too-short bed, perhaps a humorous 
aside on the broader metaphorical significance of his noselessness), for 
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example, were constructed as small boxy interiors decorated in period 
style. Suspended within the vast dimensions of the Met’s cavernous pro-
scenium—the distance from the stage floor to the rigging loft is over a 
hundred feet—they looked something like repurposed shipping contain-
ers floating in space. Kentridge had his singers move in and out of these 
cramped interiors through not only regular doors but also ceiling trap-
doors and, in one instance, by a rudimentary rope and pulley system.

Another set construction was multifunctional, revolving on its own 
axis to serve as the residence of the Chief of Police (Act II, Prologue), 
and, in its second orientation, as the newspaper office where Kovalyov 
attempts to place a lost notice concerning his errant nose (Act II, Scene 
Five). What was especially compelling in the switch between these two 
scenes was that the singers involved in the first remained on the moving 

Dmitri Shostakovich, The Nose, production directed and designed by William Kentridge, 2010. 
Photograph by Ken Howard/Metropolitan Opera.
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construction during its half-revolution to the second, gymnastically 
recostuming and thus repurposing themselves—in full view of the audi-
ence—from policemen into porters placing newspaper advertisements. 
At about mid-height, a rudimentary ramp constructed from unpainted 
wooden slats was slung diagonally across the breadth of the proscenium; 
traversed by different singers throughout the performance, this ramp 
helped to establish an important theatrical counterpoint to the main 
action occurring on the stage floor below.

On the one hand, these sets—and the expectations about the intense 
physicality of dramatic action that they seemed to bring with them—
recalled nothing so much as the Constructivist “acting apparatus,” a new 
typology of set construction invented by Stepanova and Popova for 
Meyerhold’s biomechanical productions in the early 1920s. For the 
main stage of Fernand Crommelynck’s farce, The Magnanimous Cuckold 
(1922), for example, Popova built a skeletal wooden apparatus compris-
ing stepladders, scaffolding, platforms, and revolving doors for the acro-
batics of Meyerhold’s ever-moving actors, thereby recreating the 
proscenium as gymnasium. Relatedly, the bold graphics of Stepanova’s 
costumes for Aleksandr Sukhovo-Kobylin’s The Death of Tarelkin (1922), 
and Constructivist graphic design more generally, seem to have both 
found their way into Greta Goiris’s costuming for The Nose. Kovalyov, 
to mention just one protagonist, sported a brilliant white waistcoat on 
which a giant upper-case letter “K” was printed in reverse—and thus 
defamiliarized—perhaps a pun on the so-called back-to-front “R” (Я) 
that is the Russian letter “ia” and word for “I,” or simply a nod to Ken-
tridge’s newfound enthusiasm for Cyrillic letterforms.

On the other hand, the analogy to Constructivist theater or cos-
tume design only goes so far. In dressing The Nose’s seventy-eight roles, 
Goiris drew inspiration from a vast repertoire of European and Asian 
costumes, while Kentridge, for his part, abandoned altogether the reve-
lation to the audience of the back wall of the stage, a revelation that 
characterized so much Constructivist theater chez Meyerhold, valorized 
as it was as a rudimentary way of laying bare the process of the play’s 
own production. Instead, Kentridge moved The Nose in the opposite 
direction, that of spectacularization. His main backdrop comprised a 
giant, noisy collage of newspaper and encyclopedia articles, a map of St. 
Petersburg, portrait engravings bedecked with red wedges and circles in 
lieu of noses, agit-prop slogans shouted in multiple languages, and a 
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miscellany of other printed matter. But most fundamental of all to Ken-
tridge’s spectacularization of The Nose was his deployment of video pro-
jection. Edited by Catherine Meyburgh and delivered by a single, 
extremely powerful machine stationed at the rear of the auditorium, a 
vast array of projections saturated almost the entire production, creating 
a sheer surfeit of images that effectively conjured something like—to 
borrow Kozintsev’s pithy comment on the opera’s Leningrad pre-
miere—“Gogol’s phantasmagoria.” Whether still or moving, slow or 
fast, miniature or gigantic, singular or complex, these projections helped 
to transpose much of the drama from the horizontal space of the stage 
floor onto the vertical plane of the screen, thereby transforming the Met 
into a hybrid opera–movie house.

Over the last several decades the use of film or video projection in 
operatic performance has moved from the experimental periphery into 
the mainstream, but it is worth remembering that among the first major 
practitioners of moving-image projection in live performance were van-
guard directors such as Meyerhold and Erwin Piscator in the 1920s, and 
Bertolt Brecht in the early 1930s, each of whom grappled with the 
question of the impact of the new medium of film upon their theatrical 
or operatic craft, and the possibilities for innovation that it opened up. 
The apparatus Popova installed for Meyerhold’s production of The Earth 
in Turmoil (1923), a play by Sergei Tret’iakov adapted from Marcel Mar-
tinet’s La Nuit (1921), registered this exploration: comprising a stripped-
down gantry crane, it was hung with a large film screen for the projection 
of Dziga Vertov’s Kino pravda newsreels during the performance. Such 
film sequences embedded in opera or theater in the 1920s and 1930s 
typically had one of two functions: most often their role was documen-
tary in ambition—to expand the audience’s understanding of the histori-
cal context of the live action unfolding before them—the assumption 
typically being that film was a veristic medium. Sometimes, however, 
such projections also had a critical role—to contrast with the live action 
on stage—and thereby provoke the audience’s more sustained reflection 
upon the latter.17

Both of these functions were evident in certain moments of Ken-
tridge’s projections for The Nose, notwithstanding the production’s 
phantasmagorical thrust. The prologue to Act II delivered an example of 
film’s both documentary and critical expansion of the stage: while 
Kovalyov was en route to beseech the Chief of Police for assistance in 
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Sergei Tret’iakov, The Earth in Turmoil, production directed by Vselovod 
Meyerhold and designed by Liubov Popova, 1923.
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Kentridge, Nose 29, 2009.

the recovery of his nose—Kentridge had him furiously pedaling a much 
too small bicycle, à la Ubu in the artist’s print Ubu Tells the Truth: Act 
IV, Scene 7 (1996)—projected overhead were a few seconds of docu-
mentary film footage showing pedestrians milling like ants on Nevsky 
Prospekt, the main boulevard of St. Petersburg. This footage expanded 
the audience’s grasp of the political geography of the moment, instilling 
a sense of the vast scale of the imperial city, in contrast to the puniness of 
its human subjects.

But the critical function of projection in The Nose was most espe-
cially felt with respect to Kentridge’s dramatic foregrounding of the 
character of the Nose, and thus his reorientation of the main thrust of 
the opera overall. Shostakovich’s libretto gives the Nose—sung at the 
Met by the Canadian tenor Gordon Gietz—a mere handful of vocal 
lines, extremely difficult ones but nevertheless only two or three min-
utes worth at most. (Had the libretto not also directed the Nose to 
scamper about on stage from time to time the audience would have 
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barely encountered him at all; for this unsung part Goiris and Kentridge 
outfitted another actor in a giant papier-mâché nose.) The minor role of 
the Nose is in strong contrast to that which Shostakovich affords 
Kovalyov, an extremely demanding part sung by the Brazilian baritone 
Paolo Szot, who was on stage for much of the production, and singing 
for most, if not all, of that time. By deploying multiple projections of 
the Nose throughout the performance, Kentridge redressed this imbal-
ance, restoring to the latter character by visual means the dramatic role 
of a principal. While Kovalyov was bemoaning the loss of his nose (Act 
I, Scene Three), for example, a giant image of the Nose sneaking past 
outside his bedroom window appeared on the screen overhead. On 
occasions, this projected Nose even intervened directly in the action 
occurring on the stage floor. The net effect of these dramatic appear-
ances and interventions was to shift our attention away from an exclu-
sive preoccupation with the target of Gogol and Shostakovich’s 
satire—the bureaucrat Kovalyov—and toward instead the life and 
adventures of his now fully emancipated former appendage.

In addition to its dramatic participation in the drama, the Nose also 
appeared in a number of projections Kentridge created to accompany 
the score’s various instrumental interludes. (There was a nice inversion 
here: while Shostakovich composed scores for live performance with 
silent films, Kentridge created filmic accompaniment for the composer.) 
These projections comprised extremely rapid montages of the artist’s 
signature stop-motion animation combined with live action and archival 
film footage. In the main, their effect was synthesizing rather than con-
trapuntal. For example, Kentridge calibrated the wild rhythmic energy 
of Shostakovich’s ground-breaking interlude (Act I, between Scene 
Two and Scene Three) for nine unpitched percussive instruments—tri-
angle, tambourine, castanets, snare drum, tom-tom, suspended cymbal, 
ordinary cymbals, bass drum, and tam-tam—with an equally percussive 
montage of moving images that began with the phrase “‘Search out reli-
able anti-futurists’ (Lenin)” spinning around and around as if wound 
upon an invisible revolving fair-ground barrel. In evident homage to 
Malevich and Lissitzky, a barrage of red and white squares and circles 
then hurtled across the screen, coalescing for a brief instant before pull-
ing apart again. These were followed by scrappy fragments of torn black 
paper that became a horse (Don Quixote’s Rocinante) before our eyes. 
An old-fashioned Russian typewriter was played by invisible hands, and 
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then, all of a sudden, Shostakovich was at the piano with a giant nose for 
a head. A more thematic form of synthesis shaped the accompaniment to 
the exhilarating orchestral “Galop” (Act I, between Scene Three and 
Scene Four), which included multiple configurations of the Nose strik-
ing a pose on the ever-skinny Rocinante.

For some critics, the unrelenting presence and pace of projections 
ultimately distracted from rather than complemented Shostakovich’s 
music,18 which raises an old and much contested issue, namely the 
degree to which image, action, and music compete with one another in 
opera. In a recent interview with Kentridge, Calvin Tomkins confessed 
that with respect to the artist’s production of The Magic Flute (2005) 
there were times when he felt “that the visual effects were a distraction 
from the music.” To this Kentridge responded: “Some people hated it 
because there was too much to watch.” The having of too-much-to-
watch is a problem, in some quarters, because it implies a loss of the 
ability to grasp the putative totality, a loss of mastery. But for Kentridge, 
this is simply not a problem because, in his opinion, “opera is an impure 
medium” that combines many different elements.19

Shostakovich himself seems not to have weighed in on the image-
music side of the operatic triangle (image-action-music)—though he did 
apparently want to create a new genre, which he called “film-opera”20—
but given his opposition to the traditional hypostatization of music in 
opera, he might well have agreed with Kentridge. The composer did 
address over and over again, however, the question of the relationship 
between music and drama in his numerous statements apropos The Nose. 
“In composing my opera,” he wrote in 1930, for example, “I was least of 
all guided by the idea that an opera is primarily a musical work. Action 
and music are of equal importance in The Nose and neither is allowed to 
dominate over the other.”21 In another statement, he wrote: “Music in 
this spectacle does not play a self-sufficient role. The stress is on the pre-
sentation of the text.”22 In fact, one of the reasons he gives for having 
chosen Gogol’s story in the first place was that its “intricate plot [gave] rise 
to many effective theatrical situations.”23 It was precisely for this reason 
that he was so opposed to the concert performance of the score in 1929.

The fundamental impurity of operatic form may render irrelevant 
objections based on assumptions about the primacy of one medium over 
another. But there still remains the question of whether or not the end-
less proliferation of citations to, and animations of, the work of the 
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Russian and Soviet avant-garde in Kentridge’s staging of The Nose 
amounts to something more than, in the end, a new form of sceno-
graphic ornament. Ultimately I believe that it does, because these cita-
tions and animations play a major role in shifting our understanding of 
the opera away from its hitherto dominant and exclusive interpretation in 
terms of satire. Without disavowing the satirical dimension altogether, 
Kentridge refocuses the audience’s attention—through a new emphasis 
on the primarily visual figure of the Nose—on a subject of cardinal but 
underacknowledged importance in the very construction of story and 
opera alike, namely, the concept of metamorphosis. His staging reminds 
us of something so basic to their shared narratives that it may be easily 
forgotten: that, altogether fantastically, a part of the human body is trans-
formed into an autonomous being. In foregrounding the generative role 
of metamorphosis in The Nose, Kentridge thereby opens the door to the 
myriad potential metaphorical ramifications of this ancient poetic con-
cept, beyond the realm of physical embodiment alone to that of social 
and political transformation more broadly. In his staging, the Nose 
becomes a figure of revolution, not just of the October Revolution—
though that remains the Ur-example, it is true—but of any and all 
attempts to bring about fundamental social change. The Nose is thus 
Rosa Luxemburg and Lev Trotsky, but also Steve Biko, the leader of the 
Black Consciousness movement in South Africa who was beaten to death 
while in police custody in Port Elizabeth in September 1977.24 That the 
Nose is ultimately beaten and repressed, the production seems to suggest, 
is no reason not to honor and celebrate those precious instances of 
intrepid faith in the possibility of transformation, and thus also to lament 
their passing. “Even as utopia is dead,” Kentridge writes, “we hang onto 
its skeleton, hoping to resurrect it through a wish, a will.”25

Revolution and Terror

This interpretive shift—from satire to the celebration of, and lament for, 
utopia—was not something arrived at overnight; rather, it emerged 
during the long course of Kentridge’s preparation of The Nose over the 
past four years. Much of this preparation took place in his Johannesburg 
studio, and resulted in the creation of a network of related, ancillary 
projects. Common to these projects is the near-total eclipsing of 
Kovalyov in favor of an exploration of the life of the Nose, rather in the 
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spirit of Cervantes’s Don Quixote.26 No doubt the relative unscriptedness 
of the Nose’s role in the libretto encouraged Kentridge in this direction, 
affording his imagination free rein, one drawing leading to the next 
until the hitherto secret life of the Nose finally came into view for the 
very first time. These projects then became something of a sourcebook 
for the projections that animate Kentridge’s production at the Met.

The life of the Nose is recorded in a portfolio of thirty etchings 
conceived by Kentridge between December 2006 and May 2009; this 
was released in an edition of fifty and also published in book form under 
the title William Kentridge Nose (2010).27 The portfolio tracks the numer-
ous encounters of the Nose as he goes about his newly autonomous life 
in St. Petersburg, though it would be better to say “invents,” since so 
few of these episodes are to be found in Gogol’s story. Kentridge por-
trays, for example, the Nose’s private visits with various nude and 
clothed ladies (Nose 1, 2, 4, 23), some famous from the history of art. 
To one of these women he makes love (Nose 10), this last perhaps some-
what substantiating Ivan Yermakov’s old reading of “The Nose” in 
terms of castration anxiety (a reading that Kentridge, however, refutes).28 
The Nose also enjoys mounting a series of Rocinantesque equestrian 
monuments (Nose 6, 7, 8, 9), and heading/hooding—the ambiguity is 
surely deliberate—all manner of objects and beings, inter alia, a sculp-
tural bust (Nose 25), a marble statue of a male nude in contrapposto 
(Nose 27), a female nude (Nose 14), Anna Pavlova (Nose 15), Angelina 
Ballerina (Nose 16), and Trotsky (Nose 17). The Nose even encounters 
the Ur-icon of the Revolution, Tatlin’s Monument to the Third Interna-
tional (1920) (Nose 3). But one print comprises his police mugshot (Nose 
13), thus foreshadowing his violent end: the Police Inspector holds a 
gun to his head (Nose 29) and fires, blasting the Nose to smithereens 
(Nose 30). The Revolution is over. (An animated projection of these last 
two prints appeared in Act III, Scene Nine of the opera, in which 
Kovalyov is celebrating the return of his nose. There, the death of the 
Nose was memorialized by a screen awash with almost melting black 
fragments—it was the most painterly and abstract filmic sequence in the 
entire production, and extremely moving.)

The Nose’s trajectory from euphoric engagement to systemic 
repression is explored in much greater detail in I Am Not Me, The Horse 
Is Not Mine (2008), a raucous installation of eight film fragments trans-
ferred to video, each six minutes in duration.29 These fragments now 
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William Kentridge, stills from A Lifetime of Enthusiasm, as seen in I Am Not Me, The Horse Is Not 
Mine, 2008. Photograph by John Hodgkiss.
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have a life of their own but the original impetus for their creation was to 
provide visual accompaniment to the opera’s instrumental interludes, as 
discussed above, and brief excerpts from all of them appeared in one 
place or another in the Met production. The fragments were constructed 
using three main techniques. The main one was stop-motion animation, 
though the charcoal drawing Kentridge typically uses for this process 
was largely replaced by a collage mode of drawing with scraps of black 
paper, which coalesce to form shapes before dispersing once again. 
There was also a considerable amount of live-action footage, the prod-
uct of workshops Kentridge held in his studio, in which actors or the 
artist himself performed very loosely choreographed tasks such as danc-
ing, twirling, marching, drawing, dragging, prancing, climbing, or 
horse-stepping. Selected sequences of this footage were then projected 
frame by frame and overlaid with collage materials (often depicting the 
Nose), and then reshot. Last but not least, some of the film fragments 
incorporated archival film footage. The combination of these techniques 
meant that the principle of erasure that has driven most of Kentridge’s 
work since the late 1980s ceded, in I Am Not Me, The Horse Is Not Me, 
to that of montage, thereby according nicely with what Shostakovich 
referred to as the technique of “literary montage” that he had used in 
the composition of the opera’s libretto.

Projected simultaneously in a dedicated, pitch-black gallery, the 
eight fragments share a single soundtrack, Ngilahlekelwe Ikhala Lami, 
which was arranged by Philip Miller (a Johannesburg-based composer 
with whom Kentridge has often worked), with music and lyrics by Thu-
lani Manaka and his Apostolic Faith Choir in conjunction with Richard 
Siluma.30 Because the projection uses all four walls of the gallery, it is not 
physically possible to view the eight fragments simultaneously, nor do 
they seem to have any given sequence. Evading both totality and linear-
ity, the installation is a cluster of short visual essays that, taken together, 
constitute a commemorative portrait of the October Revolution and its 
destruction: “an elegy (perhaps too loud for an elegy) both for the formal 
artistic language that was crushed in the 1930s,” Kentridge suggests, “and 
for the possibility of human transformation that so many hoped for and 
believed in during the revolution.”31

One of the fragments, A Lifetime of Enthusiasm, presents a proces-
sion, a frequent topos in both the artist’s work (Shadow Procession [1999], 
Procession on Anatomy of Vertebrates [2000], and Portage [2000]) and that of 
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Gogol (the scene in Kazan Cathedral and another in The Inspector-Gen-
eral). The film begins on an ecstatic note: a dancer suddenly whirls into 
the frame, swirling a long satin red banner into arabesques, like a lascivi-
ous tongue. His movements are wild, exaggerated, and full of promise. 
As he leaps forward, his hat is dislodged and falls to the ground, trans-
formed into a tumbling black circle. It is at this point that we notice that 
this revolutionary is clad in a great coat like the one worn by the Police 
Inspector in The Nose; as soon as we see this, his banner begins to disin-
tegrate and then, in less than an instant, is gone altogether. Already here, 
then, we have the suggestion that Revolution and Terror are not being 
plotted at different points on a temporal trajectory—Revolution in 
1917, Terror in 1937—but are rather contained within one another, like 
the two sides of a dyad. (This same figure is seen again in the dance 
soliloquy Country Dances I [Shadow], a studio “improvisation of African 
imaginings of Russian dances.”32) But in A Lifetime of Enthusiasm, this 
revolutionary-cum-Police Inspector has a specific job to do: he is the 
standard bearer announcing the arrival of the procession’s guest of 
honor—the Nose—who kneels on a rudimentary litter borne aloft by a 
squad of four marching figures. Following in his wake are those who 
transport like spolia the now iconic emblems of the avant-garde: a 
megaphone-shaped wedge; fragments of graphic designs by Lissitzky, 
Rodchenko, and Popova; and shards of Tatlin’s Monument to the Third 
International—this last having itself appeared as a float in a May Day 
parade held in Leningrad in 1925.

But as the procession continues in A Lifetime of Enthusiasm, its mood 
gradually changes from ecstatic to downtrodden, the parade of enthusi-
asts becoming a straggling line of refugees or even a chain gang. Har-
nessed, a single figure drags a float bearing a host of figures including, 
once again, the Nose. Metamorphosis begins to give way to its flipside, 
the grotesque: along limps a megaphone—one of the artist’s perennial 
motifs, which he shares with Klucis—mounted atop a pair of pliers. 
Again the Nose reappears, his litter dragged now not by one but four 
harnessed human beasts of burden. A black circle swoops into view, fol-
lowed by an abject, mechanomorphic agglomeration of graphic insignia. 
By this point, the procession looks more like Otto Dix’s War Invalids 
(1920) than the Revolution triumphant. When the Nose reappears a 
fourth (and final) time, he is superimposed upon the body of the wildly 
cavorting revolutionary-cum-Police Inspector with which the film 
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William Kentridge, stills from That Ridiculous Blank Space Again, as seen in I Am Not Me, The Horse 
Is Not Mine, 2008. Photograph by John Hodgkiss.
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began, while the remaining participants are bent double under the 
weight of the visual iconography of the Revolution, which they now 
carry on their breaking backs, like so many pieces of salvaged detritus.

It would be easy to read A Lifetime of Enthusiasm as an ironizing 
swipe at the ubiquitous festivals, anniversaries, and parades of Soviet life 
as mere pathetic rituals of forced spontaneity. “To live in Stalin’s era was 
to be condemned to a lifetime of enthusiasm,” Kentridge writes. “The 
marches, the May Day parades, the Five-Year plans fulfilled in three or 
four years. These were the symbols and proofs of the success of the 
Soviet experience.”33 But to reduce the film to irony would be to trivi-
alize its elegiac tone and ambition, its celebration of, and lament for, all 
those who persisted in their faith in the possibility of social transforma-
tion, notwithstanding the Terror mounting everywhere around them, 
and perhaps most frighteningly of all, already within themselves. “What 
I am interested in,” Kentridge clarifies, “is that part of the enthusiasm 
that could not be extinguished even as, from the 1920s on, the cost, the 
casuistry and terror of that enthusiasm became clearer.” This is “a pro-
cession determinedly going towards an uncertain destination.”34

The Nose, and his entourage of ambulatory mechanical devices 
concatenated out of the graphic objects of the avant-garde—such as Lis-
sitzky’s Of Two Squares (1920) and Klucis’s Radio Orator no. 5—reappear 
in three other films in Kentridge’s installation: Commissariat for Enlighten-
ment; His Majesty, the Nose; and the eponymously titled I Am Not Me, 
The Horse Is Not Mine. In these, the Nose metamorphoses from one 
creative figure to the next, heading/hooding any number of bodies, 
including that of Rocinante, Pavlova twirling en pointe, Shostakovich 
playing the piano, and even the artist himself. But already in His Majesty, 
the Nose the explicit repression of the Revolution has begun. Over and 
over again, the Nose, sported by Kentridge in a task-oriented solo per-
formance, climbs the studio stepladder, only to be kicked back down—
and shattered—by an invisible force at the very moment he reaches the 
summit. As frustration mounts, an array of printed words and phrases 
appear on the screen, blurting out the violence inflicted upon the Nose, 
who here stands in for the revolutionary subject forced into “self-repu-
diation,” “abjection,” and so forth.

His Majesty, the Nose thus sets things up well for the two other films 
projected on the same wall, Prayers of Apology and That Ridiculous Blank 
Space Again, which present piercing commentaries on this repression, 
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though each in a different modality. Prayers of Apology comprises the 
factographic projection of a montage of excerpts from the transcription 
of the February–March 1937 Plenum of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, at which Nikolai Bukharin and 
Aleksei Rykov were arraigned and denounced as clandestine members 
of the treasonous Right Opposition.35 Within the context of Kentridge’s 
film installation, Bukharin becomes an historical personification of the 
Nose: “It was me / it was me, who was beaten with a stone,” he declares 
at one point in the film fragment. Though not a show trial per se—that 
would not come for another year—both defendants were arrested at the 
Plenum’s conclusion and imprisoned as part of the Stalinist campaign to 
destroy the Old Bolsheviks, the remaining witnesses to the October 
Revolution.

But Bukharin refused to play his assigned role in this pseudo-judicial 
farce—which was to confess to his guilt—insisting instead on mounting 
a legalistic defense of his innocence as well as revealing to the committee 
the intolerable psychological state in which he found himself. (It was 
during his speech to this Plenum that Lazar Kaganovich, the secretary of 
the Central Committee, asserted that instead of confessing to their guilt, 
Bukharin and Rykov simply kept denying it, constantly “repeating the 
old proverb, ‘Never laid eyes on them!’ [‘Ia ne ia, i loshad’ ne moia,’ lit., 
‘I am not me, the horse is not mine’].”36) With his exceptional ear for 
the absurd, Kentridge adapts some of the Plenum’s most sadistic 
exchanges, for example: “Bukharin: But you must understand—it’s very 
difficult for me to die. / Stalin: And it’s easy for us to go on living?! / 
(Noise in the room, prolonged laughter).” While the factographic econ-
omy of Prayers of Apology makes it a unicum in the installation—it com-
prises simply a moving typescript—it is worth noting that Kentridge has 
often experimented with the use of documentary materials in the past, 
most especially in the animated film Ubu Tells the Truth (1997), in which 
he juxtaposed the testimony of witnesses to the Truth and Reconcilia-
tion Commission with his drawn fictional protagonists.

In contrast to the factographic economy with which the persecution 
and repression of Bukharin is presented, That Ridiculous Blank Space 
delivers its commentary on the Terror in the form of a duet of paper 
scraps played out in the graphic language of Lissitzky and Oskar Schlem-
mer. (Taken from Gogol’s story, this fragment’s title is an utterance 
repeated several times by Kovalyov in his despair about his noseless 
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face.) The film begins with the animation of the kernel of Lissitzky’s 
Civil War–period lithographic poster Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge 
(1920), the purpose of which had been to exhort local participation in 
the Bolshevik and anarchist struggle against the armies of the White 
Generals and other forces of counter-Revolution. A white circle enters 
the frame and takes up a position in the center of a black field. A smaller 
red circle enters from upper left and bounces against the perimeter of 
the white one before exiting the frame; the red circle then returns with 
a red rectangular appendage, and taps, taps, taps against the perimeter of 
the circle, as if trying to enter; it exits only to return quickly once again, 
this time as a concatenation of red circle, red rectangle, and red triangle. 
Its tapping on the white circle becomes now more urgent and insistent, 
but it still fails to penetrate the latter’s perimeter and disperses off-field. 
A piece of off-white paper, with the word “Awful” typed upon it, 
appears atop the white circle. Then, suddenly, a large red wedge bursts 
in from upper left, hurtling rapidly toward the white circle, its sharp 
point successfully penetrating the perimeter. In a matter of four or five 
hefty thrusts, the white circle is broken into shards. Out of these shards 
steps a strange mechanomorphic being who soon encounters a curvilin-
ear Schlemmerian figure who, rather ominously, has a small white circle 
for a head and a clublike arm. The two court and eventually embrace—
hence the film’s subtitle, “A One-Minute Love Story”—but within sec-
onds the white Schlemmerian figure turns on its red lover, sadistically 
beating him or her to death with its club-arm, and then dragging the 
broken body parts offstage. The violence in That Ridiculous Blank Space 
thus comes full circle: beat the whites red and they’ll eventually come 
back to get you.

That Kentridge rejects the use of violence to further revolutionary 
objectives is suggested by a remark he makes apropos a famous verse by 
Vladimir Mayakovsky from Left March (1923): “Silence, you orators! / 
Comrade Mauser, you have the floor.” (The poet’s reference is to Peter 
Ermakov, who became known as Comrade Mauser after he shot the 
Tsarina Alexandra Feodorovna in the mouth with his Mauser pistol.) 
Like Frantz Fanon, Kentridge asserts, Mayakovsky had “a deluded belief 
in the purifying effect of violence,” his suicide in 1930 being but “the 
clearest demonstration that once it had the floor, the Mauser would 
keep its place.”37 This is the insight, perhaps almost a truism, that haunts 
Kentridge’s filmic elegy overall: given the Revolution’s recourse to 
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violence, Terror was necessarily latent within it. Hence the dyadic figure 
of the trail-blazing revolutionary-cum-Police Inspector in A Lifetime of 
Enthusiasm. Hence “the Party eating itself,”38 one Bolshevik/Bukharin/
Nose/artist at a time. But if, due to the Bolsheviks’ Mauser-like hold on 
power, Terror came as much from within as from above, it must also be 
acknowledged that a latency is not the same thing as an inevitability. 
There must be a catalyst—a historical factor or factors—to bring that 
latency to the surface, to make it manifest. This catalyst remains unspeci-
fied in the film installation.

As I write these sentences, I am aware that they are in a sense antag-
onistic to the very principle of I Am Not Me, The Horse Is Not Mine, 
which, as an installation of filmic fragments, has gone out of its way—in 
its very form and format—to disrupt the efficacy or even possibility of 
literal-minded paraphrases or deductions. Yet the compulsion to find 
meaning here is inexorably strong. In his theatrical monologue, I Am 
Not Me, The Horse Is Not Mine, Kentridge refers to this as the “pressure 
for meaning”:

Dmitri Shostakovich, The Nose, production directed and designed by William Kentridge, 2010. 
Photograph by Ken Howard/Metropolitan Opera.
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One sees a series of abstract black shapes, and one will force them 
into a meaning for oneself. So that even as one tries to say, no, it’s a 
series of sheets of black paper, that are being torn and manipulated, 
one cannot stop oneself seeing a figure, a shape, a horse, a form. 
What is this pressure for meaning? It’s about the pressure for mean-
ing we have inside us, where you finish everybody else’s sentences. 
You finish them literally, if they stop halfway through. But other-
wise even as they are speaking, we are predicting the rest of the sen-
tence. It’s as if we have sent someone ahead, to the road ahead, to 
look around the corner and see what is coming, and come back and 
report to us what is there. And with this push for meaning we latch 
onto any half-word or half-image and make sense of it. And once a 
meaning is found, we hold onto it even as it disintegrates. We do this 
with images, but also with ideas, so that even as utopia is dead, we 
hang onto its skeleton, hoping to resurrect it through a wish, a will.39

The Death of the Nose

For better or worse, Kentridge’s film installation I Am Not Me, The 
Horse Is Not Mine—and the constellation of profound issues and con-
cerns that it raises—inevitably stays with us when we watch his produc-
tion of Shostakovich’s opera at the Met, prompting us to zero in on the 
ultimate repression of the Nose and the role therein of the latter’s chief 
antagonist, the Police Inspector. If Gogol had distributed the forces of 
the imperial police state across a hierarchy of officers of the law, the 
composer concentrated these figures in this single punitive and venal 
character, the kvartal’nyi nadziratel’ (district constable). At the Met, this 
role was sung by the Russian tenor Andrei Popov, who truly inhabited 
this extremely difficult tenor-altino part, producing an extraordinarily 
high tessitura that was extreme, hysterical, and deeply fascinating.40 As 
noted at the outset, the Police Inspector—who is identified by no 
proper name—looms menacingly over citizens and subordinates alike, 
both live and in projection. But it is only in the long and protracted 
seventh scene of Act III, in which the emancipated Nose finally meets 
his end, that the Police Inspector fully emerges for the first time.

Significantly, none of the events that transpire in this scene—includ-
ing the beating to death of the Nose—are to be found in Gogol’s short 
story. Instead, the entire scene is an interpolation by Shostakovich and 
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his co-librettists based on a single line in the “The Nose” (“We caught it 
just as it was about to drive off in the Riga stagecoach,” the Police 
Inspector tells Kovalyov).41 In an attempt to preserve the unity of his 
style, however, the librettists recycled various other texts by Gogol in 
writing the scene’s dialogue.42

The setting is the outskirts of St. Petersburg—that liminal space 
between city and the beyond. (The libretto places the action at the hitch-
ing post for a stagecoach, but Kentridge sets it in the vicinity of a railway 
station, with the projection of a Soviet-era train schedule serving as the 
main backdrop.) It is night. The scene opens with the Police Inspector 
drilling and tormenting his motley posse of ten slovenly subordinates as 
they lie in wait to ambush a worker. His voice shrill and piercing, Popov 
also played the drill for laughs, kicking his poor minion Petrushka in the 
backside. A searchlight scanning the upper reaches of the proscenium 
from left to right reveals the Nose in projection, contentedly rocking in 
his chair, reading his newspaper. Despite the bumbling slapstick of the 
policemen there is something palpably ominous about the scene—an 
atmosphere of dread, a sense of foreboding—which intensifies with the 
arrival of each prospective passenger on stage: a couple plead with their 
friend not to risk the dangers of traveling at night, such as highway rob-
bery by bandits (a random notice in the collage back-drop reads “but 
your spine has been smashed”). Parents prepare to send their masked 
children away on a journey all alone. An elaborately masked woman, 
wearing an exquisite white coat with ermine trim—the libretto identifies 
her as the Elderly Lady—sings about her impending death. More and 
more people enter, and a crowd begins to form.

Suddenly disrupting this lugubrious and disquieting scene, a gay and 
wholesome seller of bubliki (bagel-shaped sweet breads) rushes on stage, 
hoping to find customers among the soon-to-be departing passengers. 
But she is quickly surrounded by the posse of policemen, who harass her 
with salacious taunts, vulgar pelvic gestures, and lascivious gropings at 
her bosom and behind. As their taunting escalates—in the libretto there 
is an implicit suggestion of rape—the upper reaches of the proscenium 
are suddenly illuminated to reveal an astounding projection of the Nose 
looming overhead. A witness to this act of sexual and class violence, the 
Nose attempts to come to the bubliki-seller’s succor. Brandishing two 
red-square flags up and down like semaphore, he goes berserk, firing off 
a volley of red squares. These hurtle down to the stage floor in order to 
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liberate the victim from her oppressors, a veritable animation of a page 
from Lissitzky’s Of Two Squares (1922). This is the most agitated the 
Nose has ever been, and it is pure Kentridge.

In the midst of the projected Nose’s frantic intervention, the live 
giant papier-mâché Nose scampers down the upper ramp, hurrying to 
make the Riga train. The Police Inspector raises his hand to stop him, a 
shot is fired, and suddenly all the policemen set upon the papier-mâché 
Nose, beating him to death as the crowd—and most especially the 
Elderly Lady—eggs them on. “Take that, take that, take that,” the 
chorus cries in unison some forty-three times. (I should note that in the 
libretto, the Nose is beaten by the entire crowd-turned-mob—the stage 
direction reads: “Everyone surrounds the Nose and beats him”—and 
thus not only by the policemen.)43 The projection on the screen above 
is even more graphic: a rapid montage shows the Nose being crushed 
from all sides, his legs giving way beneath him. As he collapses to the 
ground, the chorus cries “Nose” over and over again, and an enormous 
projection of that word in Cyrillic fills the entire proscenium. At the 
end of this violent frenzy, a little appendage-sized nose is found on the 
ground and quickly if disdainfully pocketed by the Police Inspector. A 
whistle blows and the crowd goes on its merry way, as if nothing at all 
has happened. The stage darkens and almost a full minute of Country 
Dances I is projected overhead. The Revolution is over, the Police 
Inspector has triumphed, with more than a little help from the mob. (In 
the next scene he will “sell” the appendage back to Kovalyov in 
exchange for a gold pocket watch and a sizeable contribution to the cost 
of his children’s education.)

With the addition of this scene, Shostakovich has clearly pushed 
Gogol’s absurdist satire much further than its author would seem to have 
intended it to go. Line by line the composer patiently builds a dramatic 
portrait of the violent repression of the Nose, the opera’s beautiful and 
absurd figure of revolutionary transformation, which Kentridge stages in 
the form of a brutal pantomime. But Shostakovich also underscores the 
way in which this repression takes place at the hands of a senseless mob, 
incited to violence by an atmosphere of fear and intimidation. Patching 
the scene’s dialogue together from other Gogol texts, and packaging the 
whole as satire, the composer found a way to adumbrate the culture of 
denunciation that was increasingly coming to characterize his own his-
torical moment, even as early as 1928, in both the political and aesthetic 
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realms.44 But Shostakovich was a believer and, despite what he saw 
about him over the course of the next decade and beyond—including, 
the execution of Meyerhold and countless others from his circle in the 
Terror of the late 1930s—he kept on at it. “Shostakovich could shift 
throughout his life between an irreverent, absurd View and pleasure in 
the world, and at times play the trumpet for the edifice as loudly as 
anyone, with a conviction that was more than simply self-preserving or 
strategic,” Kentridge writes. “The need for belief and the power of that 
belief are not just foolishness or self-service. They are also about hope.”45 
In his production at the Met, Kentridge found a way to house that hope, 
that faith. “Even as utopia is dead, we hang onto its skeleton, hoping to 
resurrect it through a wish, a will.”46
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“Whichever Page You Open”: William Kentridge in New York

Joseph Leo Koerner and Margaret Koster Koerner

A melancholy genius of the great tradition, William Kentridge asks the 
big questions. With The Refusal of Time, he wonders: Is it all over when 
we die? After debuting at Documenta 13 in 2012, the installation made 
its New York premiere at the Metropolitan Museum of Art this past fall 
[2013]. It tackles no less than the vicissitudes of time, the end of the 
universe, black holes, and string theory; yet this visionary treatment of 
such weighty subjects prompts a feeling of almost religious reassurance. 
Produced with many contributors, the work is pure Kentridge on an 
operatic scale. The artist drew inspiration from hours of conversation 
with historian of science Peter Galison, who is credited as collaborator, 
along with video editor Catherine Meyburgh and composer Philip 
Miller. The work’s nostalgic aesthetic is enlivened by the addition of 
South African performers, notably Dada Masilo, who choreographed 
the piece (she memorably performs here and elsewhere in Kentridge’s 
art, in live action and animation), and by the appearance of the artist 
himself, a familiar presence his followers have come to expect.

The installation was accompanied by a spate of new shows and per-
formances, from the Metropolitan Opera’s revival of Kentridge’s 
acclaimed production of Shostakovich’s The Nose to a major exhibition 
at Marian Goodman Gallery—a season of Kentridge that saw the artist 
investigating the adaptation and reinvention of works for new contexts. 
Unlike Refusal’s staging in Kassel, for example, where it occupied an 
industrial space at the train station, its New York iteration required that 
the usually pristine Met galleries be “roughed up” (in Kentridge’s words) 
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William Kentridge, The Refusal of Time, 2012, a collaboration with Philip Miller, Catherine 
Meyburgh, and Peter Galison. Five-channel video projection with sound, megaphones, mixed 
media, 30 min. Installation view, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 2013.
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with materials typically used to protect walls and floors during construc-
tion. Old wooden and metal chairs, scattered about for use during the 
half-hour running time, encourage the viewer to occupy a multiplicity 
of vantage points, with five videos projected onto three walls and differ-
ent sound tracks at each corner.

In the nineteenth century, time came to be controlled by the domi-
nant powers of Europe, with Greenwich, UK, at Zero Meridian (also 
known, ironically, as Zulu Time). By 1880 in Paris, miles of under-
ground pipes filled with compressed air had been installed to regulate 
thousands of pneumatic clocks throughout the city; this prompted the 
prominent use of wind instruments in the music for Refusal, as well as 
the “breathing machine” at its center that acts as the virtual lungs of the 
piece—the kind of “embodied idea” Kentridge has been drawn to for 
much of his career, as the artist has said. His voice, piped through a 
megaphone, directs us to “breathe … wait a minute … breathe,” bring-
ing us back to the body’s own measure of time passing, which ultimately 
matters more than what may be dictated by machines or governments. 
What gives the installation further emotive power is the vulnerable 
humility of the messenger: “Here I am,” repeats the disembodied Ken-
tridge, as if from outer space, while we gaze at his dream image of the 
galaxy. Not only are we riveted by the artist’s extraordinary inventive-
ness, we are comforted by his vision of a universe where, by the postu-
lates of contemporary physics, we are eternalized—for if we accept the 
tenets of string theory as presented here, then pictures, snippets of con-
versations, and even emotions are all part of a kind of universal archive, 
preserved forever on the edge of a black hole.

In the dark interior of his remarkable show at Marian Goodman 
Gallery, Kentridge squeezed his artistry between the covers of a book: 
the 1914 edition of Cassell’s Cyclopædia of Mechanics, subtitled Memoranda 
for Workshop Use Based on Personal Experience and Expert Knowledge. Ken-
tridge bought a used copy and stamped its yellowed endpaper with his 
name. A new, seven-minute video begins with the artist’s ink-stained 
hands opening the book’s cover, seen as if through his eyes. A piano 
sounds and the pages start to turn at the rate of twelve per second—
enough to animate an adventure. Titled Second-hand Reading (the phrase 
also lends the exhibition its title), the 2013 video soon finds a lone 
figure—sketched in charcoal and chalk—pacing the page in reading 
direction, left to right. Then, on the opposite page, a painted tree 
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appears, and then a landscape, scrolling in step with the wanderer. The 
Cyclopædia becomes a book of the world, with leaves turned as if by the 
wanderer’s feet.

Viewers will recognize Kentridge himself in his signature black 
trousers and white shirt, pacing pantherlike in the productive confines of 
his Johannesburg studio. “What happens in the studio”—to borrow a 
favorite Kentridge locution—is this: The artist wanders through a forest 
of his own motifs. The things he draws (globes, coffee machines, type-
writers, megaphones), the marks he makes (in charcoal and ink), and the 
phrases he displays (THINKING ON ONE’S FEET; MEETING THE 
PAGE HALF-WAY; WHICHEVER PAGE YOU OPEN, THERE 
YOU ARE) cycle around him as the cyclopedia of “work-shop use” 
that made this exhibition.

The video fills its silence with an elegy written and sung by Neo 
Muyanga. It also silhouettes the artist’s solitude against the horizon of 
history and death. Toward the video’s end, Kentridge’s pacing form dis-
solves into charcoal smudges, from which emerges a drawing of a black 
man’s corpse. Rendered in crimson pencil, trickling blood rhymes with 
the red lines that annotate (forensically) many of Kentridge’s works. The 
corpse is gradually transmuted into the South African landscape. A fleet-
ing phrase recalls the events of Sharpeville (1960) and Marikana (2012): 
“the massacre under the grass.” The corpse defiles the landscape’s inno-
cence, its charcoal outlines never fully erased. The world is grasped sec-
ondhand, through the nostalgia of old books, mournful songs, obsolete 
artifacts, and turning pages.

Almost as commanding a presence in the video as the artist, a black 
woman dressed in white (again the dancer and choreographer Masilo) 
and emblazoned with a cross materializes, sometimes on one page, 
sometimes on both in duplicate. Gracefully she signs to us with sema-
phore flags. A recycled motif (appearing, for example, in Sleeping on 
Glass [1999]), her signaling is evocative but impenetrable: an urgent 
message, but out of place and out of time. At the video’s end, her flags 
join a turbulence of banners that toss about like leaves in the wind—a 
gesture toward the pages on display. As in the universe portrayed in The 
Refusal of Time, things scatter into infinity, yet nothing is lost.

Dominating the first gallery of Second-hand Reading were eleven 
monumental trees. Rendered in india ink on dictionary pages, these large 
composite drawings, hung on three walls of the room, formed a paper 
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William Kentridge, Second-hand Reading, 2013. HD video, color, sound, 7 min., 1 sec.
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arboretum of species indigenous to South Africa. Kentridge sized each 
specimen roughly to his person, as if they were drawn by the full compass 
of the artist’s body, contributing to a sense that these are uncanny self-
portraits, like Hieronymus Bosch’s famous hybrid Tree-Man.

Kentridge made these drawings page by page. Working from a 
squared photograph, he loosely drew parts of the whole: twists and turns 
of trunk and branches, grass and bushes fringing the foreground, expanses 
of field, and, above all, a dense profusion of leaves. The assembly of these 
pages was more precise. Patching the tree together, the artist shifted, lay-
ered, tore, and added ink-marked pages, with the idea that before a thing 
as complex as a tree, an artist does better to evoke than to copy. Ken-
tridge also added phrases, many previously featured in his work. 
Unbound, disordered, and inscribed, the secondhand pages thus cycle 
back to what they are made of—pulped wood of trees—but here the tree 
has become a new book, with words for leaves. This imagery is endur-
ing. In ancient Greece, the Sibyl wrote her prophecies on leaves, piling 
them at the entrance to her cave. Gusts scattered the leaves, dispersing 
fate. Dante refigured the image, closing his Divine Comedy with a vision 
in which “what is scattered through the universe in leaves is, with love, 
held together in one volume.” And Joyce ends Finnegans Wake with a 
tree (which also stands for the book) bidding its last leaf farewell.

In the gallery, the paper trees surrounded freestanding kinetic sculp-
tures created collaboratively with Janus Fouché, Christoff Wolmarans, 
Chris-Waldo de Wet, Gavan Eckhart, and Muyanga. These machines 
are wonders: Group efforts, they serve as models for the fragile coher-
ence of the flipbook film, the composite trees, and the artist’s oeuvre 
itself, where personal elements form a public statement. The hand-
cranked sewing machines that sang through megaphones, along with 
Untitled (Drum Machine) (2012), pounding a syncopated march, gave the 
show a festive feel, as if the imagination at work here were less an artist’s 
than a people’s.

Kentridge has linked the tree drawings to a childhood memory. 
During the years 1958–1961, his father, Sir Sydney Kentridge, famously 
served as one of Nelson Mandela’s defense attorneys. When he heard his 
father refer then to the “treason trial,” the four-year-old William inter-
preted it as “trees and tiles,” connected to trees in the garden and tiles on 
a family tabletop. Accidentally—or unconsciously—Kentridge now 
draws trees in tiled form. More remarkably, these drawings also put trees 
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William Kentridge, view of the exhibition Second-hand Reading, 2013, at Marian Goodman 
Gallery, New York.
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on trial. Trees of the knowledge of good and evil, neither they nor the 
landscape they forest is innocent. In one such drawing is found the phrase 
THE SHRAPNEL IN THE WOOD. As with the words treason trial, the 
obscurity here is only contextual. The words derive from German for-
estry: During World War II, explosives deposited so much metal in those 
trees that old timber must still be cautiously harvested and sawn.

“But there’s a Tree, of many, one, / A single Field which I have 
looked upon, / Both of them speak of something that is gone”: These 
immortal lines by Wordsworth moved and embarrassed contemporary 
admirers, who couldn’t quite explain why. Art can signal only the form 
of personal experience, not its content. Private, singular, and now 
“gone,” whatever was originally felt before that singular tree can be 
glimpsed only in the unbridgeable distance from it. A rare quality of 
Kentridge’s art is that, while whichever page you open, there he is, his 
work is never merely personal. In perpetual motion from project to 
project, shifting seamlessly among media, revising his accumulating 
imagery as he collaborates with other creators, the artist grows in stature 
with each new challenge. One of his next works will be a film environ-
ment for a performance of Schubert’s Winterreise (Winter Journey). It 
will be fascinating to see how the artist-wanderer approaches this task; 
how, for example, Kentridge will animate the linden tree, with its words 
of love carved in its bark and with its leaves always rustling, “Death.”
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